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LAW no. 370*

of September 20, 2004

on the election of the President of Romania

Published in the Official Gazette no. 887 of September 29, 2004

Republished in the Official Gazette no. 650 of September 12, 2011

CHAPTER I

General provisions

Art. 1. – (1) This law establishes the organization and conduct of the elections

for the President of Romania.

(2) The President of Romania shall be elected by universal, equal, direct,

secret, and freely expressed vote, under the terms of this law.

(3) The candidate who, in the first round, achieved the majority of votes of the

voters who are registered on the permanent electoral rolls, shall be declared

elected.

(4) In case none of the candidates has achieved the majority provided for in

paragraph (3), a runoff shall be organized in which shall participate only the first

1

* Republished on the grounds of provisions of Article IV of G.E.O. no. 95/2009 on the amendment

and completion of Law no. 370/2004 on the election of the President of Romania, published in

the Official Gazette no. 608 of September 3, 2009, amended in the Official Gazette no. 658 of

October 3, 2009 and approved with amendments and completions by Law no. 98/2011, published

in the Official Gazette no. 429 of June 20, 2011, thus the texts were given a new numbering.

Law no. 370/2004 on the election of the President of Romania was published in the Official

Gazette no. 887 of September 29, 2004 and was amended and completed by G.E.O. no. 77/2004

on amendment and completion of some provisions of Law no. 370/2004 on the election of the

President of Romania, published in the Official Gazette no. 920 of October 9, 2004, approved

by Law no. 592/2004, published in the Official Gazette no. 1.232 of December 21, 2004.

Subsequent to republication, Law no. 370/2004 was amended by Law no. 76/2012, published

in the Official Gazette no. 365 of May 30, 2012 (entered into force on February 15, 2013, according

to G.E.O. no. 4/2013), by Law no. 187/2012, published in the Official Gazette no. 757 of No -

vember 12, 2012, by G.E.O. no. 4/2014, published in the Official Gazette no. 111 of February 13,

2014, and by G.E.O. no. 45/2014, published in the Official Gazette no. 475 of June 27, 2014.



2 candidates established in accordance with the number of votes obtained in the first

round. The candidate who obtained most of the votes validly cast shall be declared

elected.

(5) A voter shall be entitled to a single vote in each round organized for

the election of the President of Romania according to Article 81 (2) and (3) of

the Constitution of Romania, republished.

Art. 2. – (1) Within the meaning of this law, the terms below shall have the

following meanings:

a) electoral period – the time span that starts on the date of coming into force

of the Government Decision on setting the election date, and ends when the

results of the poll are published in the Official Gazette of Romania, Part I; the

electoral period covers the time span between the date of coming into force of the

Government Decision on establishing the election date and the date when the

electoral campaign starts, the electoral campaign, the actual conduct of the voting,

the vote counting and centralization, the ascertaining of the results of the voting,

the allocation of the mandate, the validation of election, and the publication of the

result of the elections in the Official Gazette of Romania, Part I;

b) voters’ majority of votes – is determined as the full, unrounded share of the

balance between the number of voters registered on the permanent electoral rolls

and the figure 2, to which one unit shall be added, and represents the minimum

number of votes validly cast that a candidate must obtain in the first round, in order

to be elected President of Romania;

c) permanent electoral rolls – the lists comprising the Romanian citizens

entitled to vote, who have turned 18 by the election day inclusive;

d) identity document – the identity card, the electronic identity card, the

temporary identity card, identity document or diplomatic passport, electronic

diplomatic passport, business passport, electronic business passport, regular

passport, electronic regular passport, temporary regular passport, the travel

document, and the military service record for students in military schools, all

valid on voting day;*

e) parliamentary political parties – the parties and other political formations

which have their own parliamentary group in at least one of the Chambers of

Parliament, and which obtained in the last general elections for the Parliament

of Romania mandates of deputy or senator for the candidates on their lists or

on the lists of a political or electoral alliance which the respective political

parties or formations belonged to.**

Regulations on the election of the President of Romania 2014
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(2) The regular passport, the electronic regular passport, the temporary regular

passport, and the travel document may be used with a view to exercising the right

to vote only by the Romanian citizens who vote abroad or by the Romanian

citizens who have their domicile abroad, and vote in Romania.

Art. 3. – The Constitutional Court, according to Article 146 f) of the Constitution

of Romania, republished, shall see to the observance across the country of the

provisions of this law and shall confirm the voting results.

Art. 4. – (1) In the elections for the President of Romania may run candidates

proposed by the political parties or political alliances established according to

the Law of political parties no. 14/2003, with subsequent completions, as well as

independent candidates. Political parties and alliances may propose only one

candidate each. The member parties of a political alliance that proposes a candidate

may not propose other candidates separately.

(2) Candidacies proposed by political parties and alliances, as well as

independent candidacies may be submitted only if supported by at least 200,000

voters. A voter may support only one candidate.

Art. 5. – (1) The election day is a Sunday. The elections shall take place in

the month prior to the month in which the presidential mandate comes to an

end. The Government shall set by Decision the election date at least 60 days

prior to the election day.*

(2) In the circumstances provided for in Article 97 (1) of the Constitution of

Romania, republished, the election date shall be established by decision and made

public by the Government within 30 days at the most of the date when the office

of President has fallen vacant.

(3) The decision on establishing the election date shall be adopted on the

proposal of the Ministry of Internal Affairs and of the Permanent Electoral

Authority.

Art. 6. – (1) In case several political parties, political alliances, and legally

constituted organizations of citizens belonging to national minorities represented

in the Council for National Minorities wish to propose the same candidate for the

office of President of Romania, they may join in making an electoral alliance only

at national level, based on a protocol. A political party, a political alliance or a legally

set up organization of the citizens belonging to the national minorities represented

in the Council for National Minorities may only belong to a single political

alliance. The electoral alliance that took part in the former elections, irrespective

of their kind, under a particular denomination may preserve it provided its original

3
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composition has not changed. That particular denomination cannot be used by

another alliance.

(2) The protocol of establishing the electoral alliance shall be filed in writing

with the Central Electoral Bureau within 24 hours at the most of completing this

electoral bureau with the representatives of the Permanent Electoral Authority, and

of the parliamentary political parties.

(3) The Central Electoral Bureau shall rule, in public meeting, on the admission

or rejection of the protocol of establishing the electoral alliance, within 24 hours

at the most of the registration thereof.

(4) The decision of the Central Electoral Bureau to admit the protocol of

establishing the electoral alliance may be contested in writing at the High Court of

Cassation and Justice by any interested natural or legal person, within 24 hours at

the most of its posting.

(5) The decision of the Central Electoral Bureau to reject the protocol of

establishing the electoral alliance may be contested by the signatories to the

protocol at the High Court of Cassation and Justice, within 24 hours at the most of

its posting.

(6) The High Court of Cassation and Justice shall rule on the petitions

provided for in paragraphs (4) and (5), within 24 hours at the most of the

registration thereof, by final and irrevocable judgements, which shall be

transmitted to the Central Electoral Bureau.*

(7) The agreement to break up the protocol of establishing an electoral alliance

shall be filed in writing with the Central Electoral Bureau no later than 4 days prior

to the date when the deadline for the submission of candidacies expires.

(8) The provisions of paragraphs (3)–(6) shall apply accordingly to the

agreement to break up the protocol of establishing an electoral alliance.

CHAPTER II

Organization and conduct of the elections

SECTION 1
Permanent electoral rolls and electoral tables

Art. 7. – (1) Within 15 days at the most of the coming into force of the

Government Decision on establishing the election date, the mayors shall draw

and print in one copy, based on the data and information contained in the

Electoral Register, the permanent electoral rolls.

Regulations on the election of the President of Romania 2014
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(2) The permanent electoral rolls shall be drawn, printed and updated

according to the provisions of Law no. 35/2008 on the election to the Chamber

of Deputies and the Senate and for the amendment and completion of Law 

no. 67/2004 on the election of local public administration authorities, of Law

on the local public administration no. 215/2001 and of Law no. 393/2004 on

the Status of the local electees, with subsequent amendments and completions.

(3) The provisions of Law no. 35/2008, with subsequent amendments and

completions, on the objections and petitions against omissions, mistaken data

and any other errors in the lists shall be applied accordingly.*

Art. 8. – Copies of the permanent electoral rolls shall be drawn, printed

and made available to the electoral bureaux of the polling stations, according

to Law no. 35/2008, with subsequent amendments and completions.*

Art. 9. – (1) The voters who come to cast their vote and who can prove with

their identity document that they reside within the territorial area of the respective

polling station, but who were left out of the copy of the permanent electoral roll

which is to be found at the electoral bureau of the polling station, as well as the

members of the electoral bureau of the polling station, the persons entrusted with

keeping the order and who are not registered in the copy of the permanent electoral

roll in that polling station, the voters who on election day are in another commune,

town or municipality than the one they reside in, as well as the voters who vote at

the polling stations abroad shall be registered in a table including the surname and

the first name, the personal numerical code, the domicile, the identity document type,

series, and number, as well as other elements established by Government Decision.

(2) The voters who exercise their right to vote by means of the special ballot

box, according to Article 45 (1), shall be registered in another table.

SECTION 2
Polling stations

Art. 10. – (1) On the national territory, the electoral operations shall take

place in the polling stations set up according to Law no. 35/2008, with

subsequent amendments and completions.*

(2) Repealed.**

Art. 11. – Repealed.**

Art. 12. – (1) In connection with the diplomatic missions and consular offices

of Romania there shall be set up one or more polling stations for the voters who

are abroad on the election date.
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(2) Apart from the polling stations provided for in paragraph (1), with the

agreement of the government of the country in question, there may also be set up

polling stations in other localities than those where diplomatic missions or consular

offices have their headquarters.

(3) The organization and numbering of the polling stations abroad shall be

established by order of the minister of foreign affairs, which shall be published

in the Official Gazette of Romania, Part I, and on the website of the Ministry

of Foreign Affairs, within 15 days at the most of the date of entering into force

of the Government Decision on establishing the election date.*

SECTION 3
Electoral bureaux

Art. 13. – (1) The Central Electoral Bureau, the county electoral bureaux, the

electoral bureaux of the Bucharest Municipality districts, the electoral bureau for

the polling stations abroad, and the electoral bureaux of the polling stations shall

be set up for the organization and conduct of specific electoral operations.

(2) The electoral bureaux shall be made up only of citizens entitled to vote. The

presidents of the electoral bureaux of the polling stations, the deputies thereof, and

the representatives of the Permanent Electoral Authority may not be politically

affiliated. The candidates in the elections, their spouses, their relatives and their

affines up to the second degree inclusive may not be members of the electoral

bureaux.

(3) In the discharge of their duties, the members of the electoral bureaux

exercise an office that involves state authority. The fair and unbiased exercise of

the office of member of the electoral bureau is mandatory. The failure to comply

with this obligation shall entail legal, civil or criminal liability, as the case may be.

(4) Nobody shall be allowed to be a member of two or several electoral

bureaux at the same time.

(5) The minutes drawn up on the occasion of the setting up and completion of

the electoral bureaux shall certify the capacity as a member of the electoral bureau.

Art. 14. – (1) The electoral bureaux shall function legally in the presence of the

majority of their members.

(2) The meetings of the electoral bureaux shall be presided over by the

presidents.

(3) In the absence of the president of the electoral bureau, his duties shall be

discharged by his deputy.

Regulations on the election of the President of Romania 2014
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(4) The members of the electoral bureaux shall be obliged to attend the

meetings. The presidents of the electoral bureaux may approve the absence from

the meeting of certain members for justified reasons.

(5) The electoral bureaux shall adopt acts and take measures, according to their

competence, only with the majority vote of the members who are present. In case

of equality of votes, the president’s vote shall be decisive.

Art. 15. – (1) The representatives of political formations in the electoral

bureaux may not receive or discharge other duties than those provided for in this

law.

(2) The representatives of political formations in the electoral bureaux may be

replaced at the request of those who nominated them, with the approval of the

hierarchically superior electoral bureau, till the day before voting day, and in case

of demise, illness or accident, even on voting day, with the observance of the

conditions provided for in Articles 16–23.

(3) The capacity as a member of an electoral bureau shall cease de jure in
the event legal action is taken against him for the perpetration of an offence

provided for in Articles 385–391 of the Criminal Code or under the conditions

provided for in Article 56 (5). The cessation de jure of the capacity as a member

of an electoral bureau shall be ascertained within 48 hours of the occurrence

of the case by the president of the hierarchically superior electoral bureau, and

in the case of the Central Electoral Bureau by the president of the High

Court of Cassation and Justice.*

Art. 16. – (1) The Central Electoral Bureau shall be made of 5 judges of the

High Court of Cassation and Justice, the president and vice-presidents of the

Permanent Electoral Authority, and 10 representatives at the most of the political

formations.

(2) The appointment of the 5 judges shall be done by the president of the High

Court of Cassation and Justice, in public meeting, within 3 days of the coming into

force of the Government Decision on setting the election date, by drawing of lots,

from among the sitting judges of the Court. The date of the meeting shall be

made public in the media by the president of the High Court of Cassation and Justice,

two days before the meeting.

(3) The result of the drawing of lots shall be recorded in a minutes signed by

the president and the first assistant magistrate of the High Court of Cassation and

Justice.

(4) Within 24 hours of the appointment, the designated judges shall elect from

among them, by secret ballot, the president of the Central Electoral Bureau and his

deputy. Within 24 hours of the election of the president of the Central Electoral

7
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Bureau, the structure of the Central Electoral Bureau shall be made of the president,

the vice-presidents of the Permanent Electoral Authority, and one representative of

each parliamentary political party. Consequently, the Central Electoral Bureau shall

discharge all the duties that are incumbent upon it according to this law until it is

completed with the representatives of the non-parliamentary political formations

that proposed candidates.

(5) The making up of the Central Electoral Bureau shall be recorded in a

minutes that shall represent the deed of investiture.

(6) Within 48 hours at the most of the date the candidacies have become final,

each political formation that is not represented in Parliament and has proposed a

candidate shall communicate to the Central Electoral Bureau the surname and the

first name of its representative. Communications sent after this time limit shall no

longer be taken into consideration. The Central Electoral Bureau shall be completed

with the proposed representatives by drawing of lots within 24 hours of the expiry

of the time limit allocated to the communications, by the president of the Central

Electoral Bureau, in the presence of the members of the bureau and of the

candidates, or of the persons delegated by the leadership of the political formations

that proposed the candidates, within the limits of the number of representatives

provided for in paragraph (1).

(7) The Central Electoral Bureau has a technical working apparatus made up

of specialists from the Ministry of Internal Affairs, the Permanent Electoral

Authority and the National Institute of Statistics.

(8) The Central Electoral Bureau, with the composition provided for in

paragraph (4), shall adopt, by decision, within 3 days of its constitution, the

organization and functioning regulations of the electoral bureaux and the working

apparatus thereof, which shall be published in the Official Gazette of Romania, Part I,

and shall be compulsory for all electoral bureaux and the working apparatus

thereof.

Art. 17. – (1) The Central Electoral Bureau shall have the following duties:

a) it shall ensure the application and unitary interpretation of the provisions of

this law;

b) it shall ascertain that the conditions of content and form provided for in this

law for the candidacies are carried out; it shall communicate the registered

candidacies to the county electoral bureaux, the electoral bureaux of the Bucharest

Municipality districts, and the electoral bureau for the polling stations abroad, and

shall make these candidacies known through the agency of the public radio and

television services, as well as by posting them on its own Internet page;

c) within 48 hours of the date the candidacies have become final, it shall

establish the order of candidates on the ballot paper, by drawing of lots, in the first

place from among the candidates proposed by the parliamentary political

Regulations on the election of the President of Romania 2014
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parties*, and in the second place from among the other candidates; it shall

communicate the order of the candidates and of their electoral signs on the ballot

paper to the Constitutional Court and the “Monitorul Oficial” R.A., and it shall make

it public through the agency of the public radio and television services, as well as

by posting it on its own Internet page;

d) it shall solve the objections referring to its own activity, and the petitions

regarding the activity of the county electoral bureaux, of the electoral bureaux of

the Bucharest Municipality districts, and of the electoral bureau for the polling

stations abroad; in the event that actual checks are needed in order to solve an

objection or petition, these checks shall be done in the presence of a judge of the

Central Electoral Bureau; such checks shall not be done on election date;

e) it shall centralize the election results, ascertain the elected candidate, and

present to the Constitutional Court the documents which enable the validation of

the mandate of President of Romania;

f) it shall organize and implement a system designed to collect data and to

periodically inform the public opinion of the attendance of the population in

the voting process;**

g) it shall transmit to the Permanent Electoral Authority all the materials and

documents in its possession, after the publication of the elections result in the Official

Gazette of Romania, Part I;

h) it shall decide on the recounting of the votes in a polling station or on the

remaking of the centralization of the votes and of the elections result, in case it finds

that there are errors or inconsistencies among the data recorded in the statements

of poll;

i) it shall carry out any other obligations incumbent upon it according to this

law.

(2) In the discharge of the duties incumbent upon it according to the provisions

of this law, the Central Electoral Bureau shall adopt decisions and resolutions.

(3) The decisions of the Central Electoral Bureau shall be adopted in order to

apply uniformly the provisions of this law, to approve or reject the protocol for

setting up an electoral alliance, to approve or reject the registration of candidacies,

to approve or reject the registration of electoral signs, to solve the objections and

petitions within its competence, as well as for other cases provided for in this law.

The decisions of the Central Electoral Bureau shall be mandatory for all the

authorities, public institutions, electoral bureaux, organizations which have

9
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responsibilities in electoral matters, as well as for all the participants in the

elections, shall be transmitted to the interested parties, and shall be made public by

posting on its own Internet page.

(4) The resolutions of the Central Electoral Bureau shall be adopted for the

unitary interpretation of this law, shall be generally mandatory, and shall be made

public by posting on its own Internet page and by publication in the Official

Gazette of Romania, Part I.

Art. 18. – (1) The county electoral bureau, the electoral bureau of the Bucharest

Municipality district respectively, shall be made of 3 judges, a representative of the

Permanent Electoral Authority nominated by it by decision, and 7 representatives

at the most of the political formations that proposed candidates.

(2) The appointment of the judges shall be made in public meeting, within 10

days at the most of the coming into force of the Government Decision on setting

the election date, by the president of the court of law, by drawing of lots, from among

the sitting judges thereof or, in case of the electoral bureau of the Bucharest

Municipality district, from among the sitting judges of the district court of law. The

date of the meeting shall be made public through the press, by the president of the

court of law, at least 24 hours before the meeting is held. The drawing of lots shall

be done per positions, president and deputy, and shall be recorded in a minutes signed

by the president of the court of law, which shall represent the deed of investiture.

The county electoral bureau or the electoral bureau of the Bucharest Municipality

district constituted as such shall carry out all the duties that are incumbent upon it

according to this law, and within 24 hours it shall be completed with the

representative of the Permanent Electoral Authority.

(3) Within 48 hours at the most of the date the candidacies have become final,

each political formation that proposed a candidate shall communicate to the county

electoral bureau or to the electoral bureau of the Bucharest Municipality district the

surname and the first name of its representative. The communications transmitted

after this deadline shall no longer be taken into consideration. Within 24 hours of

the expiry of the time limit for making the communications, the county electoral

bureau or the electoral bureau of the Bucharest Municipality district shall be

completed with the representatives proposed by the parliamentary political

parties which proposed candidates, within the limits of the number of representatives

provided for in paragraph (1). Within 24 hours of the completion of the county

electoral bureaux or of the electoral bureaux of the Bucharest Municipality districts

with the representatives proposed by the parliamentary political parties which

proposed candidates, these bureaux shall be completed by the president of the county

electoral bureau or of the electoral bureau of the Bucharest Municipality district,

as the case may be, with the representatives of the other political formations

which proposed candidates, within the limits of the number of representatives

Regulations on the election of the President of Romania 2014
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provided for in paragraph (1), by drawing of lots, where appropriate, in the

presence of the members of the bureau, and of the candidates or persons delegated

by the leadership of the political formations which proposed the candidates.

Art. 19. – (1) The county electoral bureaux, the electoral bureaux of the

Bucharest Municipality districts respectively, shall have the following duties:

a) they shall monitor and ensure the unitary application and observance of the

provisions of this law, as well as of the resolutions and decisions of the Central

Electoral Bureau by all the authorities, institutions and organizations which have

responsibilities in electoral matters, throughout the county or the Bucharest

Municipality district;

b) they shall provide, together with the prefects and the Permanent Electoral

Authority, the training of the presidents of the electoral bureaux of the polling stations

and of their deputies;

c) they shall solve the objections referring to their own activity, and the

petitions regarding the operations of the electoral bureaux of the polling stations

and the voting process; the decisions shall be final;

d) they shall distribute, on the basis of a minutes, through the mayors, the ballot

papers, the control stamps, the stamps marked “VOTAT”, and the other materials

required by the electoral process to the electoral bureaux of the polling stations;

e) they shall centralize the results of the vote counting for the county or the

Bucharest Municipality district in which they operate, and shall submit to the Central

Electoral Bureau the statements of poll regarding the centralization of the voting

results at the level of the administrative-territorial units in which they operate, the

statements of poll received from the electoral bureaux of the polling stations, the

files containing the copies of the permanent electoral rolls, and the tables used in

the polling stations, as the case may be, as well as all the petitions and objections

received;

f) they shall hand over, on the basis of a minutes, to the county courts of law,

the Bucharest Court of Law respectively, the null and the contested ballot papers,

as well as the other documents and materials in its possession, which are not

handed over to the Central Electoral Bureau.

(2) The county electoral bureaux, and the electoral bureaux of the Bucharest

Municipality districts shall discharge any other duties incumbent upon them

according to this law.

(3) In the discharge of the duties incumbent upon them according to the

provisions of this law, the county electoral bureaux, and the electoral bureaux of

the Bucharest Municipality districts shall adopt decisions. The decisions shall be

mandatory for all the authorities, public institutions, electoral bureaux, and

organizations which have responsibilities in electoral matters, as well as for all the

participants in the elections they refer to, falling under the territorial jurisdiction
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of the bureau, and shall be made public by posting or by any other means of

advertising.

Art. 20. – (1) The electoral bureau for the polling stations abroad shall be made

of 3 sitting judges of the Bucharest Court of Law, one representative of the

Permanent Electoral Authority appointed by it by decision, and no more than 7

representatives of the political formations that proposed candidates.

(2) The provisions of Article 18 (2)–(3) shall apply accordingly.

(3) The electoral bureau for the polling stations abroad shall have the following

duties:

a) it shall monitor and ensure the unitary application and observance of the legal

provisions concerning the elections by all the authorities, institutions and

organizations which have responsibilities in electoral matters regarding the

organization of the voting abroad;

b) it shall provide the training of the presidents of the electoral bureaux of the

polling stations organized abroad;

c) it shall solve the objections referring to its own activity, and the petitions

regarding the activity of the electoral bureaux of the polling stations abroad;

d) it shall distribute to the electoral bureaux of the polling stations abroad,

through the agency of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, on the basis of a minutes,

the ballot papers, the control stamps, the stamps marked “VOTAT”, as well as the

other materials required by the electoral process;

e) it shall centralize the results of the vote counting in the polling stations abroad,

and shall submit to the Central Electoral Bureau the statement of poll for the

centralization of voting results in the polling stations abroad, the statements of poll

received from the electoral bureaux of the polling stations abroad, as well as all the

petitions and objections received;

f) it shall hand over, on the basis of a minutes, to the Bucharest Court of Law

all the documents and materials in its possession, which are not handed over to the

Central Electoral Bureau.

(4) The electoral bureau for the polling stations abroad shall discharge any other

duties incumbent upon it according to the law.

(5) In the discharge of the duties incumbent upon it according to the provisions

of this law, the electoral bureau for the polling stations abroad shall adopt decisions.

The decisions of the electoral bureau for the polling stations abroad shall be

mandatory for all the authorities, public institutions, electoral bureaux, organizations

which have responsibilities in electoral matters, as well as for all the participants

in the elections they refer to, falling under the territorial jurisdiction of the bureau,

and shall be made public by posting or by any other means of advertising.

Art. 21. – (1) The electoral bureaux of the polling stations shall be made of a

president, a deputy, who are usually jurists, as well as of 7 representatives at the
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most of the political formations that proposed candidates. The electoral bureaux of

the polling stations may not function with less than 5 members.

(2) The appointment of the presidents of the electoral bureaux of the polling

stations and of their deputies shall be carried out within 10 days at the most prior

to the election date by the president of the court of law, in public meeting announced

by 48 hours in advance, by drawing of lots for each position, from among the jurists

to be found in a county or in Bucharest Municipality.

(3) The lists of jurists who shall be selected by drawing of lots shall be drawn

up by the president of the court of law together with the prefect within 30 days

at the latest before the election date. The lists shall include at least 10% more

persons than necessary, as a reserve at the disposal of the president of the

county electoral bureau or of the electoral bureau of the Bucharest Municipality

district, as the case may be, for the replacement, in special cases, of those

entitled to hold that position, or for the completion of the electoral bureaux of

the polling stations which have not the minimum number of members provided

for in this law.*

(4) The lists provided for in paragraph (3) shall include only jurists who meet

the conditions provided for in Article 13 (2).

(5) In case the number of jurists is insufficient, the lists shall be completed, on

the proposal of the prefect, with persons who enjoy a good reputation in the

locality, and who meet the conditions provided for in Article 13 (2).

(5

1

) The lists provided for in paragraphs (3) and (5) may include also public

civil servants, who meet the conditions provided for in Article 13 (2).**

(6) The lists with proposals for the positions of president of the electoral

bureau of the polling station and of his deputy shall include: the surname, the first

name, the personal numerical codes, the addresses, telephone numbers, and the

signatures of acceptance of the persons proposed. The lists shall be accompanied

by the statements on one’s own account of the persons proposed with regard to the

compliance with the conditions provided for in Article 13 (2). The signatures of

acceptance of the persons proposed shall represent the approval for the processing

of their personal data by the institutions of the prefect and the Permanent Electoral

Authority.

(7) The proposals of persons for the positions of president of the electoral bureau

of the polling station and his deputy must be approved by the Permanent Electoral

Authority from the point of view of their former activity as members of the

electoral bureaux, as appropriate. Within 2 days at the most of the drawing up, the

lists with proposals of persons provided for in paragraphs (4) and (5) shall be
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submitted for approval to the Permanent Electoral Authority by the prefects, in the

format required. The approval of the Permanent Electoral Authority shall be

communicated to the prefects and presidents of courts of law by 5 days at the latest

prior to the appointment of the presidents of the electoral bureaux of the polling

stations and of their deputies.

(8) The grouping of the persons on the lists for the purpose of drawing of lots

shall be made by taking into account the proximity of their dwelling places to the

electoral bureau of the polling station. The result of the drawing of lots shall be

recorded in a minutes signed by the president of the county court of law. The minutes

shall represent the deed of investiture.

(9) Within 48 hours at the most of the drawing of lots, the president of the court

of law shall submit to the county electoral bureau or, as the case may be, to the

electoral bureaux of the Bucharest Municipality districts the list of the persons

appointed as presidents and deputies of the electoral bureaux of the polling stations,

as well as the reserve lists provided for in paragraph (3).

Art. 22. – (1) Within two days at the most of the expiry of the time limit provided

for in Article 21 (9), the political formations that proposed candidates shall be bound

to communicate to the county electoral bureau, the electoral bureau of the district

respectively, in the case of Bucharest Municipality, the list of their representatives

in the electoral bureaux of the polling stations as a table containing the following:

polling station number, surname, first name, personal numerical code, domicile or

residence and contact modality, namely telephone and fax number or e-mail

address. A political formation may have 2 representatives at the most in an electoral

bureau of a polling station.

(2) The electoral bureaux of the polling stations shall be completed with the

representatives of the political formations by the president of the county electoral

bureau, the president of the electoral bureau of the Bucharest Municipality district

respectively, in the presence of the representatives of the political formations in the

county electoral bureau or in the electoral bureau of the respective district, within

48 hours of the expiry of the time limit provided for in paragraph (1). The

operations incurred by the completion of the electoral bureaux of the polling

stations may be carried out over those 48 hours, and shall be recorded in minutes,

which shall represent the deeds of investiture. The electoral bureaux of the polling

stations shall be considered set up on the date when they are completed with the

representatives of the political formations.

(3) The electoral bureaux of the polling stations shall be completed, in the first

stage, with the representatives of the parliamentary political parties that proposed

candidates, and, in the second stage, by drawing of lots in each polling station, with

the representatives of the other political formations that proposed candidates by the
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president of the electoral bureau of the county or of the Bucharest Municipality

district, as the case may be.

(4) In the event that, following the carrying out of the operations provided for

in paragraphs (2) and (3), there are still electoral bureaux of the polling stations

which have not the maximum number of members provided for in paragraph (1),

these bureaux shall be completed by drawing of lots, in each polling station, from

among all political formations that filed proposals for the second representative in

that polling station.

(5) In the event that, following the carrying out of the operations provided for

in paragraphs (2)–(4), there are still electoral bureaux of the polling stations which

have not at least 5 members, namely president, deputy and 3 members, these

bureaux shall be completed with persons on the reserve list at the disposal of the

president of the electoral bureau of the county or of the Bucharest Municipality

district, as the case may be, by drawing of lots, with the observance of the

provisions of Article 21 (8).

(6) At the written request of the representatives of political formations in the

electoral bureau, the president of the county electoral bureau or, as the case may

be, of the electoral bureau of the Bucharest Municipality district shall put at the

disposal thereof certified copies of the minutes for the completion of the electoral

bureaux of the polling stations.

(7) One certified copy of the minutes of completion shall be handed over to the

presidents of the electoral bureaux of the polling stations through the agency of the

mayors.

Art. 23. – (1) Each electoral bureau of the polling station abroad shall be made

up of a president, appointed by the head of the diplomatic mission, usually from

its ranks, and of 2 to 6 representatives of the political formations that proposed

candidates. The electoral bureaux for the polling stations abroad may not function

with less than 3 members, the president and 2 representatives of the political

formations that proposed candidates.

(2) The electoral bureaux of the polling stations abroad shall be completed with

the representatives of the political formations that proposed candidates by the

president of the electoral bureau for the polling stations abroad, and shall be recorded

in a minutes that shall represent the deed of investiture. With this composition, the

electoral bureaux of the polling stations abroad shall discharge all the duties provided

for in this law. The provisions of Article 22 (2)–(4) shall apply accordingly.

(3) In case the number of persons proposed by the political formations is

insufficient for the completion of the electoral bureaux of the polling stations

abroad, these shall be completed with persons enjoying a good reputation, without

political affiliation, and who meet the conditions provided for in Article 13 (2), from

a list drawn up by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The list shall be submitted for
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approval to the Permanent Electoral Authority, by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs,

in the format required, within two days of it being drawn up. The approval of the

Permanent Electoral Authority shall be communicated to the Ministry of Foreign

Affairs up to 5 days at the latest prior to the appointment of the presidents of the

electoral bureaux of the polling stations.

(4) The time limits for the appointment of the presidents of the electoral

bureaux of the polling stations abroad, for the communication of the representatives

of the political formations in the bureaux respectively, as well as for the completion

of the electoral bureaux of the polling stations abroad shall be those provided for

in this law for the electoral bureaux of the polling stations across the country.

(5) The total expenditure on transportation, accommodations, food, and other

everyday expenses of the members of the electoral bureaux of the polling stations

abroad shall be borne by those who appoint them.

(6) At the written request of the representatives of political formations in the

electoral bureau for the polling stations abroad, the president shall put at the

disposal thereof certified copies of the minutes for the completion of the electoral

bureaux of the polling stations abroad.

Art. 24. – (1) Two days before the election date, the electoral bureaux of the

polling stations shall receive, on the basis of minutes, from the county electoral

bureaux or from the electoral bureaux of the Bucharest Municipality districts,

through the agency of the mayors, the following:

a) two copies of the permanent electoral rolls, that include the voters in the

polling station; one copy shall be put at the disposal of the voters for consultation,

and one copy shall be used on election date;

b) the ballot papers, the control stamp, and the stamps marked “VOTAT”;

c) the forms of the tables provided for in Article 9, the forms for the conclusion

of the statements of poll, other printed forms and materials required for the conduct

of the electoral process, as well as a ballot paper that was annulled, as the case may

be, by the president of the county electoral bureau, of the electoral bureau of the

Bucharest Municipality district respectively, and that shall be posted in a visible

place at the polling station on the eve of the election.

(2) After receipt, the materials provided for in paragraph (1) a)–c) shall be sealed

by the presidents of the electoral bureaux of the polling stations, and shall be kept

under guard, until they are transported to the premises of the polling stations, in a

single place only, provided by the mayor of the administrative-territorial unit

within which these operate.

(3) The electoral bureaux of the polling stations abroad shall receive, on the basis

of a minutes, from the electoral bureau for the polling stations abroad, through the

agency of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the ballot papers, the control stamp, the

stamps marked “VOTAT”, the forms of the tables provided for in Article 9 (1), the
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forms for the conclusion of the statements of poll, other printed forms and materials

required for the conduct of the electoral process, as well as a ballot paper that was

annulled by the president of the electoral bureau for the polling stations abroad, and

that shall be posted in a visible place at the polling station on the eve of the

election. After receipt, all these shall be sealed by the presidents of the electoral

bureaux of the polling stations, and shall be kept, until they are transported to the

premises of the polling stations, in a single place only, provided by the head of the

diplomatic mission in the respective state.

(4) The electoral bureaux of the polling stations shall discharge the following

duties:

a) they shall ensure the good organization and conduct of the electoral operations

falling under their territorial jurisdiction;

b) they shall solve the objections referring to their own activity, and the

petitions regarding the voting process;

b

1

) they shall provide, on the election day, data on the presence of the

population in the voting process, according to a schedule set by the Central

Electoral Bureau;*

c) they shall count the votes, and shall record the voting results in the statements

of poll provided for in Article 49 (1); they may decide the recounting of the votes,

at the request of any member, before the result of the counting is recorded in the

statement of poll provided for in Article 49 (1);

d) they shall discharge any other duties established by this law or by decisions

and resolutions issued by the hierarchically superior electoral bureaux.

(5) After the voting is over and the voting results have been recorded, the

electoral bureaux of the polling stations shall carry out the following activities:

a) they shall hand over to the county electoral bureaux or, as the case may be,

to the electoral bureau of the district the following: the statements of poll with the

voting results, the null and the contested ballot papers, together with the objections,

the petitions and the materials they refer to, which fall under the jurisdiction of the

abovementioned bureaux, the files containing the copies of the permanent electoral

rolls and the tables used in the polling station, as well as the statements on one’s own

account provided for in Article 44 (4), as the case may be; the electoral bureaux of

the polling stations abroad shall hand over, through the agency of the Ministry of

Foreign Affairs, to the electoral bureau for the polling stations abroad or, in case the

latter has ceased its activity, to the Bucharest Court of Law the statements of poll

with the voting results, the null and the contested ballot papers, together with the

objections, the petitions and the materials they refer to, and shall hand over to the

Permanent Electoral Authority, through the agency of the Ministry of Foreign
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Affairs, the files containing the tables used in the polling stations abroad, as well as

the statements on one’s own account provided for in Article 44 (5);

b) they shall hand over, on the basis of a minutes, to the representative of the

court of law within the territorial jurisdiction of which they are located, and who

is on the premises of the county electoral bureau or, as the case may be, on the

premises of the electoral bureau of the Bucharest Municipality district, the ballot

papers which were used and uncontested, as well as the annulled ones, the stamps

and the other materials used in the voting conduct; the electoral bureaux of the

polling stations abroad shall pass on these materials to the diplomatic missions,

which, within 3 months of the publication of the voting result in the Official

Gazette of Romania, Part I, shall hand them over with a view to having them melted

by specialized economic services.

(6) In the discharge of its duties, the electoral bureau of the polling station shall

adopt decisions. Decisions shall be mandatory for all the parties they refer to and

shall be made public by posting in a visible place on the premises of the electoral

bureau of the polling station.

Art. 25. – (1) The political formations participating in the elections and the

candidates may contest the setting up and the composition of electoral bureaux within

two days at the most of the expiry of the time limit for the setting up or, as the case

may be, the completion of these bureaux.

(2) The petitions shall be submitted to the hierarchically superior electoral

bureau or, in case the petition refers to the Central Electoral Bureau, to the

High Court of Cassation and Justice, and shall be solved within two days at

the most of their registration. The decision of the hierarchically superior

electoral bureau or, as the case may be, the judgement issued by the High Court

of Cassation and Justice shall be final.*

Art. 26. – The county electoral bureaux, the electoral bureaux of the Bucharest

Municipality districts, the electoral bureau for the polling stations abroad, and the

electoral bureaux of the polling stations shall cease their activity on the date the result

of the elections for the elected President is validated.

SECTION 4
Candidacies

Art. 27. – (1) The proposals for candidates for the election of the President

of Romania shall be submitted to the Central Electoral Bureau 40 days at the

latest prior to the election date.**
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(2) The proposals shall be made in writing, and shall be accepted only if:

a) they are signed by the leadership of the party or of the political alliance, or

by the leaderships thereof, who have proposed the candidate or, as the case may

be, by the independent candidate;

b) they include the candidate’s first name and surname, place and date of

birth, civil status, domicile, education, occupation and profession, and the

specification that he/she meets the conditions provided by the law in order to stand

in the election;

c) they are accompanied by the declaration of candidacy acceptance, in writing,

signed and dated by the candidate, the statement of wealth, the statement of

interests, a statement on the candidate’s own account as to the fact that he/she has

or has not been an employee or collaborator of the Securitate, as well as by the list

of supporters whose number may not be less than 200,000 voters.

(3) The list of supporters is a public act subject to the penalty provided for in

Article 292 of the Penal Code. The list or lists of supporters shall include the election

date, the candidate’s first name and surname, as well as the first name and surname,

date of birth, address, name, series and number of the identity document, and the

signature of the voters who support the candidacy. At the end of the list, the

person who has drawn it up shall make a statement on his/her own account,

attesting to the truthfulness of the supporters’ signatures. The model of the

supporters’ list and that of the statement on one’s own account are provided for in

the Annex which is an integral part of this law.

(3

1

) The list of supporters provided for in paragraph (3) shall be submitted

to the Central Electoral Bureau in a single original copy.*

(4) The proposal for candidacy shall be submitted and registered with the

Central Electoral Bureau in 4 copies, the original and 3 copies. The original and

one copy shall be kept at the Central Electoral Bureau, another copy shall be sent

to the Constitutional Court, and the forth, certified by the president of the Central

Electoral Bureau, shall be returned to the submitter.

(5) The candidates’ statements on their own account as to their being or not

employees or collaborators of the Securitate shall be sent, within 24 hours of the

filing thereof, to the National Council for the Study of the Securitate Archives.

(6) The statements of wealth and the statements of interests shall be published

on the website of the Central Electoral Bureau within 48 hours of the submission

of candidacies.

(7) Also, the provisions of paragraphs (1) and (2) shall apply accordingly also

to the candidates proposed by the organizations of citizens belonging to national

minorities, as well as to the candidates proposed by electoral alliances.
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(8) The political affiliation of the candidate to the political party, the organization

of citizens belonging to national minorities or to one of the members of the

political alliance or electoral alliance that proposes him/her shall not constitute a

condition for standing for election.

Art. 28. – The persons who, on the date of the submission of candidacy, do not

meet the conditions provided for in Article 37 of the Constitution of Romania,

republished, to be elected or who were previously elected twice as President of

Romania may not stand for election.

Art. 29. – (1) The Central Electoral Bureau shall check if the conditions are met

both in content and form as provided by this law for candidacies, shall register the

candidacies which meet these conditions, and shall reject the registration of those

which do not meet the legal conditions.

(2) The registration and rejection of the registration of candidacies by the

Central Electoral Bureau shall be made by decision within 48 hours at the most of

the submission thereof.

(3) The Central Electoral Bureau shall draw up minutes where one can see the

date and time of posting the decisions for the registration or, as the case may be,

for the rejection of the registration of candidacies.

(4) The candidates may renounce candidacies until these become final. For this

purpose they shall state in writing on their own account that they give up the

candidacy. The statement shall be submitted to the Central Electoral Bureau.

Art. 30. – (1) The electoral signs shall be sent to the Central Electoral Bureau,

both in writing and in electronic format, together with the submittal of candidacy.

(2) The electoral signs of the candidates for the office of President of Romania

must be clearly different, as the use of the same graphic symbols, irrespective of

the geometric figure framing them, is forbidden. The candidates proposed by

political parties and political alliances may use as electoral sign the permanent sign

with which those political formations registered with the Bucharest Court of Law.

(3) The electoral signs may not reproduce or combine the national symbols of

the Romanian state, of other states, of the European Union, of international

organizations or religious cults.

(4) In case a candidate opts for the electoral sign of the political party, the

organization of citizens belonging to a national minority, the political or electoral

alliance that proposes him/her, as the case may be, the candidate may use it only

if the political formation referred to, legally registered as from 1990, was the

first to use that sign, and the sign may not be owned or used by another political

party, political alliance, electoral alliance, organization of citizens belonging to a

national minority that was registered later, or by an independent candidate except

for the consent of those who have owned the sign, namely the parties that made up

the initial political alliance or electoral alliance.
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(5) In case the same electoral sign is requested by several candidates, it shall

be assigned to the candidate who was the first to have registered that sign.

(6) The registration or rejection of the registration of electoral signs shall be made

by the Central Electoral Bureau, by decision, together with the registration or

rejection of the registration of candidacies.

Art. 31. – (1) Within 24 hours at the most of the expiry of the time limit provided

for in Article 29 (2), Article 30 (6) respectively, the candidates, political parties,

organizations of citizens belonging to national minorities, political alliances,

electoral alliances, and the voters may contest the registration or rejection of the

registration of candidacies or electoral signs, as the case may be. Petitions shall be

submitted in writing to the Constitutional Court.

(2) The Constitutional Court shall settle the petitions within two days at the most

of the submission thereof. The decisions shall be final, shall be communicated

immediately to the Central Electoral Bureau, and shall be published in the Official

Gazette of Romania, Part I.

(3) Within 24 hours at the most of the expiry of the time limit for settling the

petitions provided for in paragraph (2), the Central Electoral Bureau shall bring to

public knowledge, by posting on its own Internet page and through mass media,

the final candidacies and electoral signs, in the order of their submission. Within

the same time limit, the Central Electoral Bureau shall communicate to the county

electoral bureaux, the electoral bureaux of the Bucharest Municipality districts, and

the electoral bureau for the polling stations abroad, the final candidacies and

electoral signs, in the order of their submission, the bureaux being obliged to

post them immediately at their premises.

SECTION 5
Ballot papers and electoral stamps

Art. 32. – (1) The model, dimensions and printing conditions of the ballot papers

shall be established by Government Decision, within 5 days of the coming into force

of the Government Decision on establishing the date of the elections, upon the

proposal of the Permanent Electoral Authority and of the Ministry of Internal

Affairs.

(2) The ballot papers shall be printed by the “Monitorul Oficial” R.A. in

letters of the same size, font, and with the same ink, in as many copies as the

number of voters recorded on the permanent electoral rolls, with a supplement

of 10%, completed with the estimated number of ballot papers required for

the polling stations abroad. For this purpose, within 10 days of the coming into

force of the Government Decision on establishing the date of the elections, the

Permanent Electoral Authority shall communicate to the Central Electoral
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Bureau the number of voters with their domicile in Romania recorded in the

Electoral Register, and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs shall communicate to

the Central Electoral Bureau the estimated number of ballot papers required

for the polling stations abroad.*

(3) The ballot paper model shall be presented by the “Monitorul Oficial” R.A.

to the members of the Central Electoral Bureau at least 15 days before the election

date. This presentation shall be recorded in a minutes signed by all present persons.

The possible complaints shall be raised on the spot, further complaints shall not be

taken into account. The members of the Central Electoral Bureau must request the

“Monitorul Oficial” R.A. to modify the layout and to print properly the ballot papers,

if the surname and the first names of the candidates, the order of registration, as

well as the electoral signs are printed inaccurately or are not visible.

(4) One copy of the ballot paper, endorsed and annulled by the president of the

Central Electoral Bureau, shall be posted on the web site of this institution.

Art. 33. – (1) The manufacturing of the stamps of the county electoral bureaux,

of the electoral bureaux of the Bucharest Municipality districts, of the control stamps

of the electoral bureaux of the polling stations, of the stamp of the electoral bureau

for the polling stations abroad, and of the stamps of the electoral bureaux of the

polling stations abroad shall be carried out by the prefects, the Ministry of Foreign

Affairs respectively, 10 days at the latest before the election date.

(2) The stamp of the Central Electoral Bureau shall be manufactured by the

Ministry of Internal Affairs, and the stamps marked “VOTAT” shall be

manufactured by the “Monetăria Statului” R.A. The stamp marked “VOTAT”

must be proportioned in such a way as to be smaller than the quadrilaterals on the

ballot papers and smaller than the distance in-between respectively.

(3) In case of loss or theft of some electoral stamps, the hierarchically superior

electoral bureaux to those that owned the stamps shall take measures in order to

replace them, with the support of the “Monetăria Statului” R.A., of the prefect or

of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, as the case may be.

Art. 34. – (1) The ballot papers, control stamps and stamps marked “VOTAT”,

the forms for the conclusion of the statements of poll, the copies of the electoral

rolls, the tables provided for in Article 9, and the other materials required for the

conduct of the electoral process shall be taken over by the prefect, together with

the president of the county electoral bureau or of the electoral bureau of the

Bucharest Municipality district, on a minutes basis, and shall be kept in special

rooms, locked and sealed. These materials shall be distributed, by the mayors, to

the presidents of the electoral bureaux of the polling stations, on a minutes basis,

two days at the latest before the elections. For the polling stations abroad, the taking
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over and the distribution of these materials shall be carried out, on a minutes basis,

by the president of the electoral bureau for the polling stations abroad, through the

Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

(2) The delivery and the distribution of the ballot papers shall be done in

sealed packages of 1oo pieces each or multiple of 1oo pieces, on a minutes basis.

(3) On the day preceding the elections, at the premises of each polling station

there shall be posted a ballot paper, endorsed and annulled, as the case may be, by

the president of the county electoral bureau, of the electoral bureau of the Bucharest

Municipality district or of the electoral bureau for the polling stations abroad.

SECTION 6
Electoral campaign

Art. 35. – (1) The electoral campaign shall start 30 days prior to the elections

date and shall end on the Saturday morning preceding the elections date, at 7:00

hours.

(2) The President in office may participate to the electoral campaign of the

political party or political alliance that proposed or supports his candidacy,

according to Article 27.

Art. 36. – (1) Access to the public radio and television services shall be equal

and free of charge for the candidates standing for President of Romania. 

(2) The timetable of the electoral campaign and the air time allotment for the

equal and free of charge access of candidates to the public radio and television

services shall be established after the term for the submission of candidacies is over,

by the joint standing bureaux of the two Chambers of Parliament, together with the

representatives of the public radio and television services, and with the participation

of the candidates.

(3) If the elections for the President of Romania take place simultaneously with

the elections for the Chamber of Deputies and the Senate, then the timetable and

the air time allotment for the electoral campaign related to the election of the two

Chambers shall be taken into consideration as well.

Art. 37. – (1) During the electoral campaign the candidates and, as the case may

be, the political parties, political alliances and electoral alliances, the organizations

of citizens belonging to national minorities that proposed them, as well as the citizens

shall be entitled to express their opinions freely and without any discrimination in

rallies, gatherings, marches, as well as through the media. Such rallies, gatherings

and marches shall be organized only if they are authorized according to the

legislation in force.

(2) The means used in the electoral campaign may not contravene the legal order.
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(3) The actions of any kind typical for the electoral campaign shall be forbidden

in military units, educational institutions, during the educational program, on the

premises of diplomatic missions, as well as in prisons.

(4) During the electoral campaign, the mayors shall provide the candidates and

political formations having proposed them, indiscriminatingly, with appropriate

spaces for meeting their voters.

Art. 38. – (1) The electoral campaign, through the services of audiovisual

programs, public and private, shall serve general interests of the following:

a) the electorate – to receive accurate information so that they may fully aware

exercise their right to vote;

b) the candidates and the political parties, political alliances, electoral alliances,

organizations of citizens belonging to national minorities supporting them – to make

themselves known and to present their platforms, political programs and electoral

offers;

c) the broadcasters – to exercise their rights and liabilities pertaining to the

journalistic profession.

(2) The public and private broadcasters shall be bound to provide, within the

framework of audiovisual programs services, the conduct of an equitable, balanced

and fair electoral campaign for all candidates and all supporting political parties,

political alliances, electoral alliances, organizations of citizens belonging to

national minorities.

Art. 39. – (1) During the electoral period, in case polls with electoral content

are presented, these must be accompanied by the following information:

a) the name of the institution carrying out the poll;

b) the date or period in which the poll has been carried out, and the methodology

used;

c) the size of the sample and the maximum margin of error;

d) who requested and who paid for the poll.

(2) Televoting or the street surveys among the voters must not be presented as

being representative for the public opinion or for a certain social or ethnic group.

(3) 48 hours prior to the election day, the presentation of any polls, televotes

or street surveys with electoral content shall be forbidden.

(4) The poll institutes, the companies or the non-governmental organizations that

have as object of activity the public opinion polls and are authorized by decision of

the Central Electoral Bureau may carry out polls upon exit from the voting. Based

on the accreditation of the institution they work for, the poll operators shall have

access to the polling station protection area provided for in Article 43 (6), but their

access shall be restricted inside the polling station premises.

(5) On election day, the presentation of exit polls before the close of voting shall

be forbidden.
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Art. 40. – (1) The candidates shall be bound to ask the management of the public

radio and television broadcasting services, until the date on which the electoral

campaign begins, the allotment of air time. The requests exceeding this time limit

shall not be taken into consideration.

(2) The candidates shall benefit from free access to the public and private

broadcasting services. The private radio and television stations shall offer the

candidates air time proportional to that granted by the public stations. The private

radio and television stations which do not observe the provisions of this paragraph

shall be sanctioned. The sanctions shall be established by decisions of the National

Audiovisual Council.

(3) The introduction of electoral advertising in other shows than the electoral

ones shall be forbidden.

(4) Within 10 days of the entry into force of the Government Decision on

establishing the date of the elections, the National Audiovisual Council shall

decide, by decision, the rules for conducting the electoral campaign for President

through the services of audiovisual programs.

(5) The candidates may appoint their campaign coordinators at county level,

for the districts of the Bucharest Municipality, and for abroad, and then they shall

notify them to the Central Electoral Bureau and to the Permanent Electoral

Authority within 48 hours at the most of the finalization of candidacies.

(6) The campaign coordinators of the candidates shall have the role of

representing the candidates and of leading their electoral campaign where they have

been appointed.

Art. 41. – (1) After the expiry of the time limit for the submission of candidacies,

but before these become final, the mayors shall be bound to establish, by decision

brought to public knowledge by posting at the headquarters of the town hall, the

special places for the display of electoral posters, taking into account the number

of candidates.

(2) The special places of display should be located in public places frequently

visited by citizens, so that they can be used without disturbing the public traffic and

the other activities in the respective localities. Previously, the mayors shall have

the obligation to make sure that any electoral propaganda material left behind from

the previous electoral campaigns is removed from the public space.

(3) The special places for electoral posters may only be used by the candidates

for the office of President and by the parties that proposed them.

(4) The use of the special places for electoral posters by a candidate in such a

way that hinders another candidate from using these places shall be forbidden.

(5) The electoral posters shall be allowed in other places than those established

according to paragraph (2) only with the written consent of the owners or, as the
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case may be, of the holders, and only by taking the measures provided for in the

legislation in force on ensuring the citizens’ safety.

(6) Each candidate may place only one electoral poster on an electoral board.

An electoral poster placed in the locations provided for in paragraph (1) shall not

exceed the size of 500 mm x 300 mm, while that by which an electoral meeting is

convened, 400 mm x 250 mm.

(7) The electoral posters combining the colors in a succession which reproduces

the flag of Romania or that of another state shall be forbidden.

(8) Posting for an electoral purpose on the walls or piers of bridges, tunnels,

viaducts, on the road signs, road orientation and information panels, as well as on

the electronic systems of traffic regulation is forbidden.

(9) The electoral propaganda actions may not affect by any means the green

areas, natural reservations, and ecologically protected areas.

(10) The use of minors under the age of 16 for the distribution and placing of

electoral propaganda materials shall be forbidden.

(11) After the closing of the electoral campaign there shall be forbidden the

broadcasting of electoral messages in audio, video or mixed format on digital screens

placed in public or private places, as well as through any specially equipped

vehicles.

(12) The mayor, supported by the public order bodies, shall be bound to ensure

the integrity of the boards, electoral posters, and of other materials of electoral

propaganda displayed in authorized places.

(13) The mayors may approve the installation, on the public property, by the

candidates and, as the case may be, by the political parties, organizations of

citizens belonging to national minorities, political alliances and electoral alliances

supporting them, of temporary facilities for distributing materials of electoral

propaganda, provided the location thereof does not entail restrictions of road or

pedestrian traffic.

(14) The electoral campaign may be conducted in a state other than Romania

only with the observance of the legislation in force of the respective state.

Art. 42. – (1) The county electoral bureaux, the electoral bureaux of the

Bucharest Municipality districts, and the electoral bureau for the polling stations

abroad shall supervise the fair conduct of the electoral campaign, settling, by

decisions, the complaints referring to the electoral campaign. The decision is

brought to public knowledge by posting it in a visible place at the headquarters of

the electoral bureaux that issued it.

(2) If the county electoral bureaux, the electoral bureaux of the Bucharest

Municipality districts, and the electoral bureau for the polling stations abroad

consider that on settling the complaint it is imperative to take administrative
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measures or to impose penalties for minor or criminal offences, they shall notify

the competent authorities.

(3) The decisions of the county electoral bureaux, of the electoral bureaux of

the Bucharest Municipality districts, and of the electoral bureau for the polling

stations abroad may be challenged to the Central Electoral Bureau, within 48

hours at the latest of their posting. 

(4) The complaints and petitions shall be settled within 3 days of their

registration.

(5) The petitions formulated within the legal time limit against the decisions

adopted by the county electoral bureaux, the electoral bureaux of the Bucharest

Municipality districts, and the electoral bureau for the polling stations abroad

shall suspend their execution.

(6) The decisions adopted by the county electoral bureaux, the electoral

bureaux of the Bucharest Municipality districts, and the electoral bureau for the

polling stations abroad shall be enforceable from the date when the time limits for

challenging them expire.

(7) The petitions concerning the hindrance of a party or of a political formation,

or of a candidate to conduct the electoral campaign according to law shall be settled

by the Constitutional Court, with the majority vote of the judges, within 48 hours

at the most of their registration.

SECTION 7
Voting

Art. 43. – (1) Each polling station shall have a sufficient number of ballot boxes,

polling booths, stamps marked “VOTAT”, proportional to the number of voters

registered on the copies of the permanent electoral rolls and to the estimated

number of voters who will be entered in the tables provided for in Article 9, as well

as a special ballot box.

(2) The polling booths and ballot boxes shall be placed in the same room as the

electoral bureau of the polling station. The polling booths and ballot boxes shall

be provided by the mayors of the communes, towns, municipalities and of the

administrative-territorial subdivisions of municipalities, together with the prefects.

(3) The president of the electoral bureau of the polling station together with its

members shall be present at the premises of the polling station, on the eve of the

voting day, at 18:00 hours, being bound to order the necessary measures to ensure

the order and fairness of the voting operations. Between 18:00 and 20:00 hours, the

president of the electoral bureau of the polling station shall receive, according to

the provisions of Article 45 (1), the requests for voting by means of the special ballot

box. The president of the electoral bureau of the polling station shall make sure,
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with the support of the mayor, that materials of electoral propaganda of any kind

are removed from the inside and outside of the polling station, and shall order the

setting up of guard posts around the building of the polling station.

(4) Upon departure, the president of the electoral bureau of the polling

station shall seal the entry into the voting premises by affixing the control stamp

on a paper tape. Leaving the voting premises in possession of the control stamp

or of stamps marked “VOTAT” , or of ballot papers or electoral rolls shall be

forbidden.*

(5) On voting day, the activity of the electoral bureau of the polling station shall

start at 6:00 hours. The president of the electoral bureau of the polling station, in the

presence of the other members and, as the case may be, of the accredited persons, shall

check the ballot boxes, copies of the permanent electoral rolls, ballot papers and stamps,

by writing down at points e) and i) of the minutes provided for in Arti cle 49 (1) 

the number of the ballot papers received, the number of the stamps marked “VOTAT”

received, respectively. As he opens the sealed packages, the president makes sure he

affixes the control stamp on the last page of each ballot paper in these packages. After

these actions are completed, the president shall close and seal the ballot boxes by

affixing the control stamp on all their openings, except for the slit through which the

ballot papers shall be introduced. The lack of some ballot papers shall be written down

at point j) of the minutes provided for in Article 49 (1).

(6) The president of the electoral bureau of the polling station shall be bound

to take the necessary measures for the proper conduct of the elections. His duties

shall also extend outside the building of the polling station, in the courtyard, at the

entries into the courtyard, around the building, as well as in the streets and public

squares, within a distance of 500 m.

(7) The measures ordered by the president of the electoral bureau of the polling

station shall be brought to public knowledge by posting them in a visible place.

(8) The administrative measures ordered by the electoral bureaux with reference

to electoral posters shall be carried out by the mayor of the administrative-

territorial unit, as soon as these have been communicated to him.

(9) To keep order, the president of the electoral bureau of the polling station shall

have at his disposal the necessary means of order, provided by the mayor and the

prefect, together with the representatives of the Ministry of Internal Affairs.

(10) Except for the members of the electoral bureau of the polling station, the

candidates and accredited persons, no other person shall be allowed to remain in

the public places in the voting area or in the building of the polling station longer

than the time necessary to vote.
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(11) Throughout the voting process, the members of the electoral bureaux of the

polling stations, the persons in charge with keeping order, the accredited persons and poll

operators of poll institutes, of the companies or of the non-governmental organizations

shall be forbidden to wear name tags, badges or any other signs of electoral propaganda.

(12) On voting day, between 7:00 and 21:00 hours, the trading and consumption

of alcoholic beverages within the protected area of the polling station, as provided

for in paragraph (6), shall be prohibited.

(13) For the polling stations abroad, the provisions of this article shall apply,

as the case may be, by taking into account the specific circumstances regarding the

organization thereof.

Art. 44. – (1) Voting shall begin at 7:00 hours and shall end at 21:00 hours. At

the premises of the polling stations there shall be posted the voting hours, in a visible

place, namely the time it starts and the time it closes.

(2) The voters shall vote at the polling station they are assigned to according

to their domicile, except as provided by this law.

(3) The members of the electoral bureaux of the polling stations and the persons

charged with maintaining order shall vote at the polling station where they work.

(4) The voters who on voting day are in another commune, town or

municipality than the one of domicile may exercise their right to vote at any

polling station, after stating in writing on their own account that they have not

voted and shall not vote in that round, being enrolled by the president of the

electoral bureau of the polling station in the table set out in Article 9 (1). The

model of the statement on one’s own account shall be established by decision

of the Government within the time limit specified in Article 65 (1).*

(5) The voters who on voting day are abroad shall vote at the polling stations

set up as per Article 12, after stating in writing on their own account that they have

not voted and shall not vote in that round. The model of the statement on one’s own

account shall be established by decision of the Government within the time limit

specified in Article 65 (1).

(6) The voters’ access to the voting room shall be provided in series

corresponding to the number of polling booths. The voter shall present the identity

document to the electoral bureau of the polling station. The president of the

electoral bureau of the polling station or the member designated by him shall check

whether the voter is enrolled in the copy of the permanent electoral roll, then the

voter shall sign at the position corresponding to his/her entry. The voter who is in

one of the situations referred to in paragraphs (3)–(5) shall be registered by the

president of the electoral bureau of the polling station or the member designated

by him in the table set out in Article 9 (1), and then the voter shall sign next to his



personal data placed in the column of the table dedicated to signature. Based on the

signature in the copy of the permanent electoral roll or in the table, as applicable,

the president or the member of the electoral bureau of the polling station designated

by the former shall hand over to the voter the ballot paper and the stamp marked

“VOTAT” to be affixed on the ballot paper. In the event that the voter cannot sign

the electoral roll, based on solid grounds, ascertained by the president of the

electoral bureau of the polling station, the president shall mention it on the roll,

confirmed by his signature and by the signature of one more member of the

electoral bureau.

(7) The voters shall vote individually in closed booths, affixing the stamp

marked “VOTAT” inside the quadrilateral which contains the first name and

surname of the candidate they intend to vote. 

(8) The presence of any other person except the one who votes in the polling

booth shall be forbidden. The voter who, on solid grounds, ascertained by the

president of the electoral bureau of the polling station, cannot vote alone shall be

entitled to call an attendant chosen by him/her to the booth, in order to help

him/her. The attendant shall neither be part of the accredited persons, nor of the

members of the electoral bureau of the polling station or of the candidates.

(9) After voting, the voters shall fold their ballot papers so that the unprinted

page bearing the control stamp remains outside, and they shall introduce them into

the ballot box, careful not to unfold them. The wrong folding of the ballot paper

shall not entail the nullity thereof.

(10) At the voter’s request, in the event that he/she has incorrectly affixed the

stamp marked “VOTAT”, but he/she has not yet introduced the ballot paper into the

ballot box, the president of the electoral bureau of the polling station may deliver

him/her only once a new ballot paper, by holding and annulling the initial ballot paper

and mentioning it in point f) of the statement of poll referred to in Article 49 (1).

(11) The stamp handed over for voting shall be handed back to the president

or to those members of the electoral bureau of the polling station designated by him

who shall affix on the identity document of the voter the stamp marked “VOTAT”

or a sticker stamp, as applicable, and shall write down the ballot date.

(12) The president may take the necessary measures, so that the voter shall not

stay in the polling booth longer than necessary.

(13) The candidates and any of the voters are entitled to contest the identity of

the person who comes to vote. In this case, the identity may be established by the

president of the electoral bureau of the polling station by any legal means.

(14) In the event the contestation proves to be well-grounded, the president of

the electoral bureau of the polling station shall prevent from voting the contested

voter, shall record the fact in a minute, and shall notify the situation to the

competent authorities.
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(15) The president of the electoral bureau of the polling station may suspend

the voting for well-grounded reasons. The total duration of the suspensions may

not exceed one hour. The suspension shall be notified by posting at the door of the

polling station, immediately after the event which initiated the suspension has

occurred.

(16) During the suspension, the ballot boxes, the stamps, ballot papers, and the

other documents and materials of the electoral bureau of the polling station shall

remain under permanent watch. During the suspension, more than half of the

members of the electoral bureau of the polling station shall not be allowed to leave

the voting room concomitantly. The candidates and the accredited persons who

attend the voting shall not be obliged to leave the voting room during this period.

Art. 45. – (1) For the voters throughout the country who cannot be moved for

reasons of illness or invalidity, at the written request thereof, submitted on the day

prior to the elections at the latest, along with copies of medical documents or other

official documents to certify that the persons in question are not movable, the

president of the electoral bureau of the polling station may approve that a team made

up of at least two members of the electoral bureau goes with a special ballot box

and the material required for voting – the stamp marked “VOTAT”, the ballot papers

and the sticker stamps required so that the voting may be carried out. Within the

jurisdiction of a polling station there shall be used only one special ballot box. The

special ballot box may be carried only by the members of the electoral bureau of

the polling station. The special ballot box may be moved around only within the

territorial area assigned to the respective polling station.

(2) For the cases provided for in paragraph (1) the voting shall be carried out

on the basis of the table set out in Article 9 (2).

(3) The procedure of exercising the right to vote by the persons detained, based

on a preventive arrest warrant, or by the persons that are serving a custodial

sentence, but have not lost their electoral rights, shall be established by decision

of the Central Electoral Bureau. The provisions of paragraphs (1) and (2) shall apply

accordingly.

(4) By way of derogation from the provisions of paragraph (1), in case in

a penitentiary the exercise of the right to vote by means of a special ballot box

is required by more than 400 people held in detention, the applications for

voting by means of a special ballot box may be submitted no later than the day

preceding the voting, at several polling stations in the locality where the

penitentiary is located, established by decision of the electoral county bureau

or of the electoral bureau of the district of Bucharest Municipality, as

applicable.*
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(5) By way of derogation from the provisions of paragraph (1), the

applications for voting by means of a special ballot box set out by the persons

entitled to vote who are hospitalized may be submitted no later than the day

preceding the voting, at several polling stations in the locality where the

hospital is located, established by decision of the electoral county bureau or

of the electoral bureau of the district of Bucharest Municipality, as applicable.*

Art. 46. – (1) At 21:00 hours, the president of the electoral bureau of the polling

station declares the closing of voting, and orders the closing of the room where the

voting has been carried out.

(2) The voters who are in the room where the voting is carried out at 21:00 hours

may exercise their right to vote.

Art. 47. – (1) The persons accredited under this law may attend all the electoral

operations performed by the electoral bureaux of the polling stations, except for the

members thereof.

(2) Within the meaning of this law, by accredited persons one shall understand

the following:

a) internal and external observers;

b) internal and external representatives of the mass media.

(3) The representatives of non-governmental organizations that deal with the

defence of democracy and human rights or the observation of elections, which are

legally constituted at least 6 months before the date of elections, may be accredited

as internal observers. The persons designated by such organizations as internal

observers shall not have political affiliation.

(4) The persons designated in writing by the management of mass media

institutions for the purpose of being internal observers of the mass media may be

accredited as such. The persons designated by such organizations as internal

observers shall not have political affiliation.

(5) The accreditation of internal observers and internal representatives of the

mass media shall be made by the county electoral bureaux, the electoral bureaux

of the districts of Bucharest Municipality and the electoral bureau for the polling

stations abroad, for all polling stations falling within the competence thereof, at

the written request of the Romanian management of non-governmental

organizations or of the mass media institutions, drawn up at least 5 days prior to

the election date.

(6) The accreditation of external observers and external representatives of the

mass media shall be made by the Permanent Electoral Authority on the proposal

of the Ministry of External Affairs, for all electoral bureaux.
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(7) Only the persons proposed by those non-governmental organizations which

have a certificate on the fulfillment of the requirements under paragraph (3),

issued by the Permanent Electoral Authority, may be accredited. The certificate may

be requested no later than 10 days before the election date.

(8) The persons proposed by those mass media institutions which have a

certificate issued by the Permanent Electoral Authority attesting to the performance

of mass media activities may be accredited as internal representatives of Romanian

mass media. The certificate may be requested no later than 10 days before the

election date based on certain documents proving the activity of that institution.

(9) The accredited persons may attend electoral operations on voting day,

starting at 6:00 hours and ending with the time of closing and signing by the

members of the electoral bureau of the polling station of the minutes determining

the voting results, only if they provide the accreditation document which is also valid

as certified copy. Such persons shall not in any way intervene in the organization

and conduct of elections, having only the right to notify in writing the president of

the electoral bureau in case they find an irregularity. Any act of electoral propaganda,

as well as the violation in any way of the accreditation document shall entail

legal sanctions, the suspension of the accreditation by the electoral bureau which

found the irregularity, and, on voting day, the immediate removal of that person from

the polling station.

(10) The accredited persons may stay in the electoral bureau of the polling

station only in the area designated for this purpose in the voting room by the

president of the electoral bureau of the polling station. The accreditation allows

also the access of the holder to the area specially designed for this purpose in the

county electoral bureau, the electoral bureau of the district of Bucharest

Municipality or the electoral bureau for the polling stations abroad which issued

the accreditation.

(11) The petitions concerning the accreditation or the rejection of the

request for accreditation by the county electoral bureau, the electoral bureau

of the district of Bucharest Municipality or by the electoral bureau for the

polling stations abroad shall be submitted within two days of the registration.

The decision is final.*

(12) The petitions concerning the rejection by the Permanent Electoral

Authority of the request for the release of the certificates referred to in

paragraphs (7) and (8) shall be submitted within two days of the response to

the Bucharest Court of Appeal and shall be solved by the latter within two days

of the registration. The decision is final.*



CHAPTER III

Ascertainment of the election result

Art. 48. – (1) After the closing of the voting room, the president, in the

presence of the members of the electoral bureau, shall perform the operations of

ballot paper counting and recording of the voting result, as follows:

a) he/she shall check the state of the seals on the ballot boxes, shall seal the slit

of the ballot boxes, shall introduce the stamps marked “VOTAT” in an envelope

which shall be sealed by affixing the control stamp of the polling station. The

disappearance of one or several stamps shall be recorded under point i) of the

statement of poll set out in Article 49 (1);

b) he/she shall annul the unused ballot papers, by drawing the mark “ANULAT”

across the first page and by affixing the control stamp of the polling station; in the

event there are intact packages with ballot papers, the mark “ANULAT” shall be

affixed once on the respective package and the control stamp shall be affixed once;

c) he/she shall establish the number of voters entered on the copy of the

permanent electoral roll; it is forbidden, with the exception provided for in Article

44 (6), under penalty of law, that these documents contain erasures, alterations or

completions; the result of the counting shall be written down under point a) of the

statement of poll set out in Article 49 (1);

d) he/she shall establish the number of voters present in the poll by counting

the signatures entered on the copies of the permanent electoral rolls found at the

polling station, and on the tables drawn up according to Article 9. The results shall

be registered in the statement of poll under point b), and under points b1, b2, and

b3 of the statement of poll set out in Article 49 (1);

e) he/she shall unseal the ballot boxes one by one, shall count the ballot papers

and shall open the ballot papers one by one; at the opening of each ballot paper, the

president shall read out loud the surname and first name of the voted candidate and

shall display the ballot paper to those present; the opened ballot papers shall be

grouped according to candidates, shall be counted and bound separately; the

annulled votes and the validly cast votes for each candidate shall be registered in

a separate table by one member of the electoral bureau of the polling station,

designated by the president.

(2) There shall be considered null the ballot papers on which the control stamp

of the polling station has not been affixed, the ballot papers with a different model

than the duly approved one, the ballot papers on which the stamp marked “VOTAT”

has not been affixed, the ballot papers on which the stamp marked “VOTAT” has

been affixed on several quadrilaterals or outside them; the vote shall be valid when,

although the affixed stamp marked “VOTAT” exceeds the limits of the quadrilateral,
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the voter’s choice is obvious, when the ink has been printed on the other side of

the sheet on which the stamp marked “VOTAT” has been affixed, as well as when

the stamp has been affixed several times in the same quadrilateral or both in the

quadrilateral and outside any other quadrilateral; making erasures or overwriting

the ballot papers shall not entail the nullity thereof; the null ballot papers shall not

be counted as validly cast votes.

Art. 49. – (1) After the opening of the ballot boxes and the vote counting, the

president of the electoral bureau of the polling station shall draw up a statement of

poll in 3 copies including:

a) the total number of voters entered on the copy of the permanent electoral roll

existing at the polling station [point a) >/= point b1];

b) the total number of voters that have come to the poll [point b) = point b1 +

point b2 + point b3], of which: 

b1 – the total number of voters entered on the copy of the permanent electoral

roll that have come to the poll;

b2 – the total number of voters that have come to the poll and are not entered on

the copy of the permanent electoral roll, registered in the table set out in Article 9 (1);

b3 – the total number of voters who voted using the special ballot box,

registered in the table set out in Article 9 (2);

c) the total number of validly cast votes [point c) </= point b) – point d)];

d) the number of null votes; 

e) the number of ballot papers received [point e) >/= point c) + point d) + point f)];

f) the number of unused and annulled ballot papers;

g) the number of validly cast votes obtained by each candidate;

h) the short report on the objections made and the manner to solve them, as well

as on the petitions submitted to the county electoral bureau, to the electoral bureau

of the district of Bucharest Municipality or to the electoral bureau for the polling

stations abroad, as applicable;

i) the number of the stamps marked “VOTAT” at the beginning of voting; there

shall be mentioned the disappearance of one or several stamps, if applicable, as well

as the state of the seals on the ballot boxes at the closing of voting;

j) other situations; there shall be mentioned if the number of the ballot papers

found in the ballot box is different from the number of voters that have voted, after

the counting of signatures on the permanent rolls and on the tables set out in

Article 9; there shall be mentioned if the number of the ballot papers found in the

ballot box added up with that of the unused and annulled ballot papers is different

from the total number of the ballot papers received, as well as any other incidents.
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(2) The statement of poll shall be signed up by the president of the electoral

bureau of the polling station and the other members thereof, and shall bear the control

stamp of the electoral bureau. The absence of the signatures of some of the

members of the electoral bureau of the polling station shall not affect the validity

of the statement of poll. The president shall specify the reasons which prevented

the signing.

(3) A copy of the statement of poll shall be displayed in a visible place at the

premises of the electoral bureau of the polling station.

(4) The members of the electoral bureaux of the polling stations shall be

issued, upon request, a copy of the statement of poll, certified by all those who signed

the original.

(5) Two copies of the statement of poll provided for in paragraph (1), all the

petitions with reference to the electoral operations of the electoral bureau of the

polling station, the annulled and contested ballot papers shall constitute a stamped

and sealed file that must be accompanied by the control stamp. The copy of the

permanent electoral roll together with the tables used in the polling station, as well

as the statements on one’s own account provided for in Article 44 (4), as applicable,

shall constitute a separate file. Within 24 hours of the closing of voting, both files

shall be submitted to the county electoral bureau or, as applicable, to the electoral

bureau of the district of Bucharest Municipality under military watch, accompanied,

upon request, by other members of the respective electoral bureau.

(6) The statements of poll drawn up by the electoral bureaux of the polling

stations abroad, together with all the objections and petitions with reference to the

electoral operations of the electoral bureau of the polling station shall be transmitted

electronically to the electoral bureau for the polling stations abroad by the

diplomatic missions, within 24 hours of the receipt thereof. The accuracy of the data

in these statements of poll shall be confirmed by telephone by the president or deputy

of the electoral bureau for the polling stations abroad, who countersigns and

stamps the received documents. The countersigned statements of poll shall be used

in centralizing the voting results.

(7) In case there shall be found inconsistencies between the data contained in

the statement of poll received from an electoral bureau of a polling station, the county

electoral bureau or that of the district of Bucharest Municipality must ask the

president of the respective electoral bureau to make the necessary corrections. These

shall be deemed valid only if they have been certified by signature and by affixing

the control stamp of the polling station.

(8) In case there shall be found inconsistencies between the data contained in

the statements of poll received from the polling stations abroad, the electoral

bureau for the polling stations abroad must ask the president of the electoral
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bureau of the polling station to make the necessary corrections. These shall be

deemed valid only if they have been certified by signature and by affixing the control

stamp of the polling station. The provisions of paragraph (6) shall apply accordingly.

(9) Within 24 hours of the receipt of the file referred to in paragraph (5), the

county electoral bureau or, as applicable, the electoral bureau of the district of

Bucharest Municipality shall send a copy of each statement of poll drawn up by

the electoral bureaux of the polling stations to the court of law within the jurisdiction

of which their activity is based; the electoral bureau for the polling stations abroad

shall transmit one copy, countersigned and stamped, of each statement of poll drawn

up by the electoral bureaux of the polling stations abroad to the Bucharest Court

of Law.

(10) The candidates may obtain copies of the statements of poll referred to in

paragraph (9).

Art. 50. – (1) After the receipt of the statements of poll from all the electoral

bureaux of the polling stations, and after the settlement of the petitions received from

the electoral bureaux of the polling stations, the county electoral bureau, the

electoral bureau of the district of Bucharest Municipality or the electoral bureau

for the polling stations abroad shall conclude a statement of poll including:

a) the total number of voters entered on the copies of the permanent electoral

rolls [point a) >/= point b1];

b) the total number of voters that have come to the poll [point b) = point b1+

point b2 + point b3], of which:

b1 – the total number of voters that have come to the poll, entered on the copies

of the permanent electoral rolls;

b2 – the total number of voters that have voted in another polling station than

the one they have been assigned to according to domicile, entered on the table set

out in Article 9 (1);

b3 – the total number of voters that have voted by using the special ballot box,

entered on the table set out in Article 9 (2);

c) the total number of validly cast votes [point c) </= point b) – point d)], [point

c) = the sum of validly cast votes under point g)];

d) the total number of null votes;

e) the number of ballot papers received [point e) >/= point c) + point d) + point f)]; 

f) the number of unused and annulled ballot papers;

g) the total number of validly cast votes obtained by each candidate;

h) the short report on the objections and petitions made and on the decisions

rendered.

(2) The provisions of Article 49 (2)–(4) shall apply accordingly.
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(3) The statement of poll referred to in paragraph (1), together with the

statements of poll received from the electoral bureaux of the polling stations, as well

as with all the petitions and objections falling within the competence of the Central

Electoral Bureau, making up a sealed file, stamped and signed by the members of

the county electoral bureau, of the electoral bureau of the district of Bucharest

Municipality or of the electoral bureau for the polling stations abroad, as well as

the files containing the copies of the permanent electoral rolls and of the tables used

in the polling stations, as well as the statements on one’s own account provided for

in Article 44 (4), as applicable, accompanied by the stamp of the respective

electoral bureau, shall be submitted under armed guard to the Central Electoral

Bureau within 48 hours of the receipt of the last statement of poll from the

electoral bureaux of the polling stations.

(4) In case there shall be found inconsistencies between the data contained in

the statement of poll received from a county electoral bureau, an electoral bureau

of the district of Bucharest Municipality or from the electoral bureau for the

polling stations abroad, the Central Electoral Bureau must ask the president of the

respective electoral bureau to make the necessary corrections. These shall be

deemed valid only if they have been certified by signature and by affixing the stamp

of the electoral bureau.

Art. 51. – (1) The Central Electoral Bureau shall settle the petitions received

from the county electoral bureaux, the electoral bureaux of the districts of Bucharest

Municipality, and the electoral bureau for the polling stations abroad, and then shall

conclude a statement of poll including:

a) the total number of voters entered on the permanent electoral rolls [point 

a) >/= point b1];

b) the total number of voters that have come to the poll [point b) = point b1+

point b2 + point b3], of which:

b1 – the total number of voters that have come to the poll, entered on the copies

of the permanent electoral rolls;

b2 – the total number of voters that have voted in another polling station than

the one they have been assigned to according to domicile, entered on the table set

out in Article 9 (1);

b3 – the total number of voters that have voted by using the special ballot box,

entered on the table set out in Article 9 (2);

c) the total number of validly cast votes [point c) </= point b) – point d)], [point

c) = the sum of validly cast votes under point h)];

d) the total number of null votes;

e) the number of ballot papers received [point e) </= point c) + point d) + point f)]; 
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f) the number of unused and annulled ballot papers;

g) the number of votes needed to be elected President of Romania according

to Article 2 (1) b) [point a)/2 + 1];

h) the total number of validly cast votes obtained by each candidate;

i) the surname and first name of the candidate who has fulfilled the conditions

of Article 81 of the Constitution of Romania, republished;

j) the surnames and first names of the candidates who shall participate in the

runoff, if applicable.

(2) The provisions of Article 49 (2)–(4) shall apply accordingly.

(3) The minutes for each round, together with the statements of poll for the

recording and centralization of voting results drawn up by the county electoral

bureaux, the electoral bureaux of the districts of Bucharest Municipality, the

electoral bureau for the polling stations abroad, and the electoral bureaux of the

polling stations, received according to Article 50 (3), shall be submitted to the

Constitutional Court within 24 hours of the registration of the last file.

(4) In the runoff, the provisions of paragraph (1) shall apply accordingly,

while in the statement of poll there shall be written down the surname and first name

of the candidate whose election has been recorded, in accordance with the

provisions of Article 81 (3) of the Constitution of Romania, republished.

(5) The Central Electoral Bureau shall hand over to the Permanent

Electoral Authority the files containing copies of the permanent electoral

rolls and of the tables used in the polling stations in both rounds, as well as the

statements on one’s own account provided for in Article 44 (4). Following the

complaint of the political parties, organizations of citizens belonging to

national minorities, political alliances, electoral alliances, and of the

independent candidates participating in elections, filed within 15 days of the

validation of the results of each round and accompanied by the evidence it is

grounded on, the Permanent Electoral Authority shall check the copies of the

permanent electoral rolls and of the tables used in the polling stations referred

to in the complaint, with a view to discovering the cases when a person has

voted without having the right to vote or has voted several times in the same

round. The time limit set for the checking of electoral rolls used in the polling

stations shall be of 6 months since the receipt thereof. In the event that the

Permanent Electoral Authority discovers clues about the perpetration of the

offences referred to in Article 387 of the Criminal Code, it shall submit the case

to the competent criminal prosecution bodies.*
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(6) Upon expiry of the time limit provided for in paragraph (5) concerning the

check of the copies of the permanent electoral rolls and of the tables used in the

polling stations, the Permanent Electoral Authority shall ensure the electronic

archiving thereof, as well as that of the statements on one’s own account provided

for in Article 44 (4) and (5) by an electronic archiving service provider, according

to Law no. 135/2007 on archiving documents in electronic format.

Art. 52. – (1) The Constitutional Court shall cancel the elections if the voting

and the ascertainment of the results took place in such a way as to modify the

allotment of the mandate or, as applicable, the order of the candidates participating

in the runoff. Under these circumstances the Court shall order the round to be

repeated on the second Sunday since the cancellation of the elections.

(2) The application for the cancellation of the elections may be filed by the political

parties, political alliances, electoral alliances, organizations of citizens belonging to

national minorities represented by the Council of National Minorities and the

candidates participating in the elections, within 3 days of the closing of voting; the

application must be motivated and accompanied by the evidence it is grounded on.

(3) The Constitutional Court shall solve the application by the date set by law

for making public the election results.

Art. 53. – (1) The Constitutional Court shall validate the result of each round,

shall ensure the publication of the election results in the media and in the Official

Gazette of Romania, Part I, for each round, and shall validate the election results

for the President elect.

(2) The validation document shall be drawn up in 3 copies, of which one shall

stay with the Constitutional Court, one shall be sent to the Parliament for the oath

to be taken as provided for in Article 82 (2) of the Constitution of Romania,

republished, and the third one shall be handed over to the elected candidate.

Art. 54. – (1) The runoff shall take place under the conditions provided for in

Article 81 (3) of the Constitution of Romania, republished, two weeks after the first

round, in the same polling stations and constituencies, the electoral operations being

carried out by the same electoral bureaux and based on the same electoral rolls as

in the first round.

(2) In the runoff shall participate only the first 2 candidates who obtained the

highest number of votes validly cast for the entire country, in the first round. The

Constitutional Court shall confirm that number within 24 hours of the receipt of

the statements of poll provided for in Article 51 (3), by making public the surnames

and first names of the 2 candidates who shall participate in the runoff, and the voting

day set according to paragraph (1).
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(3) The electoral campaign for the runoff shall start on the date the voting day

has been made public.

(4) Within two days of the opening of the electoral campaign there shall be set

the timetable for the conduct thereof at the public radio and television services, and

the air time distribution according to Article 36 that shall apply accordingly.

(5) The persons accredited to attend the carrying out of the electoral operations

in the first round shall be rightfully accredited to attend these operations in the runoff

as well.

CHAPTER IV

Minor offences*

Art. 55. – There shall be considered minor offences, unless they are considered

infractions, the following facts:

a) the deliberate entering of a voter on several permanent electoral rolls, the

entering on the electoral rolls of fictitious persons or of persons not entitled to vote;

b) the keeping of the permanent electoral rolls under inappropriate conditions;

c) the failure to make the notifications provided by law in due time and to operate

them in the permanent electoral rolls;

d) the operations made by unauthorized persons in the permanent electoral rolls;

e) the failure to notify the Permanent Electoral Authority of the

amendments operated in the permanent electoral roll;**

f) the infringement of the provisions of Article 4 (2) and Article 27 (3);

g) the infringement of the provisions regarding the posting of candidacy

proposals provided for in Article 31 (3);

h) the use by a candidate of the electoral sign registered with the Central

Electoral Bureau by another candidate;

i) the organizers’ failure to take the necessary measures for a normal conduct

of the electoral meetings, as well as the distribution and consumption of alcoholic

beverages during such meetings;

j) the destruction, deterioration, staining, covering by writing or by any other method

of the permanent electoral rolls, of the copies thereof or of the electoral tables;

k) the failure to observe the provisions of Article 37 (1), (3) and (4) and of Article

39 (4);

l) the posting of the permanent electoral rolls, of the copies thereof or of the

electoral tables; the destruction, deterioration, staining, covering by writing or by
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any other method of the platform-programs displayed or of any other posters or

printed advertisements of electoral propaganda;

m) the failure to observe the decisions and judgements of the electoral bureaux;

the failure to observe the decisions and instructions of the Permanent Electoral

Authority; the failure to observe the decisions of the Constitutional Court;

n) the unauthorized printing of ballot papers with a view to using them on

election day;*

o) the refusal to permit the access of the accredited persons to the premises of

the polling station, with the exception of the cases when the president of the

electoral bureau of the polling station restricts the access of the accredited persons

to the premises of the polling station due to the size thereof;

p) the refusal to receive and register an objection, petition or any other request

made in writing;

q) the refusal to comply with the provisions of the president of the electoral

bureau of the polling station with a view to ensuring order on the premises of the

polling station and its surroundings;

r) the handing over of the ballot paper to a voter who does not produce the

identity document, or who refuses to sign on the electoral roll or electoral table

where he/she is registered for the receipt of the ballot paper and of the stamp

marked “VOTAT”;* 

r

1

) the failure to observe the provisions of Article 44 (8) regarding the

presence of other persons in the polling booth;**

s) the failure to affix the stamp marked “VOTAT” or the sticker stamp, as

applicable, on the identity document, as well as the holding thereof without

grounded reasons by the members of the electoral bureau of the polling station;

ş) the failure to observe the provisions of Article 48 (1) e) regarding the

reading aloud of the option expressed on the ballot paper; the drawing up, by the

electoral bureaux of the polling stations, of the statements of poll with the

infringement of the provisions of this law;

t) the continuation of the electoral propaganda after the closing thereof, as well

as the counselling of the voters on voting day, at the premises of the polling

stations, to vote or not to vote a certain candidate;

ţ) the wearing of badges, insignia or of other signs of electoral propaganda during

the voting process by the members of the electoral bureaux of the polling stations,

the persons charged with the guard, the accredited persons or by the poll operators
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from the institutes for public opinion polling, from trading companies or non-

governmental organizations;

u) the violation by the members of the electoral bureaux of their duty to take

part in the activity of these bureaux;

v) the refusal of the president of the electoral bureau or of his/her deputy to

deliver a certified copy of the statement of poll to the persons entitled to it in

compliance with the provisions of this law;

w) the infringement of the accreditation conditions by the persons accredited

according to Article 47 and by the poll operators from the institutes for public opinion

polling, from trading companies or non-governmental organizations that have

been accredited by the Central Electoral Bureau, by decision;

x) the failure to observe the provisions of Articles 10–12 regarding the

delimitation, numbering and establishing of polling stations;

y) the failure to observe the provisions of Article 39 (1)–(3) and (5);

z) the failure to observe the provisions of Article 41 regarding the display of

electoral signs;

aa) the failure to observe the provisions of Article 43 (12) regarding the selling

and consumption of alcoholic beverages;

ab) the failure to observe the provisions of Article 43 (4);

ac) the failure to observe the provisions of Article 48 (1) c);

Art. 56. – (1) The minor offences provided for in Article 55 b), c), d), e), g),

j), k), l), m), o), p), ş), ţ), u), v), z), ab) and ac) shall be punished by fine from 1,000

lei to 2,500 lei, those in points f), h), q), t), w), x) and aa) by fine from 1,500 lei

to 4,500 lei, and the ones in points a), i), n), r), s) and y) by fine from 4,500 lei to

10,000 lei.

(2) The finding out of the minor offences provided for in Article 55 and the

application of the punishments provided for in paragraph (1) shall be made by:

a) the officers, agents, and non-commissioned officers in the Romanian Police,

the Romanian Border Police and the Romanian Gendarmerie, as well as by the

community policemen* for the facts provided for in Article 55 i), k),l), n), o), q),

r), t), w), z), and aa);
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b) the president of the county electoral bureau, of the electoral bureau of the

district of Bucharest Municipality or of the electoral bureau for the polling stations

abroad for the facts provided for in Article 55 j), p), ș), ab) and ac);

c) the president of the Central Electoral Bureau for the facts provided for in

Article 55 f), g) and h);

d) the president of the electoral bureau, in the event that the members thereof

have committed the offences, or the president of the electoral bureau of higher level,

in the event that the presidents of the electoral bureaux of lower level or the

deputies thereof have committed the offences provided for in Article 55 n), s), ţ),

u), and v);

e) the representatives of the president of the Permanent Electoral Authority for

the facts provided for in Article 55 a), b), c), d), e) and x);

f) the representatives of the president of the Permanent Electoral Authority in

the event that the fact provided for in Article 55 m) has been committed by

authorities of the central or local public administration authorities, and in the

event that the fact provided for in Article 55 y) has been committed by other persons

than the radio broadcasters; the president of the electoral bureau in the event that

the fact provided for in Article 55 m) has been committed by the members of the

electoral bureau, or the president of the electoral bureau of higher level in the event

that the fact provided for in Article 55 m) has been committed by the presidents of

the electoral bureaux of lower level; policemen, in the event that the fact provided

for in Article 55 m) has been committed by other natural or legal persons;

g) the National Audiovisual Council, that shall refer the matter to the court or

that may be approached by the interested persons, for the facts provided for in Article

55 y) in the event that these have been committed by the radio broadcasters.

(3) The offender may pay on the spot or within 48 hours of the date of the

conclusion of the minutes or, as applicable, of the date of the notification thereof,

half the minimum of the fine provided for in paragraph (1), the policeman who is

charged to ascertain the offence making mention of this option in the said minutes.

(4) For the offences provided for in Article 55 shall be applicable the provisions

of Government Ordinance no. 2/2001 on the legal regime of minor offences,

approved with amendments and completions by Law no. 180/2002, with the

subsequent amendments and completions.

(5) The committing by the members of the electoral bureaux of the offences

provided for in Article 55 shall entail their replacement with other persons at the

request of the president of the electoral bureau of higher level or of the president

of the Central Electoral Bureau, as applicable.
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Art. 57. – Repealed.*

Art. 58. – Repealed.*

Art. 59. – Repealed.*

Art. 60. – Repealed.*

Art. 61. – Repealed.*

Art. 62. – Repealed.*

Art. 63. – Repealed.*

Art. 64. – The goods meant for or used to commit the minor offences

provided for in Article 55 or those resulting from the perpetration thereof shall

be confiscated.**

CHAPTER V

Transitional and final provisions

Art. 65. – (1) Within 5 days of the coming into force of the Government

decision on setting the election date, the Government shall establish by decision,

on the proposal of the Permanent Electoral Authority and of the Ministry of

Internal Affairs, the schedule for carrying out the necessary actions for the

election of the President of Romania, the budget and the necessary expenses for the

preparation, organization and conduct of the voting, the model of the copy of the

permanent electoral roll, the models of the tables provided for in Article 9, the model

of the stamp of the Central Electoral Bureau, of the county electoral bureau, of the

electoral bureau of the district of Bucharest Municipality, of the electoral bureau

for the polling stations abroad, the model of the control stamp of the polling

station and the model of the stamp marked “VOTAT”, the model of the ballot paper,

the model of the sticker stamp, the conditions for the printing, management and use

thereof, the measures to be taken by the central and local public authorities for the

proper organization and conduct of the elections.

(2) Within 15 days of the coming into force of the Government decision on

setting the election date, the Permanent Electoral Authority shall establish by

decision, that shall be published in the Official Gazette of Romania, Part I, the model

of the application for candidacy registration, the model of the application for

candidacy renouncement, and the model of the statement of candidacy acceptance.

(3) Within 15 days of the coming into force of the Government decision on setting

the election date, the Government shall establish by decision, on the proposal of the
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National Institute of Statistics and the Permanent Electoral Authority, the models of

the statements of poll for the record and centralization of the voting results.

Art. 66. – (1) The expenditures for carrying out the electoral operations shall

be borne from the state budget.

(2) The seat of the Central Electoral Bureau shall be supplied by the Government,

that of the electoral bureau for the polling stations abroad by the Ministry of

Foreign Affairs, the seats of the county electoral bureaux by the prefects and

presidents of the county councils, those of the electoral bureaux of the districts of

Bucharest Municipality, as well as those of the electoral bureaux of the polling

stations by the mayors, together with the prefects, while the seats of the electoral

bureaux of the polling stations abroad by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

(3) The expenditures for the endowment of the seats of the electoral bureaux

provided for in paragraph (2) shall be borne from the state budget.

(4) The documents drawn up in exercising the electoral rights provided for in

this law shall be exempt from the stamp duty.

(5) The Permanent Electoral Authority shall purchase the computer

applications and/or services used by the Central Electoral Bureau for the

centralization of the voting results in the elections for the President of

Romania, under the conditions of the law.*

(5

1

) The National Institute of Statistics shall provide the publication and

printing of the minutes determining the election results at the “M̋onitorul

Oficial” R.A., the endowment with equipment, computers and consumable

office supplies, as well as the training of the staff involved in performing the

technical operations regarding the ascertainment of the results of the elections

for the President of Romania by the Central Electoral Bureau, the county

electoral bureaux, the electoral bureau for the polling stations abroad and the

electoral bureaux of the districts of Bucharest Municipality.**

(5

2

) The Special Telecommunications Service shall provide the special

telephone services, and the voice and data communications services required

by the electoral bureaux in the elections for the President of Romania.**

(6) The Government shall provide the Permanent Electoral Authority with the

necessary sums for the purchase of the computer programs that shall be used by

the Central Electoral Bureau for the centralization of the voting results, the

necessary sums for covering the expenses incurred by the check of the copies of

the permanent electoral rolls and of the tables used in the polling stations, as well
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as by the electronic archiving thereof and of the documents received from the Central

Electoral Bureau.

(7) The Government shall provide the Permanent Electoral Authority with the

necessary space for the storage of the copies of the permanent electoral rolls and

of the tables used in the polling stations, as well as of the other materials resulting

from the electoral process, which shall be kept in the archive of the Authority.

Art. 67. – (1) In order to support the activity of the Central Electoral Bureau,

of the county electoral bureaux, and of the electoral bureaux of the districts of

Bucharest Municipality, the Ministry of Internal Affairs, together with the

Permanent Electoral Authority, the National Institute of Statistics and any other

designated public authority shall provide the necessary auxiliary technical personnel.

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs, together with the Permanent Electoral Authority,

with the support of the National Institute of Statistics and of any other designated

public authority shall provide the necessary auxiliary technical personnel for the

electoral bureau for the polling stations abroad. 

(2) As long as the electoral bureaux shall function, the members thereof, the

statisticians, and the necessary auxiliary technical personnel shall be deemed

temporarily assigned and shall receive a daily allowance set by Government decision.

(3) For the allowance provided for in paragraph (2) only the income tax shall

be due, deducted, and paid in accordance with the law.

(3

1

) There shall be exempted from the provisions of Article 24 (1) b) of the

Government Emergency Ordinance no. 34/2009 on the budgetary rectification

to the year 2009 and the regulation of certain financial and fiscal measures,

approved by Law no. 227/2009, with the subsequent amendments and

completions, the public procurement relating to the carrying out of the

measures required for the proper organization and conduct of the elections for

the President of Romania.*

(4) The institutions that have hired the employees provided for in paragraph (2)

shall grant them the salaries they are entitled to, according to the law, throughout

the period they shall exercise their duties regarding the organization and conduct

of the elections for the President of Romania.

Art. 68. – (1) The courts of law shall try the requests provided for in this law

according to the rules set by law for the president’s ordinance, with the binding

participation of the prosecutor.
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(2) According to this law, there is no remedy at law against the final

decisions rendered by the courts of law.*

(3) The final decisions of the courts of law rendered as a result of the

requests provided for in this law shall be communicated immediately to the

Permanent Electoral Authority and the interested electoral bureaux.*

Art. 69. – (1) The daily time limits set in this law include the day when they

start to run and they stop at 24:00 hours of the day they are met, even if such days

are not weekdays.

(2) Throughout the electoral period, the electoral bureaux shall function in

accordance with the program settled by the Central Electoral Bureau in compliance

with the organization and functioning rules and regulations of the electoral

bureaux and of the working apparatus thereof. The courts of law shall ensure the

permanent character of the activity so that the citizens may exercise their electoral

rights. 

Art. 70. – (1) The ballot papers, either used or unused, the null ones, the

statements of poll and the necessary stamps for the voting process, the other

materials used in the electoral process received by the courts of law from the county

electoral bureaux, the electoral bureaux of the districts of Bucharest Municipality,

the electoral bureau for the polling stations abroad, as applicable, or from the

electoral bureaux of the polling stations, the documents received by the

Constitutional Court from the Central Electoral Bureau, as well as the lists of

supporters found at the Constitutional Court and those received by the Permanent

Electoral Authority from the Central Electoral Bureau shall be kept in the archive,

separately from the other documents, for 3 months since the publication of the

election results in the Official Gazette of Romania, Part I.

(2) After the expiry of the time limit provided for in paragraph (1), the courts

of law, supported by the institutions of the prefect, the Constitutional Court and the

Permanent Electoral Authority respectively shall hand over to the specialized

economic operators, based on minutes, for melting, the ballot papers, either used

or unused, the null ones, the statements of poll and the necessary stamps for the

voting process, the other materials used in the electoral process, as well as the lists

of supporters.

(3) The Permanent Electoral Authority shall ensure the electronic archiving of

the documents received from the Central Electoral Bureau by an electronic

archiving service provider, according to Law no. 135/2007, then shall hand over,
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for melting, to the specialized economic operators, the materials and documents

received from the Central Electoral Bureau.

(4) The lists of supporters from the previous elections for the President of

Romania shall be handed over by the High Court of Cassation and Justice to the

specialized economic operators, for melting.

(5) After the printing of the permanent electoral rolls by the mayors,

according to Article 7, any other copies of the permanent electoral rolls found

at the town halls shall be handed over for melting to the specialized economic

operators.*

Art. 71. – (1) The “Monitorul Oficial” R.A. shall print the ballot papers, the

models of the tables provided for in Article 9, and the other prints and materials

necessary for the conduct of the electoral process no later than 10 days  before the

election date.

(2) The “Monitorul Oficial” R.A. shall provide the publication and printing of

brochures including consolidated versions of the legal regulations on the presidential

elections, in world wide spoken languages inclusively, as well as other information

materials made by the Permanent Electoral Authority.

Art. 72. – Within 45 days of the publication of the election results in the

Official Gazette of Romania, Part I, the public authorities involved in the

organization and conduct of the elections for the President of Romania are

obliged to inform the Permanent Electoral Authority on the way in which the duties

in the electoral field have been carried out, as well as on the deviations and

shortcomings, even of legislative nature, found in the organization and conduct

of the voting.

Art. 73. – On the date of coming into force of this law, Law no. 69/1992 for

the election of the President of Romania, published in the Official Gazette of

Romania, Part I, no. 164 of July 16, 1992, with the subsequent amendments and

completions, shall be repealed.
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*) This list is a public document and is subject to the provisions of Article 292 of the

Criminal Code. Signing of several lists is forbidden.

S T A T E M E N T

The undersigned…......................................., domiciled in…., born on…...............,

(first name and surname)

in the commune/city/municipality of……, ……county, holder of the I.C. (I.D)

series…., number…., I hereby declare on my own account that all data and

signatures contained in this list, which has…. entries, correspond to reality.

Date, Locality Signature,
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ANNEX
The name of the political party or political alliance 

(or the mention “Independent candidate”, as applicable)

The electoral sign of the political party or political alliance

T H E  L I S T  O F  S U P P O R T E R S

for the election of the President of Romania

–………………–

(election date)

Candidate……………………………………………

(first name and surname)

Cur.

no.

First

name

Surname

Date 

of birth

Address

Identity document

Signature*)

Type Series Number 

1.

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 



LAW no. 35

of March 13, 2008

for the election to the Chamber of Deputies 

and the Senate and for the amendment 

and completion of Law no. 67/2004 for the election

of local public administration authorities, 

of Law no. 215/2001 on the local public

administration, and of Law no. 393/2004 

on the Statute of local electees

(Excerpt)

Published in the Oficial Gazette no. 196 of March 13, 2008

[…]

Art. 18. – (1) The Permanent Electoral Authority shall manage the

Register of the polling stations across the country which represents a

centralized data base concerning the delimitation, the numbering, the

headquarters and the equipment of the polling stations. Register of the

polling stations is public.*

(2) The delimitation of the polling stations across the country and the

establishment of their headquarters shall be updated every year until

March 1 at the latest by the mayors, by order, without them exceeding the

territorial limits of the uninominal colleges for the election to the Chamber

of Deputies. The changes occurred until the reference date shall be

forwarded to the Permanent Electoral Authority in the format agreed by

it, within 48 hours at the most of the issuance of the mayor’s order. After

March 1 of every year, the changes may be made only pursuant to the

compliance opinion of the Permanent Electoral Authority.*
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(3) The numbering of the polling stations shall be updated by the

Permanent Electoral Authority for each county, for the Bucharest

Municipality, respectively, starting with the county capital locality,

extending to those in the municipalities, towns and communes, in

alphabetical order; in the municipalities with administrative-territorial

subdivisions, the numbering shall be done with the observance of the

order of these subdivisions, provided by law.*

(4) Until 30 days at the latest before the voting date, the mayors shall

bring to public knowledge, with the prefects’ contribution, the delimitation

and number of each poll station, as well as the locations of the voting

process, under the terms provided by Permanent Electoral Authority, by

decision.*

(5) The polling stations shall keep their location, except for the changes

that need updating. Changes of any kind, including those occurred in the

structure of the administrative-territorial units or in the urban plan of the

localities shall be forwarded at once by the prefects to the Permanent

Electoral Authority.**

(5

1

) The methodology for notification of the delimitation of the polling

stations and of the establishment of their headquarters from the perspective

of meeting the conditions provided by this law shall be set by decision of

the Permanent Electoral Authority.***

(6) The polling stations shall be organized as follows:

a) in the localities with a population of over 1,500 inhabitants, one

polling station for every 1,000–2,000 inhabitants;

b) in the localities with a population under 1,500 inhabitants, a single

polling station;

c) polling stations may be organized also in the villages or groups of

villages with a population up to 1,000 inhabitants, located at more than

3 km from the premises of the polling station in the residence of the

commune, town or municipality.**

(7) The mayors and the secretaries of the communes, towns or municipalities,

as well as the National Centre for Management of Databases of Persons

Record shall provide all the data, information and support that the prefects need

in order to fulfil the obligations provided for in paragraph (5).

(8) In connection with the diplomatic missions and consular offices of

Romania, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs shall organize one or more
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polling stations for the voters with their domicile or residence outside the

country. Besides these polling stations, there may also be organized, with

the consent of the government in the respective country, polling stations

in other localities than those in which the diplomatic missions or consular

offices have their premises. The voters having the domicile or residence in

a state other than Romania shall exercise their right to vote in one of the

polling stations in the country where they have the domicile or residence,

set up under the terms of the present title. The residence abroad is proved

by any document issued by the foreign authorities.*

(9) The localities in which they organize polling stations abroad shall

be set based on registrations of the diplomatic missions and consular

offices of Romania.**

(10) Romanian citizens with the domicile or residence in a state in which

there are no diplomatic missions or consular offices of Romania, and

where there is no possibility to organize a polling station, may express their

right to vote in any of the polling stations organized in the states being part

of the same uninominal college.**

[...]

Art. 22. – (1) The Permanent Electoral Authority shall ensure the

management and technical support necessary for the functioning of the

Electoral Register, the management and methodological guidance of the

authorized persons to operate into the Electoral Register, as well as

monitoring the observance of the legal provisions related to this field.***

(2) The Electoral Register for the Romanian citizens with the domicile in

Romania shall be structured on counties, municipalities, towns, communes, and

for those with the domicile abroad, on countries and localities.

(3) The registration and update of the identification data of the

Romanian citizens entitled to vote and registered in the Electoral Register

shall be done, constantly, by persons authorized by mayors, by order, with

the support of the Permanent Electoral Authority branches and bureaux.

The persons authorized by mayors, by order, shall operate directly into the

Electoral Register, based on the official documents presented by the

interested person or communicated by authorities, pursuant to the

attributions incumbent upon them according to the law.***

(4) The National Centre for Management of Databases of Persons Record,

as well as the General Office of Passports within the Ministry of Internal
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Affairs shall place the data and information needed to draw up and update the

Electoral Register at the disposal of the Permanent Electoral Authority.

(5) The data registered in the Electoral Register for each voter with

his/her domicile in Romania shall be the following:

a) the surname and first name, as well as the maiden name or the name

a person had prior to the administrative change of the name;

b) date of birth;

c) personal numerical code;

d) country of residence, if this is the case;

e) address of domicile;

f) address of residence and the period when it is valid;

g) series and number of the voting card;

h) series and number of the identity card;

i) date of issuing the identity card;

j) date of expiry of the identity card.*

(5

1

) The data that shall be registered in the Electoral Register for each

voter who has his/her domicile abroad are those provided for in paragraph (5)

point a), b), c), d), as well as the number of the passport and the date of

its issuing.**

(6) Once registered in the Electoral Register with the address of domicile,

the voter may submit a request to the Permanent Electoral Authority for his

registration with the address of residence.

(7) The Romanian citizens with the domicile or residence abroad, as well

as the Romanian citizens with the domicile in the country but temporarily being

abroad, at their request, shall be registered in the Electoral Register with the

data corresponding to the last address of domicile or residence.

Art. 23. – (1) A person shall be erased from the Electoral Register in

case of decease, of loss of the Romanian citizenship, of forbiddance to carry

out the electoral rights or of placing under interdiction. 

(2) The update or the removal of the identification data of the Romanian

citizens entitled to vote, registered in the Electoral Register, shall be done

within 24 hours at the most of the date when the mayors became aware of

the cases that require the update or removal, as the case may be.

(3) The Permanent Electoral Authority shall update the Electoral

Register with the data and information provided according to Article 22 (4),

within 10 working days at the most of receiving them.
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(4) In case the voters can not be assigned to the polling stations based

on the information in the identity card regarding their domicile or

residence, their assigning shall be done alphabetically or to the first

polling station of the locality/administrative-territorial subdivision where

they have their domicile or residence, as the case may be.*

Art. 24. – (1) The data and information comprised in the Electoral Register

shall be exclusively meant for the electoral processes.

(2) Any person registered in the Electoral Register may request information

only regarding the personal data included in the register.

(3) The objections against the omissions, incorrect registrations, and any

other errors in the Electoral Register shall be made at the competent county

territorial bureau of the Permanent Electoral Authority, with this bureau having

the obligation to pronounce an opinion, by order, within 3 days of the

registration.

(4) The petitions against the given orders shall be solved within 3 days of

the registration by the court of law under the jurisdiction of which the voter has

his/her domicile.

Art. 25. – The electoral rolls shall include the citizens with a right to vote

registered in the Electoral Register. They shall be permanent or additional.

Art. 26. – (1) The permanent electoral rolls shall be drawn up and

printed by the mayors, based on the data and information included in the

Electoral Register.* 

(2) The permanent electoral rolls shall be drawn up for each locality and

shall include all the citizens having the right to vote who have the domicile in

the locality for which the rolls have been drawn up.

(3) In the case of communes, the permanent electoral rolls shall be drawn

up for each village and, as applicable, for each street, and in the case of

towns, municipalities and administrative-territorial subdivisions of the

municipalities, for each street and, as applicable, for each apartment block.

(4) The permanent electoral rolls shall comprise, in order of the number of

the buildings in which the voters live, the surname and first name, their

domicile, the personal numerical code, the series and number of the identity

document, the series and number of the voter ID card, the number of the

electoral constituency for each type of poll or, as applicable, of the uninominal

college, and the number of the polling station.

(5) The permanent electoral rolls shall be drawn up in 1 official copy,

shall be signed by the mayor and by the secretary of the administrative-
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territorial unit, and shall be kept in a special register with detachable sheets

by the secretary of the administrative-territorial unit.*

(6) The electoral rolls shall be drawn up and shall be put at the disposal

of the voters for consultation no later than 45 days prior to the election

day.**

(6

1

) Within 10 days of the printing of the permanent electoral rolls, the

mayor is obliged to put at the disposal of the local competitors, at their

request and on their own expense, the copies of the permanent electoral

rolls.***

(7) The voters have the right to check the registration in the electoral

rolls. The objections against the omissions, incorrect registrations and any

other errors in the rolls shall be submitted to the mayor of the locality, with

him having the obligation to pronounce an opinion, by order, within 3 days

of the registration.**

(8) The petitions against the given orders shall be submitted within 5 days

of the information and shall be solved within 3 days of the registration by the

court of law under the jurisdiction of which the voter has his/her domicile.**

(9) The mayor is obliged to inform the Permanent Electoral Authority

on any modification in the electoral rolls.*

(10) The copies of the permanent electoral rolls shall be drawn up by

the mayors in two copies and shall comprise: the voter’s surname and first

name, the personal numerical code, the domicile, the series and number

of the identity document, the number of the electoral constituency, the

number of the uninominal college for the elections to the Chamber of

Deputies, the number of the uninominal college for the elections to the

Senate, the number of the polling station, as well as a column for the voter’s

signature. The copies of the permanent electoral rolls shall be signed by

the mayor and by the secretary of the administrative-territorial unit.

One copy shall be kept by the secretary of the administrative-territorial

unit, and one copy shall be handed over to the electoral bureaux of the

polling stations.***

(11) The modifications occurred after the handing over of the copies of

the permanent electoral rolls according to the provisions of paragraph (10)

shall be forwarded to the Permanent Electoral Authority and the electoral

bureau of the polling station within 24 hours.*

[...]
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DECISION OF THE GOVERNMENT 

OF ROMANIA no. 520

of June 26, 2014

on establishing the date of the 2014 elections 

for the President of Romania

Published in the Official Gazette no. 493 of July 2, 2014 

On the grounds of Article 108 of the Constitution of Romania, republished,

and of Article 5 (1) of Law no. 370/2004 on the election of the President of

Romania, republished, with subsequent amendments and completions,

the Government of Romania enacts the present decision.

Sole Article. – (1) The day of Sunday, November 2, 2014, shall be set as

date for the 2014 elections for the President of Romania.

(2) This decision enters into force on September 3, 2014.

1
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DECISION OF THE GOVERNMENT 

OF ROMANIA no. 521

of June 26, 2014

on approving the Schedule of necessary actions

with a view to electing 

the President of Romania in 2014

Published in the Official Gazette no. 493 of July 2, 2014

On the grounds of Article 108 of the Constitution of Romania, republished,

and of Article 65 (1) of Law no. 370/2004 on the election of the President of

Romania, republished, with the subsequent amendments and completions,

the Government of Romania enacts the present decision.

Sole article. – The Schedule of necessary actions with a view to electing

the President of Romania in 2014, provided for in the annex that is part of this

Decision, is hereby approved.

ANNEX
S C H E D U L E

of necessary actions with a view to electing 

the President of Romania in 2014

No.

Deadline for the action for

electing the President of Romania

as provided in Law no. 370/2004,

republished, with subsequent

amendments and completions,

corroborated with the deadline

provided by Law no. 35/2008, 

with subsequent amendments 

and completions

Description

of action

Authority 

or person

performing 

the action

Modality 

of performing

the activity

0 1 2 3 4

1. At least 60 days before the

election day:

on September 3, 2014

at the latest

Art. 5 (1) of Law 

no. 370/2004, republished,

with subsequent amend -

ments and completions

Coming into force

of Government

Decision on

establishing the

date of elections



0 1 2 3 4

2. Two days before drawing

of lots of the 5 judges of

the High Court of Cassation

and Justice who will be

members of the Central

Electoral Bureau: 

on September 3, 2014

at the latest

Art. 16 (2) of Law

no. 370/2004, republished,

with subsequent amen d -

ments and completions

Bringing to public

knowledge the

date when the

drawing of lots

takes place for the

5 judges of the

High Court of

Cassation and

Justice who will

be members of

the Central

Electoral Bureau 

President of

the High

Court of

Cassation

and Justice 

Through

the media

3. Up to the appointment of

judges in the Central

Electoral Bureau:

on September 4, 2014

at the latest

Art. 66 (2) of Law

no. 370/2004, republished,

with subsequent amend -

ments and completions

Providing the

venue for the

Central Electoral

Bureau 

Establishing

safety and security

measures at the

headquarters of

the Central

Electoral Bureau

General

Secretariat

of the

Government

Ministry of

Internal

Affairs

4. Within 3 days of the date

of entry into force of the

Government Decision on

establishing the date of

elections: 

on September 5, 2014

at the latest

Art. 16 (2) of Law

no. 370/2004, republished,

with subsequent amen d -

ments and completions

Appointment of

the 5 judges of the

High Court of

Cassation and

Justice to the

Central Electoral

Bureau 

President of

the High

Court of

Cassation

and Justice 

By drawing

of lots

among the

sitting

judges of

the High

Court of

Cassation

and Justice

5. Within 24 hours of

appoint ment of the judges

to the Central Electoral

Bureau: 

on September 6, 2014

at the latest

Art. 16 (4) of Law

no. 370/2004, republished,

with subsequent amen d -

ments and completions

Electing the

president of the

Central Electoral

Bureau and his/her

deputy

Judges

appointed to

the Central

Electoral

Bureau 

By secret

vote

6. Within 24 hours of the

election of the president of

the Central Electoral

Bureau: 

on September 7, 2014

at the latest

Completion of the

Central Electoral

Bureau with the

president and vice-

presidents of the 

President of

the Central

Electoral

Bureau 

Minutes

3
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0 1 2 3 4

Art. 16 (4) of Law 

no. 370/2004, republished,

with subsequent

amendments and

completions

Permanent

Electoral Authority

and with one

representative of

each parliamentary

political party

7.

Within 5 days at the most

of the date of coming into

force of the Government

Decision on establishing

the date of elections: 

on September 7, 2014

at the latest

Art. 65 (1) of Law

no. 370/2004, republished,

with subsequent

amendments and

completions

Approving the

Schedule of

necessary actions

with a view to

electing the

President of

Romania, the

budget and

expenses required

for preparing,

organizing and

conducting the

ballot, the model

of the copy of the

permanent

electoral roll, the

model of the tables

provided for in

Art. 9, the model

of the stamp of the

Central Electoral

Bureau, of the

county electoral

bureau, of the

electoral bureau of

Bucharest

Municipality

district, of the

electoral bureau

for the polling

stations abroad,

the model of the

control stamp of

the polling station,

the model of the

stamp marked

“VOTAT”, the

model of the ballot

paper, the model

of the sticker

stamp, the terms

for the printing,

management and 

The Govern -

ment, on the

proposal of

the

Permanent

Electoral

Authority

and of the

Ministry of

Internal

Affairs

By

decisions

published

in the

Official

Gazette of

Romania,

Part I



0 1 2 3 4

utilization thereof,

and the measures

to be taken by

central and local

public authorities

for the proper

orga nization and

conduct of the

elections

8. Within 24 hours of the

completion of the Central

Electoral Bureau with the

representatives of the

Permanent Electoral

Authority and of the

parliamentary political

parties: 

on September 8, 2014

at the latest

Art. 6 (2) of Law 

no. 370/2004, republished,

with subsequent

amendments and

completions

Submission of the

protocol for

setting up an

electoral alliance

to the Central

Electoral Bureau

Political

parties, part

in the

alliance

In writing

9. Within 2 days at the most

of the expiry of the

deadline for setting up the

Central Electoral Bureau: 

on September 9, 2014

at the latest

Art. 25 (1) of Law no.

370/2004, republished,

with subsequent

amendments and

completions

Drawing up

petitions on the

mode of setting up

the Central

Electoral Bureau

and on its

membership

Political

formations,

that take part

in the

elections and

the

candidates

In writing

10.

Within 24 hours of

registration of the

protocol:

on September 9, 2014

at the latest

Art. 6 (3) of Law no.

370/2004, republished,

with subsequent amen d -

ments and completions

Accepting or

rejecting the

protocol for

setting up an

electoral alliance

Central

Electoral

Bureau 

By decision,

to be posted
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11. Within 3 days of the

setting up of the Central

Electoral Bureau

organized as provided for

in Art. 16 (4):

on September 9, 2014

at the latest

Art. 16 (8) of Law 

no. 370/2004,

republished, with

subsequent amendments

and completions

Adopting the

organization and

functioning

regulation that is

mandatory for all

electoral bureaux

and their

technical

apparatus

Central

Electoral

Bureau 

By decision

published

in the

Official

Gazette of

Romania,

Part I

12. Within 24 hours of posting

the decision to accept the

protocol for setting up an

electoral alliance: 

on September 10, 2014

at the latest

Art. 6 (4) of Law 

no. 370/2004, republished,

with subsequent

amendments and

completions

Drawing up

petitions against

the Central

Electoral Bureau’s

decision to accept

the protocol for

setting up an

electoral alliance

Any

interested

natural

person or

legal entity

In writing

13. Within 24 hours of posting

the decision to reject the

protocol for setting up an

electoral alliance: 

on September 10, 2014

at the latest

Art. 6 (5) of Law 

no. 370/2004, republished,

with subsequent

amendments and

completions

Drawing up

petitions against

the Central

Electoral Bureau’s

decision to reject

the protocol for

setting up an

electoral alliance

Signatories

of the

protocol

In writing

14. Within 2 days at the most

of registration of the

petition: 

on September 11, 2014

at the latest

Art. 25 (2) of Law 

no. 370/2004, republished,

with subsequent

amendments and

completions

Settling petitions

filed against the

organization and

membership of the

Central Electoral

Bureau  

High Court

of Cassation

and Justice 

By final

judgment

15. Within 24 hours at the

most of registration of the

petition: 

on September 11, 2014

at the latest

Settling petitions

filed against the

Central Electoral

Bureau’s decisions

to accept or to 

High Court

of Cassation

and Justice 

By final

judgment
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Art. 6 (6) of Law 

no. 370/2004,

republished, with

subsequent amendments

and completions

reject the protocol

for setting up an

electoral alliance

16. At least 24 hours before

drawing of lots: 

on September 11, 2014

at the latest

Art. 18 (2) of Law 

no. 370/2004, republished,

with subsequent

amendments and

completions

Making public the

date for carrying

out the drawing of

lots to appoint the

3 judges to the

county electoral

bureau, to the

electoral bureau of

the Bucharest

Municipality

district, and to the

electoral bureau

for the polling

stations abroad

President of

the court of

law

By media

17. Up to the appointment of

judges to the county

electoral bureaux, to the

electoral bureaux of the

Bucharest Municipality

districts and to the

electoral bureau for the

polling stations abroad: at

the latest 

on September 11, 2014

at the latest

Art. 66 (2) of Law 

no. 370/2004, republished,

with subsequent

amendments and

completions

Providing venues

for the county

electoral bureaux,

electoral bureaux

of the Bucharest

Municipality

districts and the

electoral bureau

for the polling

stations abroad

Prefects and

presidents of

county

councils, or

mayors,

respectively,

together with

prefects

Ministry of

Foreign

Affairs

18. Within 10 days of the date

of entry into force of the

Government Decision on

establishing the date of

elections: 

on September 12, 2014

at the latest

Art. 32 (2) of Law no.

370/2004, republished,

with subsequent

amendments and

completions

Notifying to the

Central Electoral

Bureau the number

of voters domiciled

in Romania and

recorded on the

Electoral Register

Notifying to the

Central Electoral

Bureau the esti -

mated number of

the necessary ballot

papers for the pol l -

ing stations abroad

Permanent

Electoral

Authority

Ministry of

Foreign

Affairs

In writing 
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19. Within 10 days at the

most of entry into force of

the Government Decision

on establishing the date of

elections: 

on September 12, 2014

at the latest

Art. 18 (2) of Law 

no. 370/2004,

republished, with

subsequent amendments

and completions

Appointing

judges to the

county electoral

bureau, the

electoral bureau

of the Bucharest

Municipality

district and the

electoral bureau

for the polling

stations abroad

President of

the court of

law

In public

meeting, by

drawing of

lots,

according

to the

positions

20. Within 10 days of entry

into force of the

Government Decision on

establishing the date of

elections: 

on September 12, 2014

at the latest

Art. 40 (4) of Law 

no. 370/2004, republished,

with subsequent

amendments and

completions

Establishing the

rules for the

conduct of the

electoral

campaign for

electing the

President of

Romania, by

means of

audiovisual

programs

National

Audiovisual

Council

By decision

21. Within 24 hours of the

setting up of county

electoral bureaux, the

electoral bureaux of the

Bucharest Municipality

districts and the electoral

bureau for the polling

stations abroad:

on September 13, 2014

at the latest

Art. 18 (1) and (2) of Law

no. 370/2004, republished,

with subsequent amend -

ments and completions

Appointing the

representatives of

the Permanent

Electoral Authority

for the completion

of the county elec -

toral bureaux, the

electoral bureaux

of the Bucharest

Municipality

districts and the

electoral bureau for

the polling stations

abroad

Permanent

Electoral

Authority 

By decision

published in

the Official

Gazette of

Romania,

Part I

22. Within 2 days at the most

of expiry of the deadline

for setting up the county

electoral bureaux, the

electoral bureaux of the

Bucharest Municipality

districts and the electoral

bureau for the polling

stations abroad: 

on September 14, 2014

at the latest 

Drawing up

petitions regarding

the setting up and

membership of the

county electoral

bureau, the

electoral bureaux

of the Bucharest

Municipality

districts and the

electoral bureau 

Political

formations

taking part in

the elections

and the

candidates 

In writing 
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Art. 25 (1) of Law

no. 370/2004,

republished, with

subsequent amendments

and completions

for the polling

stations abroad

23. Within 2 days at the most

of registering of the

petition: 

on September 15, 2014

at the latest

Art. 25 (2) of Law no.

370/2004, republished,

with subsequent

amendments and

completions

Settling petitions

related to the

organization and

membership of the

county electoral

bureau, the elec  -

toral bureaux of the

Bucharest Munici -

pa lity districts, and

the electoral bureau

for the polling

stations abroad

Central

Electoral

Bureau

By final

decision

24. Within 15 days at the most

of the date of entry into

force of the Government

Decision on establishing

the date of elections: 

on September 17, 2014

at the latest

Art. 65 (2) of Law no.

370/2004, republished,

with subsequent

amendments and

completions

Setting up the

model of the

application for

candidacy regis -

tration, the model

of the application

for candidacy

renunciation and of

the model for the

statement of

acceptance of the

candidacy

Permanent

Electoral

Authority 

By decision

published in

the Official

Gazette of

Romania,

Part I

25. Within 15 days at the most

of the date of entry into

force of the Government

Decision on establishing

the date of elections: 

on September 17, 2014

at the latest

Art. 65 (3) of Law no.

370/2004, republished,

with subsequent

amendments and

completions

Setting up the

models of

statements of poll

for the recording

and centralization

of voting results

Government,

upon the

proposal of

the National

Institute of

Statistics and

of the

Permanent

Electoral

Authority

By Decision

published in

the Official

Gazette of

Romania,

Part I

26. Within 15 days at the most

of the date of entry into

force of the Government

Decision on establishing

the date of elections: 

on September 17, 2014

at the latest

Drawing up and

printing the

permanent

electoral rolls, in

one copy, based

on the data and

information from 

Mayors
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Art. 7 (1) of Law 

no. 370/2004,

republished, with

subsequent amendments

and completions

the Electoral

Register

27. Within 15 days at the most

of the date of entry into

force of the Government

Decision on establishing

the date of elections: 

on September 17, 2014

at the latest

Art. 12 (3) of Law 

no. 370/2004, republished,

with subsequent

amendments and

completions

Organizing and

numbering the

polling stations

abroad

The Minister

of Foreign

Affairs

By order

published in

the Official

Gazette of

Romania,

Part I and

on the web

site of the

Ministry of

Foreign

Affairs

28. At least 4 days before

expiry of the deadline for

submitting candidacies: 

on September 19, 2014

at the latest

Art. 6 (7) of Law no.

370/2004, republished,

with subsequent amend -

ments and completions

Submitting to the

Central Electoral

Bureau the

agreement on

canceling the

protocol for

setting up an

electoral alliance

Political

parties that

are part of

the alliance

In writing

29. Within 24 hours of

registration of the

agreement: 

on September 20, 2014

at the latest

Art. 6 (3) and (8) of Law

no. 370/2004, republished,

with subsequent

amendments and

completions

Accepting or

rejecting the

agreement on

canceling the

protocol for

setting up an

electoral alliance

Central

Electoral

Bureau 

By decision,

to be posted

30. Within 24 hours of posting

of the decision on

accepting the agreement

on canceling the protocol

for setting up an electoral

alliance: 

on September 21, 2014

at the latest

Art. 6 (4) and (8) of Law

no. 370/2004, republished,

with subsequent amend -

ments and completions

Drawing up

petitions against

the Central

Electoral Bureau’s

decision to accept

the agreement on

canceling the

protocol for

setting up an

electoral alliance

Any

interested

natural

person or

legal entity 

In writing,

to the High

Court of

Cassation

and Justice 
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31. Within 24 hours of

posting of the decision to

reject the agreement on

canceling the protocol for

setting up an electoral

alliance: 

on September 21, 2014

at the latest

Art. 6 (5) and (8) of Law

no. 370/2004, republished,

with subsequent amen d -

ments and completions

Drawing up

petitions against

the Central

Electoral

Bureau’s decision

to reject the

agreement on

canceling the

protocol for

setting up an

electoral alliance

Signatories

of the

protocol

In writing,

to the High

Court of

Cassation

and Justice

32. Within 24 hours of

submitting the petition: 

on September 22, 2014

at the latest

Art. 6 (6) and (8) of Law

no. 370/2004, republished,

with subsequent

amendments and

completions

Settling of

petitions filed

against the Central

Electoral Bureau’s

decisions to accept

or to reject the

agreement on

canceling the

protocol for

setting up an

electoral alliance

High Court

of Cassation

and Justice 

Final

judgment

33. 40 days before election

date:

on September 23, 2014,

24:00 hrs at the latest

Art. 27 (1) and (7) of Law

no. 370/2004, republished,

with subsequent

amendments and

completions

Submission of

candidacies

Political

parties,

political

alliances,

electoral

alliances,

organizations

of citizens

belonging to

national

minorities

and indepen -

dent

candidates

In writing,

to the

Central

Electoral

Bureau

34. At the same time with the

submission of candidacy: 

on September 23, 2014,

24:00 hrs at the latest

Art. 30 (1), Art. 27 (1) and

(7) of Law no. 370/2004,

republished, with

subsequent amendments

and completions

Notifying the

electoral signs to

the Central

Electoral Bureau 

Political par -

ties, political

alliances,

elec toral alli -

ances, organi-

zations of

citizens

belon ging to

national mi -

no rities and

inde pen dent

candidates

In writing

and in

digital

format
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35. After the end of the

interval for submission of

candidacies:

on September 24, 2014

Art. 36 (2) of Law no.

370/2004, republished,

with subsequent

amendments and

completions

Setting up the

calendar for the

electoral

campaign and the

air time allotment

for the access of

candidates to the

public radio and

television

services

The reunited

standing

bureaux of

the two

Chambers of

Parliament,

together with

represen -

tatives of

public radio

and televi -

sion services

and with the

participation

of the

candidates

36. Within 48 hours at the

most of submission of the

candidacy: 

on September 25, 2014

at the latest

Art. 29 (2) and Art. 30 (6)

of Law no. 370/2004,

republished, with

subsequent amendments

and completions

Registering or

rejecting the

registration of

candidacies or of

electoral signs, as

the case may be

Central

Electoral

Bureau 

By decision

37. Within 10 days of printing

the permanent electoral

rolls:

on September 26, 2014

at the latest

Art. 26 (6

1

) of Law 

no. 35/2008, with

subsequent amendments

and completions

Placing the copies

of the permanent

electoral rolls at

the disposal of the

political parties,

organizations of

citizens belonging

to national mino  r -

ities, political

alliances and

electoral alliances

that take part in

the elections, and

independent

candidates

Mayor At the

request and

on the

expense of

the political

parties,

political

alliances,

and

electoral

alliances

38. Within 24 hours of registra -

tion of the candidacy: 

on September 26, 2014

at the latest

Art. 27 (5) of Law 

no. 370/2004, republished,

with subsequent amen d -

ments and completions

Submitting the

candidates’ state -

ments on their own

account stating

that they worked

or they did not

work as employees

or as collaborators

Central

Electoral

Bureau 

In writing
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with the State

Secu rity to the

National Council

for the Study of

the State Secu -

rity’s Archives

39. Within 24 hours at the

most of the expiry of the

deadline provided for by

Art. 29 (2), Art. 30 (6)

respectively: 

on September 26, 2014

at the latest

Art. 31 (1) of Law 

no. 370/2004, republished,

with subsequent

amendments and

completions

Drawing up

petitions related to

registration or

rejection of

registration of

candidacies or

electoral signs, as

the case may be

Candidates,

political

parties, orga -

niz ations of

citizens

belon ging to

national

mino rities,

political

allian ces,

elec  toral

allian  ces and

voters

In writing to

the Consti -

tutional

Court

40. Within 48 hours of

registration of the

candidacies: 

on September 27, 2014

at the latest

Art. 27 (6) of Law 

no. 370/2004, republished,

with subsequent amend -

ments and completions

Bringing to public

knowledge the

candidates’

declaration of

assets and

declaration of

interests 

Central

Electoral

Bureau 

By posting

on its own

web site

41. Within 2 days at the most

of registration of the

petition:

on September 27, 2014

at the latest

Art. 31 (2) of Law 

no. 370/2004, republished,

with subsequent

amendments and

completions

Settling petitions

related to

registration or

rejection of

registration of

candidacies or of

electoral signs, as

the case may be

Constitution-

al Court

By final

judgments,

notified

immediately

to the Cen -

tral Electoral

Bureau and

published in

the Official

Gazette of

Romania,

Part I

42. By the date when

candidacies remain final: 

on September 27, 2014

at the latest

Art. 29 (4) of Law 

no. 370/2004, republished,

with subsequent amend -

ments and completions

Renunciation of

candidacy

Candidates By decla ra -

tion on

one’s own

account,

submitted to

the Central

Electoral

Bureau 
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43. After expiry of the

deadline for submission

of candidacies, but before

candidacies remain final: 

on September 27, 2014

at the latest

Art. 41 (1) of Law no.

370/2004, republished,

with subsequent amend -

ments and completions

Establishing the

special places for

electoral

advertising 

Mayors By provi -

sion,

brought to

public 

kno wl edge

by posting

at the town

hall

44. Within 24 hours at the

most of expiry of the

deadline for settling the

petitions, provided for in

Art. 31 (2): 

on September 28, 2014

at the latest

Art. 31 (3) of Law no.

370/2004, republished,

with subsequent

amendments and

completions

Candidacies and

electoral signs

remain final

Notifying the final

candidacies and

electoral signs, in

the order of their

submission, to the

county electoral

bureaux, to the

electoral bureaux

of the Bucharest

Municipality

districts and to the

electoral bureau

for the polling

stations abroad

Central

Electoral

Bureau 

Minutes

Final candi -

dacies and

electoral

signs are

brought to

public knowl-

edge by

posting on

the Central

Electoral

Bureau’s

webpage, at

the head -

quar ters of

constituted

electoral

bureaux, as

well as in

the media,

in the order

of their

submission.

45. Within 48 hours of the

time when candidacies

remain final: 

on September 30, 2014

at the latest

Art. 17 (1) c) of Law no.

370/2004, republished,

with subsequent

amendments and

completions

Establishing the

order for entering

the candidates and

their electoral signs

in the ballot paper

Notifying the order

for entering the

candidates and

their electoral signs

in the ballot paper

to the Constitu -

tional Court and to

the “Monitorul

Oficial” R.A. 

Bringing to public

knowledge the 

Central

Electoral

Bureau 

By drawing

of lots

In writing

Through the

public radio

and

television

services and

by posting

on its own

web site
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order for entering

the candidates

and their electoral

signs in the ballot

paper

46. Within 48 hours at the

most of the time when

candidacies remain final:

on September 30, 2014

at the latest

Art. 16 (6) of Law no.

370/2004, republished,

with subsequent

amendments and

completions

Notifying to the

Central Electoral

Bureau the

surname and first

name of represen -

tatives of non-

parliamentary

political forma -

tions having pro -

posed candidates

Non-parlia -

mentary

political

formations

having

proposed

candidates

In writing 

47. Within 48 hours at the

most of the time when

candidacies remain final: 

on September 30, 2014

at the latest

Art. 18 (3) of Law no.

370/2004, republished,

with subsequent

amendments and

completions

Notifying to the

county electoral

bureau, to the elec -

toral bureau of the

Bucharest Muni c -

ipality district, and

to the electoral

bureau for the

polling stations

abroad the sur n ame

and first name of

represen tatives of

political forma -

tions having pro -

posed candidates

Political

formations

having

proposed

candidates

In writing 

48. Within 24 hours of expiry

of the deadline for

notifications: 

on October 1, 2014 at

the latest

Art. 16 (6) of Law 

no. 370/2004, republished,

with subsequent amend -

ments and completions

Completion of the

Central Electoral

Bureau with

representatives of

non-parliamentary

political forma -

tions having pro -

posed candidates

President of

the Central

Electoral

Bureau 

By drawing

of lots

49. Within 24 hours of expiry

of the deadline for

notifications: 

on October 1, 2014 at

the latest

Art. 18 (3) of Law no.

370/2004, republished,

with subsequent amend -

ments and completions

Completion of the

county electoral

bureau, of the

electoral bureau of

the Bucharest

Municipality

district, and of the

electoral bureau

for the polling

President of

the county

electoral

bureau, of

the electoral

bureau of the

Bucharest

Municipality

district, 

By drawing

of lots
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stations abroad

with represen ta -

tives of parliamen -

tary political

par ties having pro -

posed candidates

and of the

electoral

bureau for

the polling

stations

abroad

50. Within 24 hours of

completion of the county

electoral bureaux, the

electoral bureaux of the

Bucharest Municipality

districts, and the electoral

bureau for the polling

stations abroad with

representatives of

parliamentary political

parties having proposed

candidates: 

on October 2, 2014 at

the latest

Art. 18 (3) of Law 

no. 370/2004, republished,

with subsequent amend -

ments and completions

Completion of the

county electoral

bureau, of the

electoral bureau of

the Bucharest

Municipality

district, and the

electoral bureau

for the polling

stations abroad

with representa -

tives of non-

parliamentary

political

formations having

proposed

candidates

President of

the county

electoral

bureau, of

the electoral

bureau of the

Bucharest

Municipality

district, and

of the elec-

toral bureau

for the pol l -

ing stations

abroad

By drawing

of lots

51. Within 2 days at the most

of expiry of the deadline

for the completion of the

Central Electoral Bureau: 

on October 2, 2014 at

the latest

Art. 25 (1) of Law no.

370/2004, republished,

with subsequent

amendments and

completions

Drawing up

petitions relating

to the Central

Electoral Bureau’s

manner of

comple tion with

representatives of

non-parliamentary

political

formations having

proposed

candidates

Political for -

mations

taking part in

the elections

and candi-

dates

In writing,

to the High

Court of

Cassation

and Justice 

52. Within 2 days at the most

of expiry of the deadline

for the completion of the

county electoral bureaux,

of the electoral bureaux of

the Bucharest Municipa l -

ity districts, and the

electoral bureau for the

polling stations abroad

with representatives of

parliamentary political 

Drawing up

petitions relating

to the manner of

completion of the

county electoral

bureau, of the

electoral bureau of

the Bucharest

Municipality

district, and the

electoral bureau 

Political

formations

taking part in

the elections

and

candidates

In writing,

to the

Central

Electoral

Bureau 
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parties having proposed

candidates: 

on October 2, 2014 at the

latest

Art. 25 (1) of Law no.

370/2004, republished,

with subsequent

amendments and

completions

for the polling

stations abroad

with representa -

tives of

parliamen tary

political par ties

having pro posed

candidates

53. Up to the date of the

beginning of the electoral

campaign:

on October 2, 2014 at

the latest

Art. 40 (1) of Law no.

370/2004, republished,

with subsequent

amendments and

completions

Request of air

time allotment

Candidates A written

application

addressed to

the leader -

ship of the

public radio

and tele vi-

sion broad -

casting

companies

54. Within 2 days at the most

of expiry of the deadline

for the completion of the

county electoral bureaux,

of the electoral bureaux of

the Bucharest

Municipality districts, and

of the electoral bureau for

the polling stations abroad

with representatives of

non-parliamentary

political formations having

proposed candidates: 

on October 3, 2014 at

the latest

Art. 25 (1) of Law 

no. 370/2004, republished,

with subsequent amend -

ments and completions

Drawing up

petitions relating

to the manner of

completion of the

county electoral

bureau, of the

electoral bureau of

the Bucharest

Municipality

district, and of the

electoral bureau

for the polling

stations abroad

with representa -

tives of non-parlia-

mentary political

formations having

proposed

candidates

Political

formations

taking part in

the elections

and

candidates

In writing,

to the

Central

Electoral

Bureau

55. Within 2 days at the most

of registration of the

petition: 

on October 3, 2014 at

the latest

Art. 25 (2) of Law no.

370/2004, republished,

with subsequent

amendments and

completions

Settling the peti -

tions filed against

the Central Elec to -

ral Bureau’s man -

ner of com ple tion

with repre sen ta -

tives of non-parlia-

mentary political

forma tions having

proposed candi -

dates

High Court

of Cassation

and Justice 

By final

judgment
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56. Within 2 days at the most

of registration of the

petition:

on October 3, 2014 at

the latest

Art. 25 (2) of Law 

no. 370/2004,

republished, with

subsequent amendments

and completions

Settling the peti -

tions filed against

the manner of

completion of the

county electoral

bureau, of the

electoral bureau of

the Bucharest

Municipality

district, and of the

electoral bureau

for the polling

stations abroad

with representa-

tives of parliamen -

tary political

par ties having pro -

posed candi dates

Central

Electoral

Bureau 

By final

decision

57. 30 days before election

date: 

on October 3, 2014

Art. 35 (1) of Law no.

370/2004, republished,

with subsequent amend -

ments and completions

BEGINNING OF

THE

ELECTORAL

CAMPAIGN

58. At least 30 days before

election date:

on October 3, 2014 at

the latest

Art. 10 (1) of Law 

no. 370/2004, republished,

with subsequent amend -

ments and completions,

and Art. 18 (4) of Law no.

35/2008, with subsequent

amendments and

completions

Bringing to public

knowledge the cir -

cumscription and

number of each

polling station

Mayors, with

the support

of the

prefects

By mass

media, sti p -

u lating also

the location

of voting

59. At least 30 days before

election date: 

on October 3, 2014 at

the latest

Art. 21 (3) – (5) of Law

no. 370/2004, republished,

with subsequent amend -

ments and completions

Compiling the lists

of jurists and other

persons with a

good reputation in

the locality from

among whom the

president of the

electoral bureau of

the polling sta tion

and his/her deputy

shall be appointed

by drawing of lots

President of

the court of

law together

with the

prefect
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60. Within 2 days at the most

of registration of the

petition:

on October 4, 2014 at

the latest

Art. 25 (2) of Law no.

370/2004, republished,

with subsequent

amendments and

completions

Settling the peti -

tions filed against

the manner of

com pletion of the

county electoral

bureau, of the

electoral bureau of

the Bucharest

Muni cipality dis -

trict, and of the

electoral bureau

for the polling sta -

tions abroad with

repre sentatives of

non-parlia mentary

political forma -

tions having pro-

posed candi dates

Central

Electoral

Bureau

By final

decision

61. Within 2 days at the most

of compiling the lists of

persons proposed as

president of the electoral

bureau of the polling

station and his/her deputy: 

on October 4, 2014 at

the latest

Art. 21 (7) of Law 

no. 370/2004, republished,

with subsequent amend -

ments and completions

Submitting the

lists of persons

proposed as

president and

deputy of the

president of the

electoral bureau of

the polling station

to the Permanent

Electoral

Authority for

endorsement

Prefects In writing 

62. At least 15 days before the

election date: 

on October 18, 2014 at

the latest

Article 32 (3) of Law no.

370/2004, republished,

with subsequent amend -

ments and completions

Presentation of the

model of ballot

paper to the

members of the

Central Electoral

Bureau

“Monitorul

Oficial”

R.A.

Minutes

63. At least 5 days before

designation of the presi -

dents of the electoral

bureaux of the polling sta t -

ions and of their deputies: 

on October 18, 2014 at

the latest

Art. 21 (7) of Law no.

370/2004, republished, with

subsequent amend ments

and completions

Notifying the en -

dors  ement of the

lists of proposed

persons provided

for in Art. 21 (3)

and (5) of Law no.

370/2004, repu b -

lished, with subse -

quent amendments

and completions to

prefects and pre si -

dents of the courts

of law

Permanent

Electoral

Authority 

In writing 
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64. 48 hours before designa -

tion of the presidents of

the electoral bureaux of

the polling stations and of

their deputies

on October 21, 2014

Art. 21 (2) of Law 

no. 370/2004, republished,

with subsequent amend -

ments and completions

Bringing to public

knowledge the

date of the meeting

for the drawing of

lots of the presi -

dents of the elec -

toral bureaux of

the polling stations

and of their

deputies thereof

President of

the court of

law

By any

means of

communi -

cation

65. At the latest by

October 22, 2014

Art. 66 (2) of Law 

no. 370/2004, republished,

with subsequent amend -

ments and completions

Providing venues

for the electoral

bureaux of the

polling stations

Mayors,

together with

prefects

66. At least 10 days before

election date: 

on October 23, 2014 at

the latest

Art. 33 (1) of Law 

no. 370/2004, republished,

with subsequent amend -

ments and completions

Manufacturing the

stamps of county

electoral bureaux,

of the electoral

bureaux of the

Bucharest Munici -

pality districts, the

control stamps of

the electoral

bureaux of the

polling stations,

the stamp of the

electoral bureau for

the polling stations

abroad and the

stamps of the elec -

toral bureaux of

the polling stations

abroad

The prefects

and Ministry

of Foreign

Affairs,

respectively

67. 10 days at the most before

election date:

on October 23, 2014

Art. 21 (2) of Law 

no. 370/2004, republished,

with subsequent amend -

ments and completions

Appointing the

presidents of the

electoral bureaux

of  the polling

stations and their

deputies

President of

the court of

law

By drawing

of lots,

according to

the

positions

68. 10 days at the most before

election date:

on October 23, 2014

Art. 23 (1) and (4) of Law

no. 370/2004, republished,

with subsequent amend -

ments and completions

Appointing the

presidents of the

electoral bureaux

of  the polling

stations abroad

Chief of the

diplomatic

mission
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69. At least 10 days before

election date: 

on October 23, 2014 at

the latest

Art. 65 (1) u) of Law 

no. 35/2008, with

subsequent amendments

and completions

Certifying for

proof on non-

alteration the

software to be

used by the

Central Electoral

Bureau in

centralizing the

results of the

voting and placing

it at the disposal of

political forma -

tions that entered

the electoral race,

at their request

Permanent

Electoral

Authority 

70. Within 48 hours at the

most of drawing of lots: 

on October 25, 2014 at

the latest

Art. 21 (9) of Law 

no. 370/2004, republished,

with subsequent

amendments and

completions

Submitting the list

of persons

appointed as

presidents of the

electoral bureaux

of the polling

stations and as

their deputies, as

well as their

stand-ins to the

county electoral

bureau or the

electoral bureaux

of the Bucharest

Municipality

districts, as the

case may be

President of

the court of

law

In writing 

71. Within 2 days at the most

of expiry of the deadline

for submitting the list of

persons appointed as

presidents of the electoral

bureaux of the polling

station and of their

deputies, as well as of

their stand-ins: 

on October 26, 2014 at

the latest

Art. 22 (1) and Art. 23 (2)

and (4) of Law 

no. 370/2004, republished,

with subsequent amend -

ments and completions

Notifying to the

county electoral

bureau, the elec to -

ral bureau of the

Bucharest Munici -

pality district and

to the electoral

bureau for the

polling stations

abroad the list of

representatives of

political parties,

organizations of

citizens belonging

to national mino r -

ities, and political

or electoral 

Political

formations

having

proposed

candidates

In writing,

as a table
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alliances thereof

that have pro -

posed candidates

to the electoral

bureaux of the

polling stations

72. Within 48 hours of expiry

of the deadline for notifying

the representatives: 

on October 28, 2014 at

the latest

Art. 22 (2) and Art. 23 (2)

of Law no. 370/2004,

republished, with

subsequent amendments

and completions

Completion of the

electoral bureaux

of the polling

stations with

representatives of

the political

formations having

proposed

candidates, as

provided by law

President of

the county

electoral

bureau,

president of

the electoral

bureau of the

Bucharest

Municipality

district and

president of

the electoral

bureau for

the polling

stations

abroad, in the

presence of

representa -

tives of

politi cal

forma tions

ha ving pro -

po sed

candidates

Minutes

73. Within 2 days at the most

of expiry of the deadline

for setting up of the

electoral bureaux of the

polling stations: 

on October 29, 2014 at

the latest

Art. 25 (1) of Law no.

370/2004, republished,

with subsequent amend -

ments and completions

Drawing up

petitions relating

to the organization

and composition

of the electoral

bureaux of polling

stations

Political

formations

taking part in

the elections

and

candidates

In writing

74. Within 2 days at the most

of registration of the

petition: 

on October 30, 2014 at

the latest

Art. 25 (2) of Law no.

370/2004, republished,

with subsequent amend -

ments and completions

Settling petitions

submitted against

the manner of

organization and

composition of the

electoral bureaux

of the polling

station 

County elec -

toral bureau,

electoral

bureau of the

Bucharest

Municipality

district, and

the electoral

bureau for 

By final

decision
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the polling

stations

abroad 

75. 2 days before election date

on October 31, 2014 at

the latest

Art. 8 and Art. 24 (1) a) of

Law no. 370/2004, repub -

lished, with subse quent

amendments and comple -

tions, and Art. 26 (10) of

Law no. 35/2008, with

subsequent amend ments

and completions

Drawing up copies

of the permanent

electoral rolls, in 2

copies, and

delivering them to

the presidents of

the electoral

bureaux of the

polling stations

Mayors Based on

minutes

between the

mayors and

the presi -

dents of the

electoral

bureaux of

the polling

stations

76. 2 days before election date

on October 31, 2014 at

the latest

Art. 34 (1) of Law no.

370/2004, republished,

with subsequent amend -

ments and completions

Distributing to the

presidents of the

electoral bureaux

of the polling sta -

tion the ballot

papers, the control

stamps and the

stamps inscribed

“VOTAT”, the

forms for the

statements of poll,

the tables provided

for in Art. 9 and

the other necessary

materials for the

conduct of the

elections

Prefect,

together with

the president

of the county

electoral

bureau or of

the electoral

bureau of the

Bucharest

Municipality

district,

through the

mayors

Based on

minutes

77. The day before election day:

on November 1, 2014,

7:00 hrs

Art. 35 (1) of Law no.

370/2004, republished,

with subsequent amend -

ments and completions

END OF

ELECTORAL

CAMPAIGN

78. The day before election

day:

on November 1, 2014

Art. 34 (3) of Law no.

370/2004, republished,

with subsequent

amendments and

completions

Posting, at the

venue of each

polling station, of

a ballot paper,

endorsed and

annulled, as the

case may be, by

the president of the

county electoral

bureau, of the 

President of

the electoral

bureau of the

polling

station 

Minutes
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electoral bureau

of the Bucharest

Muni cipality

district or of the

electoral bureau

for the polling

stations abroad

79. The day before voting day:

on November 1, 2014,

18:00 hrs

Art. 43 (3) of Law no.

370/2004, republished,

with subsequent amend -

ments and completions

The president and

the members of

the electoral

bureau of the

polling station

present themselves

at the polling

station and order

the necessary

measures to ensure

that the voting

operations are

conducted in order

and correctly;

order to remove

electoral propa -

ganda materials of

any type from the

inside and outside

of the polling sta -

tion venue and to

establish the secu -

rity guard posts

around the venue

President of

the electoral

bureau of the

polling

station,

together with

its members

Minutes

shall be

drawn up.

80. The day before voting day:

on November 1, 2014,

18:00-20:00 hrs

Art. 43 (3) and Art. 45 (1)

of Law no. 370/2004,

republished, with

subsequent amendments

and completions

Receiving

requests for voting

by special ballot

box

President of

the electoral

bureau of the

polling

station 

81. On voting day:

on November 2, 2014,

6:00 hrs

Art. 43 (5) of Law no.

370/2004, republished,

with subsequent

amendments and

completions

Checking the

ballot boxes, the

electoral rolls, the

ballot papers and

the stamps;

recording in the

statements of poll

provided for in 

Art. 49 (1) of the

number of received 

President of

the electoral

bureau of the

polling sta -

tion, in the

presence of

the other

mem bers

and, as the

case may be, 

Statements

of poll shall

be drawn up

about the

ope rations

conducted

and obser va -

tions made.
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ballot papers, of

missing ballot

papers, and of

received stamps

inscribed

“VOTAT”; as the

sealed packs are

opened, the control

stamp shall be

affixed on the last

page of each ballot

paper; closing and

sealing the ballot

boxes by affixing

the control stamp

of accredited

persons

82. On election day:

on November 2, 2014,

7:00 hrs

Art. 44 (1) of Law no.

370/2004, republished,

with subsequent amend -

ments and completions

BEGINNING OF

VOTING

83. On election day:

on November 2, 2014,

21:00 hrs

Art. 44 (1) and Art. 46 of

Law no. 370/2004, repub -

lished, with subsequent

amen dments and

completions

CLOSING OF

VOTING

Voters who

at 21:00 hrs

are in the

voting room

may exer -

cise their

right to vote.

84. Within 24 hours at the

most of closing of voting:

on November 3, 2014,

21:00 hrs

Art. 49 (5) of Law no.

370/2004, republished,

with subsequent

amendments and

completions

Counting of votes

and compiling

statements of poll

Transmitting to the

county electoral

bureau or, as the

case may be, to the

electoral bureau of

the Bucharest

Muni cipality dis -

trict the file contain -

ing the statements

of poll, all petitions

concerning the

electoral opera tions

of the electo ral

bureau of the

polling station, the

null ballot papers 

President of

the electoral

bureau of the

polling sta -

tion, accom -

panied, on

request, by

other mem -

bers of the

respective

electoral

bureau

Sealed and

stamped

files,

transmitted

under armed

guard
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and the challenged

ones, accom pa -

nied by the control

stamp, as well as

the file containing

the copy of the

permanent elec -

toral roll, the

tables used at the

polling station and

the statements on

their own account

of the voters that

voted to another

polling station that

the one where they

were assigned

85. Within 24 hours at the

most of receipt of the

statements of poll

compiled by the electoral

bureaux of the polling

stations abroad:

on November 3, 2014

at the latest

Art. 49 (6) of Law 

no. 370/2004, republished,

with subsequent amend -

ments and completions

Transmitting to

the electoral

bureau for the

polling stations

abroad the state -

ments of poll

compiled by the

electoral bureaux

of the polling

stations abroad,

accompanied by

all objections and

petitions concer n -

ing the electoral

operations con -

ducted by the

elec toral bureau of

the polling station 

Diplomatic

missions and

consulates

By

electronic

means

86. Within 24 hours of receipt

of the files: 

on November 4, 2014 at

the latest

Art. 49 (9) of Law no.

370/2004, republished,

with subsequent

amendments and

completions

Transmitting a

copy of each

statement of poll

compiled by the

electo ral bureaux

of the polling sta -

tions to the court of

law within whose

ter ri torial juris dic -

tion they carry out

their activity

Transmitting a 

copy, endorsed and

stamped, of each 

County

electoral

bureau or the

electoral

bureau of the

Bucharest

Municipality

district

Electoral

bureau for

the polling

stations

abroad

Under

armed guard
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statement of poll

compiled by the

electoral bureaux

of the polling

stations abroad to

the Bucharest

Court of Law

87. Within 3 days at the most

of the closing of voting: 

on November 4, 2014,

21:00 hrs at the latest

Art. 52 (2) of Law 

no. 370/2004, republished,

with subsequent amend -

ments and completions

Drawing up

requests to annul

the elections on

grounds of

electoral fraud

The political

parties and

candidates

having taken

part in the

elections

Thoroughly

argued

request

accompa -

nied by the

proofs

underlying

it, addressed

to the

Constitu -

tional Court

88. Within 48 hours of the

receipt of the last

statement of poll from the

electoral bureaux of the

polling stations:

on November 5, 2014

Art. 50 (3) of Law no.

370/2004, republished,

with subsequent

amendments and

completions

Transmitting to the

Central Electoral

Bureau the state -

ment of poll, to -

gether with the

state ments of poll

received from the

electoral bureaux

of the polling

stations, as well as

all petitions and

objections received

that fall within the

competence of the

Central Electoral

Bureau, making up

a file sealed,

stamped and signed

by the members of

the county electoral

bureau, of the elec -

toral bureau of the

Bucharest Muni ci -

pa lity district or of

the electoral bu reau

for the polling

stations abroad, as

well as the files

containing copies

of the permanent

electoral rolls and 

County

electoral

bureau,

electoral

bureau of the

Bucharest

Municipality

district, or as

the case may

be, the elec -

toral bureau

for the pol l -

ing stations

abroad

Sealed and

stamped

file, trans  -

mit ted under

armed guard
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the tables used in

the polling sta -

tions, as well as

the statements on

their own account

of voters that

voted to another

polling station that

the one where they

were assigned, as

the case may be,

accompanied by

the stamp of the

respective elector -

al bureau

89. Within 24 hours of

registration of the last file:

on November 6, 2014

Art. 51 (3) of Law no.

370/2004, republished,

with subsequent amend-

ments and completions

Transmitting to

the Constitutional

Court the minutes,

together with the

statements of poll

of ascertaining

and centralizing

the voting results

drawn up by the

county electoral

bureaux, electoral

bureaux of the

Bucharest Muni c -

ipality districts,

the electoral

bureau for the

polling stations

abroad and the

electoral bureaux

of the polling

stations

Central

Electoral

Bureau 

Sealed and

stamped

file,

transmitted

under armed

guard

90. After receipt of the file

from the Central Electoral

Bureau and the settlement

of requests for annulment

of elections on grounds of

electoral fraud

Art. 53 (1) of Law 

no. 370/2004, republished,

with subsequent amend -

ments and completions

Validating the

elections and

publishing the

election returns in

the media and in

the Official

Gazette of

Romania, Part I

Constitu -

tional Court

In case a runoff is organized
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91. At the latest by 

on November 7, 2014

Art. 54 (2) of Law no.

370/2004, republished,

with subsequent

amendments and

completions

Bringing to public

knowledge the

first name and

surname of the 2

candidates who

will participate in

the runoff, and

the voting day

Constitu -

tional Court

92. November 7, 2014

Art. 54 (3) of Law no.

370/2004, republished,

with subsequent amend -

ments and completions

Beginning of the

electoral cam paign

for the runoff

93. At the latest by:

on November 8, 2014

Art. 54 (4) and Art. 36 (2)

of Law no. 370/2004,

republished, with

subsequent amendments

and completions

Establishing of the

electoral campaign

schedule and allot -

ment of airtime for

candidates’ access

to public radio and

television services

The reunited

standing bu -

reaux of the

two Cham -

bers of Parli -

ament,

together with

representa -

tives of

public radio

and television

services and

with the par -

ti cipation of

the candi -

dates

94. At the latest by:

on November 9, 2014

Art. 17 (1) c) of Law no.

370/2004, republished,

with subsequent amend -

ments and completions

Notifying the order

for entering the

candidates and

their electoral signs

in the ballot paper

to the “Monitorul

Oficial” R.A. and

to the Constitu -

tional Court

Bringing to public

knowledge the

order for entering

the candidates and

their electoral signs

in the ballot paper

Central

Electoral

Bureau 

In the order

of the num -

ber of va l -

idly cast

votes in the

first round

In writing 

By means

of public

radio and

television

services and

by posting

on the

Internet

95. 2 days before the runoff:

on November 14, 2014

at the latest 

Art. 8 and Art. 24 (1) a) of

Law no. 370/2004, 

Drawing up copies

of the permanent

electoral rolls, in

two copies and

submitting them 

Mayors Based on

minutes

drawn up

between the

mayors and 
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republi shed, with subse -

quent amendments and

com ple tions, and 

Art. 26 (10) of Law 

no. 35/2008, with

subsequent amend ments

and completions

to the presidents

of the electoral

bureaux of the

polling stations

the presi -

dents of the

electoral

bureaux of

the polling

stations

96. At least 2 days before the

runoff: 

on November 14, 2014

at the latest

Art. 34 (1) of Law no.

370/2004, republished,

with subsequent amend -

ments and completions

Distributing to

presidents of the

electoral bureaux

of the polling

stations the ballot

papers, the control

stamps and the

stamps inscribed

“VOTAT”, the

forms for the

conclusion of the

statements of poll,

the tables provided

for in Art. 9 and

the other necessary

materials for the

electoral process

Prefect,

together with

the president

of the county

electoral

bureau or of

the electoral

bureau of the

Bucharest

Municipality

district,

through the

mayors

Based on

minutes

97. The day before the runoff:

on November 15, 2014,

7:00 hrs

Art. 35 (1) of Law no.

370/2004, republished,

with subsequent amend -

ments and completions

CLOSING OF

THE

ELECTORAL

CAMPAIGN

98. The day before the runoff:

on November 15, 2014

Art. 34 (3) of Law no.

370/2004, republished,

with subsequent amend -

ments and completions

Posting, at the

venue of each

polling station, of

a ballot paper,

endorsed and

annulled, as the

case may be, by

the president of

the county

electoral bureau,

of the electoral

bureau of the

Bucharest

Municipality

district or of the

electoral bureau

for the polling

stations abroad

President of

the electoral

bureau of the

polling

station 

Minutes
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99. The day before voting

day:

on November 15, 2014,

18:00 hrs

Art. 43 (3) of Law no.

370/2004, republished,

with subsequent amend -

ments and completions

The president and

the members of

the electoral

bureau of the

polling station

present

themselves at the

polling station

and order the

necessary

measures to

ensure that the

voting operations

are conducted in

order and

correctly; order to

remove electoral

propa ganda

materials of any

type from the

inside and outside

of the polling sta -

tion venue and to

establish the secu -

rity guard posts

around the venue

President of

the elec to ral

bureau of

the polling

station,

together

with its

members

Minutes

shall be

drawn up.

100. The day before voting day:

on November 15, 2014,

18:00-20:00 hrs

Art. 43 (3) and 45 (1) of

Law no. 370/2004,

republished, with subse -

quent amendments and

completions

Receiving

requests for voting

by special ballot

box

President

of the

electoral

bureau of

the polling

station

101. On voting day:

on November 16, 2014,

6:00 hrs

Art. 43 (5) of Law no.

370/2004, republished,

with subsequent

amendments and

completions

Checking the ballot

boxes, the electoral

rolls, the ballot

papers and the

stamps; recording

in the statements of

poll provided for in

Art. 49 (1) of the

num ber of recei ved

ballot papers,

missing ballot

papers, and of

recei ved stamps

inscribed

“VOTAT”; as the 

President of

the electoral

bureau of

the polling

station, in

the presence

of the other

members

and, as the

case may

be, of

accredited

persons

Statements

of poll shall

be drawn

up for the

opera tions

performed

and the

obser vations

made.
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sealed packs are

opened, the control

stamp shall be

affixed on the last

page of each ballot

paper; closing and

sealing the ballot

boxes by affixing

the control stamp

102. On voting day:

on November 16, 2014,

7:00 hrs

Art. 44 (1) of Law no.

370/2004, republished,

with subsequent amend -

ments and completions

BEGINNING OF

VOTING

103. On voting day:

on November 16, 2014,

21:00 hrs

Art. 44 (1) and Art. 46 of

Law no. 370/2004,

republished, with subse -

quent amendments and

completions

CLOSING OF

VOTING

Voters who

at 21:00 hrs

are in the

voting room

may

exercise

their right to

vote.

104. Within 24 hours at the

most of closing of voting:

November 17, 2014,

21:00 hrs

Art. 49 (5) of Law no.

370/2004, republished,

with subsequent amend -

ments and completions

Counting votes

and compiling

statements of poll

Transmitting to the

county electoral

bureau or, as the

case may be, to the

electoral bureau of

the Bucharest

Municipality

district the file

containing the

statements of poll,

all petitions

concerning the

electoral operations

of the electoral

bureau of the

polling station, the

null ballot papers

and the contested

ones, accompanied

by the control

stamp, as well as

the file containing 

President of

the electoral

bureau of the

polling sta -

tion, accom -

panied, on

request, by

other mem -

bers of the

respective

electoral

bureau

Sealed and

stamped

files,

transmitted

under armed

guard
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the copy of the

permanent elec to r -

al roll, the tables

used at the polling

station and the

statements on their

own account of the

voters that voted to

another polling

station that the one

where they were

assigned

105. Within 24 hours at the

most of reception of the

statements of poll

compiled by the electoral

bureaux of the polling

stations abroad:

on November 17, 2014,

at the latest

Art. 49 (6) of Law no.

370/2004, republished,

with subsequent amend -

ments and completions

Transmitting to the

electoral bureau

for the polling

stations abroad the

statements of poll

compiled by the

electoral bureaux

of the polling

stations abroad,

accompanied by

all objections and

petitions concer n -

ing the electoral

operations

conducted by the

electoral bureau of

the polling station

Diplomatic

missions

and consul -

ates

By elec -

tronic means

106. Within 24 hours of receipt

of the files: 

on November 18, 2014

at the latest

Art. 49 (9) of Law no.

370/2004, republished,

with subsequent amend -

ments and completions

Transmitting a

copy of each

statement of poll

compiled by the

electoral bureau of

the polling station

to the court of law

within whose

territorial juris dic -

tion they carry out

their activity

Trans mitting a

copy, counter signed

and stam ped, of

each statement of

poll compiled by

the electoral

bureaux of the poll -

ing sta tions abroad

to the Bucharest

Court of Law

County

electoral

bureau or

electoral

bureau of

the

Bucharest

Municipality

district

Electoral

bureau for

the polling

stations

abroad

Under

armed guard
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107. Within 3 days at the most

of the close of voting:

on November 18, 2014,

21:00 hrs at the latest

Art. 52 (2) of Law no.

370/2004, republished,

with subsequent

amendments and

completions

Drawing up

requests for

cancelling the

elections on

grounds of

electoral fraud

The parties

and can di -

dates having

taken part in

the elections

Thoroughly

argued

request

accompa -

nied by the

proofs

under lying

it, addressed

to the

Constitu -

tional Court

108. Within 48 hours of the

receipt of the last

statement of poll from the

electoral bureaux of the

polling stations: 

on November 20, 2014

Art. 50 (3) of Law no.

370/2004, republished,

with subsequent amend -

ments and completions

Submitting to the

Central Electoral

Bureau of the

statement of poll,

together with the

statements of poll

received from the

electoral bureaux

of the polling

station, as well as

all petitions and

objections rece ived

that fall within the

compe tence of the

Central Electoral

Bureau, making up

a file sealed,

stamped and

signed by the

members of the

county electoral

bureau, the elec -

toral bureau of the

Bucharest Muni ci -

pality district or the

electoral bureau for

the polling stations

abroad, as well as

the files containing

the copies of the

per manent elec -

toral rolls and the

tables used in the

polling stations, as

well as the state -

ments on their own

account of voters

that 

County

electoral

bureau,

electoral

bureau of

the

Bucharest

Municipality

district or, as

appropriate,

the electoral

bureau for

the polling

stations

abroad

Sealed and

stamped

file,

transmitted

under armed

guard
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voted to another

polling station

that the one where

they were

assigned, as the

case may be,

accompanied by

the stamp of the

respective elec -

toral bureau

109. Within 24 hours of

registration of the last file:

on November 21, 2014 

Art. 51 (3) of Law no.

370/2004, republished,

with subsequent

amendments and

completions

Transmitting to the

Constitutional

Court the minutes,

together with

statements of poll

of ascertaining and

centralizing the

voting results

drawn up by the

county electoral

bureaux, the

electoral bureaux

of the Bucharest

Municipality

districts, the

electoral bureau for

the polling stations

abroad and the

electoral bureaux

of the polling

stations

Central

Electoral

Bureau 

Sealed and

stamped

file,

transmitted

under armed

guard

110. Before publication of the

election returns in the

Official Gazette of

Romania, Part I

Art. 66 (7) of Law no.

370/2004, republished,

with subsequent

amendments and

completions

Providing the

Permanent

Electoral Authority

with premises for

depositing the

copies of the

permanent

electoral rolls and

of the tables used

at polling stations,

as well as the other

materials having

resulted from the

electoral process,

which are to be

preserved in its

archives

General

Secretariat

of the

Government
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111. After receipt of the file

from the Central Electoral

Bureau and settlement of

requests for annulment of

elections on grounds of

electoral fraud

Art. 53 (1) of Law 

no. 370/2004, republ ished,

with subsequent amend -

ments and completions

Validating the

elections and

publishing the

election returns in

the media and in

the Official

Gazette of

Romania, Part I

Constitu -

tional Court



DECISION OF THE GOVERNMENT 

OF ROMANIA no. 705

of August 26, 2014

on approving the budget and necessary

expenditures for preparing, organizing and

conducting the 2014 elections for the President 

of Romania

Published in the Official Gazette no. 641 of September 1, 2014

On the grounds of Article 108 of the Constitution of Romania, republished,

of Article 65 (1) of Law no. 370/2004 on the election of the President of

Romania, republished, with subsequent amendments and completions, as well

as of Article 5 (5) and Article 7 (1

1

) of Government Ordinance no. 80/2001 on

setting expenditure standards for public administration authorities and public

institutions, approved with amendments by Law no. 247/2002, with subsequent

amendments and completions,

the Government of Romania enacts the present decision.

Art. 1. – (1) The budget and expenditures necessary for preparing,

organizing and conducting the 2014 elections for the President of Romania is

approved, according to the Annex that is an integral part of this decision.

(2) The necessary expenditures to prepare, organize and conduct the 2014

elections for the President of Romania in good conditions shall be provided from

the budget of the Ministry of Internal Affairs, the Permanent Electoral Authority,

the Special Telecommunications Service, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, as

well as of the General Secretariat of the Government for the National Institute

of Statistics.

(3) The Ministry of Internal Affairs shall distribute to the prefect’s

institutions the amounts needed for their activities in preparing, organizing and

conducting the 2014 elections for the President of Romania.
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Art. 2. – (1) The amounts needed to cover the expenditures with equipping

and running the Central Electoral Bureau shall be granted from the budget of

the Permanent Electoral Authority.

(2) The amounts needed for providing communication services and

equipment supplementing those already existing at  the Special

Telecommunications Service so as to provide the communication services

required by the Central Electoral Bureau and the county electoral bureaux, as

well as by the electoral bureaux of the Bucharest Municipality districts, shall

be granted from the budget of the Special Telecommunications Service.

(3) From the budget of the Permanent Electoral Authority shall be provided

the amounts needed to cover the expenditures generated by the specific

activities of the Permanent Electoral Authority for the proper organization and

conduct of the 2014 elections for the President of Romania, as well as to cover

the following expenditures:

a) the expenditures concerning its own activities for training and briefing

the members of electoral bureaux and the other participants in the electoral

process;

b) the expenditures for purchasing the computer applications and/or services

package used to centralize and determine the result of the elections.

c) the expenditures for the maintenance of the computer system of the

Electoral Register, as well as for the specific activities for its operation;

d) the expenditures with training the Permanent Electoral Authority staff

and the persons authorized by mayor’s decision to use the Electoral Register;

e) the emoluments, the entertainment and accommodations expenses for the

members of the Central Electoral Bureau;

f) the emoluments and the entertainment expenses for the auxiliary technical

staff of the Central Electoral Bureau.

(4) The amounts needed to cover the expenses entailed by the activities

specific to the Ministry of Internal Affairs for the proper organization and

conduct of the 2014 elections for the President of Romania shall be granted from

the budget of the Ministry of Internal Affairs.

(5) The amounts needed to cover the expenses for the organization and

endowment of the polling stations abroad, as well as for other materials

needed in these polling stations for the electoral process shall be granted from

the budget of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

(6) The amounts needed to cover the expenses for the endowment and

functioning of the electoral bureau for the polling stations abroad shall be granted

from the budget of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

(7) The funds concerning the materials needed for printing the permanent

electoral rolls and the copies of the permanent electoral rolls for the 2014

Regulations on the election of the President of Romania 2014
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elections for the President of Romania shall be granted from the budget of the

Ministry of Internal Affairs, through the prefect’s institutions.

(8) The amounts needed to cover the expenditures on printing the ballot

papers and electoral tables by the “Monitorul Oficial” R.A. shall be granted from

the budget of the Ministry of Internal Affairs, within the limits of the funds

allocated for this operation.

Art. 3. – The amounts needed to cover the expenditures related to the editing

and printing of the statements of poll for recording the results of the elections

and for the endowment with equipment, computer equipment, consumables, and

services necessary for the organization and functioning of the processing

stations, as well as the amounts for training the staff involved in carrying out

the technical operations regarding the determination of the results of the

elections, in the processing stations organized at the level of the Central

Electoral Bureau, of the county electoral bureaux, of the Bucharest Municipality

districts, of the electoral bureau for the polling stations abroad shall be granted

from the budget of the General Secretariat of the Government for the National

Statistics Institute.

Art. 4. – (1) The amounts needed to cover expenditures for checking the

duplicates of the permanent electoral rolls and the tables used at the polling

stations, as well as for electronically archiving them and the documents

received from the Central Electoral Bureau by the Permanent Electoral

Authority shall be granted from its budget.

(2) The amounts needed to cover expenditures for editing and printing

brochures containing updated versions of legal regulations on presidential

elections, their translation into English, French and Hungarian, as well as editing

and printing of other informative materials produced by the Permanent Electoral

Authority shall be granted from the Permanent Electoral Authority’s budget.

Art. 5. – The amounts needed to hire, from public operators, the telephone

lines and local data communication connections in order to provide the special

telephony and data communication services required by the Central Electoral

Bureau, county electoral bureaux and electoral bureaux of the Bucharest

Municipality districts shall be granted from the budget of the Special

Telecommunications Service, which shall also comprise:

a) the amounts for providing telephone and communications services

between the electoral bureaux of the polling stations and the county electoral

bureaux or electoral bureaux of the Bucharest Municipality districts within the

jurisdiction of which the former are operating, in areas where local authorities

cannot provide communication means from their own sources;

b) the amounts needed to organize a computer system that on election day

should supply data on the turnout, on the basis of the data from the electoral

bureaux of the polling stations.
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Art. 6. – (1) Within the approved budget, the expenditures for the

organization and conduct of the 2014 elections for the President of Romania

shall be made by the authorizing officers, by informing periodically the

Committee for transparency.

(2) The committee stipulated under paragraph (1) shall be formed within

5 days of the entering into force of this decision and shall be composed of one

representative of the Permanent Electoral Authority, one representative of

each parliamentary political party, 2 representatives of the non-governmental

organizations which carried out acknowledged activity in the field of electoral

process monitoring, and 2 representatives of the Romanian Press Club.

(3) The committee stipulated under paragraph (1) shall have no legal

personality.

(4) The nominal composition of the committee stipulated under paragraph (1)

shall be set by the president of the Central Technical Commission, based on the

proposals submitted by the Permanent Electoral Authority, the parliamentary

political parties, the non-governmental organizations and the Romanian Press

Club.

(5) The committee stipulated under paragraph (1) shall designate its

president from among the members nominated according to paragraph (4).

(6) The committee stipulated under paragraph (1) shall carry out its activity

in connection to the Central Technical Commission and shall have the role to

supervise the expenditures made for organizing and conducting the 2014

elections for the President of Romania.

Art. 7. – (1) As from the conclusion of the report of appointment, the

members of the Central Electoral Bureau shall be granted an emolument of 85 lei

for each day of work.

(2) The statisticians, computer experts, and the auxiliary technical staff who

participate in the performance of the operations entailed by the activity at the

Central Electoral Bureau shall be granted an emolument of 65 lei for each day

of work.

(3) The members of the county electoral bureaux, of the electoral bureaux

of Bucharest Municipality districts, as well as those of the electoral bureau for

the polling stations abroad shall benefit from an emolument of 85 lei for each

day of work. The statisticians, computer experts, and the auxiliary technical staff

who participate in the performing of the operations entailed by the activity of

these electoral bureaux shall be granted an emolument of 65 lei for each day

of work.

(4) The presidents and their deputies of the electoral bureaux of the polling

stations shall benefit from an emolument of 85 lei for each day of work, but

not for more than 5 days in the first round and 4 days in the runoff. The other

members of the electoral bureaux of the polling stations shall benefit from an

Regulations on the election of the President of Romania 2014
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emolument of 65 lei for each day of work, but not for more than 3 days in the

first round and two days in the runoff.

(5) The members of the Central Electoral Bureau, the statisticians, the

computer experts, and its auxiliary technical staff who participate in the

carrying out of the operations relating to the conduct of the 2014 elections for

the President of Romania, as well as the Ministry of Internal Affairs staff, who

are in charge of maintaining public order or perform a guarding mission at this

bureau, shall be allocated 10 lei per person for cooling drinks, coffee, and snacks,

for each day of work.

(6) The members of the county electoral bureaux, of the electoral bureaux

of Bucharest Municipality districts, and of the electoral bureau for the polling

stations abroad, as well as the statisticians, computer experts and their auxiliary

technical staff, who participate in the carrying out of the operations relating to

the conduct of the 2014 elections for the President of Romania, as well as the

Ministry of Internal Affairs staff, who are in charge of maintaining public order

or perform a guarding mission at these bureaux, shall be allocated 10 lei per

person for cooling drinks, coffee, and snacks, for each day of work.

(7) The members of the electoral bureaux of the polling stations and the

Ministry of Internal Affairs staff, who are in charge of maintaining public order

or perform a guarding mission at these bureaux, shall be allocated, on the

election day, 10 lei per person for cooling drinks, coffee, and snacks.

(8) The payment of the emoluments provided for in paragraphs (1)–(7) shall

be made based on the attendance lists approved by the presidents of the

electoral bureaux.

(9) The income from the emoluments provided for in paragraphs (1)–(4)

shall be taxed according to the legal provisions in force.

(10) Day of work shall refer to the work carried out throughout a calendar

day, regardless of the number of working hours, but no less than 6 hours per day.

(11) Besides the emoluments provided for in paragraphs (1)–(7), the

members of the Central Electoral Bureau, the county electoral bureaux, the

electoral bureaux of the Bucharest Municipality districts, the electoral bureau

for the polling stations abroad, as well as the presidents of the electoral

bureaux of the polling stations and their deputies having their domicile in other

localities shall benefit from the delegation allowance, as well as from the

reimbursement of the transportation and accommodations expenses, according

to the regulations in force providing for such emoluments for the personnel of

public institutions.

(12) The payment of the emoluments provided for in paragraphs (1) and (2),

and of the entertainment expenses provided for in paragraph (5) shall be made

from the budget of the Permanent Electoral Authority.
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(13) The payment of the emoluments provided for in paragraphs (3), (4) and

(11), and of the entertainment expenses provided for in paragraphs (6) and (7)

shall be made from the budgets of the prefect’s institutions, while for the

electoral bureau for the polling stations abroad, and for the polling stations

abroad the payment of the emoluments and of the entertainment expenses shall

be made from the budget of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

Art. 8. – (1) The expenses necessary for the transportation of the members

of the electoral bureaux and the distribution of the materials, documents and

printed forms stipulated under the law for the conduct of the electoral process

shall be granted by the Ministry of Internal Affairs and the prefect’s institutions,

while the expenses for the transportation and distribution of the materials,

documents and printed forms allocated to the polling stations abroad shall be

granted from the budget of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

(2) For the organization and conduct of the electoral process, the fuel

consumption and the expenses for the phone calls made by the public

administration authorities involved in the organization of the elections shall be

increased by 50% as compared to the standards in force for the period

September–November 2014.

Art. 9. – (1) The amounts necessary to cover the expenditures on

manufacturing the stamps inscribed “VOTAT” by the “Monetăria Statului” R.A.

shall be granted from the budget of the Ministry of Internal Affairs, within the

limits of the funds allocated for this operation.

(2) Manufacturing of the stickers to be applied on the identification cards

of citizens shall be ensured by the Ministry of Internal Affairs.

Art. 10. – (1) The amounts allocated to the Ministry of Internal Affairs for

the prefect’s institutions for the organization and conduct of the electoral

process shall be transferred for this purpose into the budget of each prefect’s

institution, and the reimbursement of those expenses shall be made by observing

the legal provisions.

(2) Within 30 days of the publication in the Official Gazette of Romania,

Part I, of the result of the elections, the public central administration authorities

and the prefect’s institutions which have been allocated funds for organizing

and conducting the electoral process shall transmit to the Permanent Electoral

Authority the situation of the amounts allocated and of the expenditure made,

presenting separately the staff, material and capital expenditure.

Art. 11. – This decision enters into force 3 days of the date of entering into

force of the Decision of the Government no. 520/2014 on establishing the date

of the 2014 elections for the President of Romania.
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DECISION OF THE GOVERNMENT 

OF ROMANIA no. 706

of August 26, 2014

on establishing measures for the proper

organization and conduct of the 2014 elections 

for the President of Romania

Published in the Official Gazette no. 641 of September 1, 2014

On the grounds of Article 108 of the Constitution of Romania, republished,

and of Article 65 (1) of Law no. 370/2004 for the election of the President of

Romania, republished, with the subsequent amendments and completions,

the Government of Romania enacts the present decision.

Art. 1. – (1) In order to coordinate and accomplish the duties stipulated in

the legislation in force with regard to the election of the President of Romania

incumbent on ministries and the other specialized bodies of the central public

administration, as well as on the institutions of the prefect, the Central Technical

Commission shall be set up composed as per Annex no. 1.

(2) The nominal composition of the Central Technical Commission shall

be established, by order of the deputy prime minister for national security,

minister of internal affairs, within 3 days of the entry into force of this decision,

based on proposals made by heads of the ministries and of other

institutions/companies listed in Annex no. 1.

(3) The meetings of the Central Technical Commission may be attended,

as guests, by representatives of parliamentary political parties, of the Romanian

Press Club, of other concerned institutions of the central public administration,

of certain economic operators providing public services, as well as

representatives of NGOs.

Art. 2. – (1) The Ministry of Internal Affairs shall establish measures to

maintain and ensure public peace and order in all localities of the country during
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the entire election period, in particular on the election day, as well as during

the days leading up to and succeeding that day.

(2) The Ministry of Internal Affairs shall ensure public order in the polling

stations and security of the files drawn up by the electoral bureaux during the

transportation thereof to the electoral bureaux and the Central Electoral Bureau,

as well as security during the printing, transportation and storage of the ballot

papers and of the other materials necessary for voting.

(3) The staff of the Ministry of Internal Affairs shall guard the headquarters

of the Central Electoral Bureau, of the county electoral bureaux, of the electoral

bureaux of the Bucharest Municipality districts, of the electoral bureau for the

polling stations abroad, and of the electoral bureaux of the polling stations in

the country.

Art. 3. – (1) The mayors shall provide the drawing up and printing of the

permanent electoral rolls and of the copies of the permanent electoral rolls,

according to the law.

(2) The consumables required for the printing of the permanent electoral

rolls and of the copies of the permanent electoral rolls shall be provided by the

institutions of the prefect.

(3) The institutions of the prefect shall provide the ink, ink pads and the other

materials necessary for voting.

Art. 4. – (1) The National Institute of Statistics shall provide the necessary

number of statisticians, computer scientists, and technical support staff, the

necessary endowment with equipment and computers, as well as the computer

system used in monitoring and carrying on of technical operations for

establishing the results of the elections and the turnout in the election day.

(2) The National Institute of Statistics shall ensure the training of the staff

involved in performing the technical operations for determining the elections results.

Art. 5. – (1) The central public administration authorities shall take the

necessary measures in order to put at the disposal of the local public

administration authorities proper places in the units under their jurisdiction for

organizing polling stations, as well as for supplying personnel to perform

technical operations in the polling stations.

(2) The places put at the disposal of the local public administration

authorities according to paragraph (1) shall not be part of medical care units

with beds or of primary and specialized ambulatory care units.

Art. 6. – The Ministry of Health shall take measures for providing medical

assistance at the polling stations.

Art. 7. – (1) The Ministry of Foreign Affairs shall make proposals to the

Permanent Electoral Authority as to the accreditation of foreign observers, as

well as of the foreign media delegates.

Regulations on the election of the President of Romania 2014
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(2) The Ministry of Foreign Affairs shall take the necessary measures for

the organization and endowment of the polling stations abroad, as well as for

the operation of the electoral bureau for the polling stations abroad.

(3) The consumables required for the printing of the electoral tables used

in the polling stations abroad shall be provided by the Ministry of Foreign

Affairs. 

Art. 8. – (1) Within 3 days of the coming into force of this decision, the

county technical commissions and the Technical Commission of Bucharest

Municipality shall be set up, without legal personality, composed as per Annex

no. 2, in charge of the coordination and accomplishment of the duties incumbent

on the local public administration authorities and on the deconcentrated public

services of ministries and of the other specialized bodies of the central public

administration as stipulated by the legislation in force as to the election of the

President of Romania.

(2) The nominal composition of the county technical commission or of that

of Bucharest Municipality shall be established by the prefect, by order, based

on the proposals made by the heads of institutions/companies listed in Annex

no. 2.

(3) The meetings of the county technical commissions and of the Technical

Commission of the Bucharest Municipality may be attended, as guests, by

representatives of parliamentary political parties, of the Romanian Press Club,

of certain economic operators providing public services, as well as

representatives of NGOs.

(4) In order to pursue and promptly solve the current issues in the counties,

and in the Bucharest Municipality, a technical working group shall be set up

attached to the technical commission, without legal personality, headed by a

sub-prefect, consisting of public servants appointed by the heads of the

deconcentrated public services of ministries and of the other specialized

bodies of the central public administration, organized at the level of the county,

and of the Bucharest Municipality. The technical group shall also include

2–3 public servants from the specialized apparatus of the county councils, and

that of the General Council of Bucharest Municipality.

(5) During the period they carry out activities in the technical working group,

its members shall be exempted from job duties.

(6) The material conditions necessary for the operation of the technical

working group shall be ensured through the care of the prefect. Salaries and the

other monetary benefits owed to the staff operating in the technical working

group shall be paid by the institutions where they are employed.

Art. 9. – (1) The Ministry of Internal Affairs, with the assistance of the

Permanent Electoral Authority, shall organize, within 5 days at the most of the
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coming into force of this decision, the training of prefects and sub-prefects

regarding the organization and conduct of the 2014 elections for the President

of Romania.

(2) The prefects, with the assistance of the branches of the Permanent

Electoral Authority, shall organize as soon as possible the training of the

mayors and secretaries of communes, towns and municipalities with regard to

the duties incumbent upon them for the proper organization and conduct of the

elections for the President of Romania.

(3) Prefects shall establish a schedule for the distribution of the ballot

papers received from the Ministry of Internal Affairs, as well as of the other

materials required in the voting process, depending on providing the conditions

for the safe storage thereof, with the observance of legal provisions.

(4) In the event it is impossible for the prefect to exercise his/her duties, as

well as in case of vacancy of this position, the fulfilment of the duties incumbent

upon the prefect according to the law shall be ensured by the sub-prefect.

(5) During the election period, the Ministry of Internal Affairs and the

Permanent Electoral Authority shall provide specialized assistance to prefects

and mayors in accomplishing in due time and in proper conditions the duties

incumbent upon them in the organization and conduct of the 2014 elections for

the President of Romania.

Art. 10. – (1) The headquarters of the Central Electoral Bureau shall be

provided by the Government, that of the electoral bureau for the polling

stations abroad by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the headquarters of the county

electoral bureaux shall be provided by the prefects and the presidents of the

county councils, while those of the district electoral bureaux, as well as those

of the electoral bureaux of the polling stations by the mayors, together with the

prefects, and the headquarters of the electoral bureaux of the polling stations

abroad by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 

(2) The technical and material endowment of the Central Electoral Bureau

shall be provided by the Permanent Electoral Authority.

(3) The prefects, the presidents of the county councils and the mayors shall

provide the appropriate conditions for the functioning of the county electoral

bureaux and of the Bucharest Municipality district electoral bureaux, as the case

may be.

(4) In order to reduce the costs for the conduct of the electoral process the

mayors shall use the material goods recovered from the previous elections and

which are in good condition. Where the material goods needed for the

appropriate layout and equipment of the polling stations cannot be recovered,

there shall be purchased new ones by the institutions of the prefect, based on

the centralization of the needs and within the limits of the allocated funds.

Regulations on the election of the President of Romania 2014
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Art. 11. – (1) The Permanent Electoral Authority shall take measures in

order to inform and/or train the members of the electoral bureaux and of the

other participants in the electoral process by issuing, distributing and/or

disseminating publications, guidebooks, brochures, leaflets, audio-video

productions.

(2) For the purpose of providing efficient training and guidance of the

prefects, mayors, secretaries of the administrative-territorial units, of the

members of the electoral bureaux, and of the other participants in the electoral

process, the publications shall include updated versions of the legal regulations

on the 2014 elections for the President of Romania.

(3) The local public administration authorities shall support the Permanent

Electoral Authority in the distribution and/or dissemination of the information

materials provided for in paragraphs (1) and (2).

(4) The Permanent Electoral Authority shall designate its representatives

in the electoral bureaux and shall support the provision of the technical support

staff of such bureaux, according to the law and within the limits of the available

staff.

(5) The Permanent Electoral Authority shall provide the mayors, according

to the law, with the data from the Electoral Register concerning the citizens

having the right to vote.

(6) Within 5 days of the coming into force of this decision, the Permanent

Electoral Authority shall establish the procedure for issuing certificates attesting

the meeting of terms stipulated under Article 47 (7) and (8) of Law no.

370/2004 on the election of the President of Romania, republished, with the

subsequent amendments and completions, and the procedure for the

accreditation of foreign observers and foreign media representatives.

Art. 12. – (1) The Ministry of Internal Affairs, through the National

Administration of State Reserves and Special Issues, shall ensure the purchase

of the paper for the printing of the ballot papers for the 2014 elections for the

President of Romania.

(2) The amount of paper located in intact original packaging that has not

been used shall be returned to the unit of the National Administration of State

Reserves and Special Issues wherefrom it has been taken, within 10 days of the

publication of the election results, based on a delivery-receipt protocol.

(3) The payment for the paper actually used, after the return stipulated under

paragraph (2), invoiced at the price recorded in the books of accounts, shall be

paid by the Ministry of Internal Affairs within 30 days of the publication of the

election results.

Art. 13. – The Autonomous Régie “Monitorul Oficial” shall provide the

editing and printing of brochures containing consolidated versions of the legal
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regulations regarding the presidential elections, the translation thereof in

English, French and Hungarian, as well as the editing and printing of other

information materials drawn up by the Permanent Electoral Authority. 

Art. 14. – (1) The prefects shall provide assistance, under the law, to the

law courts, namely to the Constitutional Court, in melting the used or unused

ballot papers, of the null ballot papers, of the minutes and of the stamps

required for the voting process, of the other materials used in the electoral

process, as well as of the lists of supporters.

(2) The General Secretariat of the Government shall place at the disposal

of the Permanent Electoral Authority a place for the storage of the copies of

the permanent electoral rolls and of the tables used in the polling stations, as

well as of the other materials resulting from the electoral process and that shall

be kept in its archives.

(3) The Permanent Electoral Authority shall provide the electronic archiving

of the documents received from the Central Electoral Bureau by a provider of

electronic archiving services, according to Law no. 135/2007 on the electronic

archiving of documents, republished, and then it shall hand over for melting

the materials and documents received from the Central Electoral Bureau to the

specialized economic operators.

Art. 15. – (1) The county technical commissions and the Technical

Commission of Bucharest Municipality shall weekly inform the Central

Technical Commission about the stage of the preparation and organization of

the 2014 elections for the President of Romania.

(2) The Central Technical Commission shall weekly inform the Government

about the accomplishment stage of actions regarding the preparation and

organization of the 2014 elections for the President of Romania.

Art. 16. – Annexes nos. 1 and 2 are an integrant part of this decision. 

Art. 17. – This decision shall come into force within 3 days of the coming

into force of the Decision of the Government no. 520/2014 on the setting of the

date of the 2014 elections for the President of Romania.

ANNEX no. 1

C O M P O S I T I O N

of the Central Technical Commission

President:

Deputy prime minister for national security, minister of internal affairs

Members:

– state secretary for public order of the Ministry of Internal Affairs;

– state secretary of the Ministry of Internal Affairs;

Regulations on the election of the President of Romania 2014
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a) Representatives, at the level of state secretary or secretary general, of the:

– General Secretariat of the Government;

– Ministry of Regional Development and Public Administration;

– Ministry of Public Finance;

– Ministry of Labor, Family, Social Protection and Elderly;

– Ministry of Foreign Affairs;

– Ministry of National Education;

– Ministry of Health;

– Permanent Electoral Authority;

– National Institute of Statistics;

– National Administration of State Reserves and Special Issues;

b) Representatives of the:

– Special Telecommunications Service;

– AGERPRES National Press Agency;

– Electric Power Distribution and Supply Trading Company “Electrica” –

S.A.;

– Romanian Television Broadcasting Company;

– Romanian Radio Broadcasting Company.

N O T E:

The technical secretariat works of the Central Technical Commission

shall be provided by the Ministry of Internal Affairs.

ANNEX no. 2

C O M P O S I T I O N

of the technical commission of the county

or of the Bucharest Municipality

– county prefect, prefect of the Bucharest Municipality, respectively;

– sub-prefect;

– secretary of the county, secretary general of the Bucharest Municipality,

respectively;

– executive officer of the regional/county department of statistics;

– chief executive officer of the general department of public finance of the

county, of the Bucharest Municipality, respectively;

– chief inspector of the county inspectorate of police, chief executive

officer of the Bucharest Municipality General Directorate of Police, respectively;

– chief inspector of the county inspectorate for emergency situations, chief

inspector of the Bucharest Municipality Inspectorate for Emergency Situations,

respectively;
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– head of the county structure, of the Bucharest Municipality bureau,

respectively, for the management of databases of persons record;

– head of the county community public service for persons record;

– chief inspector of the county gendarmerie inspectorate, chief executive

officer of the Bucharest Municipality General Gendarmerie Directorate,

respectively;

– inspector general of the county school inspectorate, of the Bucharest

Municipality school inspectorate, respectively;

– executive officer of the county public health department, of the Bucharest

Municipality Public Health Department, respectively;

– territorial representative of the Special Telecommunications Service;

– representative of the Permanent Electoral Authority;

– territorial representative of the Electric Power Distribution and Supply

Trading Company “Electrica” – S.A.;

– territorial correspondent of the AGERPRES National Press Agency.

N O T E:

The technical secretariat works of the county technical commission

shall be provided by the staff within the institution of the prefect.

Regulations on the election of the President of Romania 2014
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DECISION OF THE GOVERNMENT 

OF ROMANIA no. 707

of August 26, 2014

on approving the model, dimensions and printing

conditions of the ballot paper to be used in the

2014 elections for the President of Romania

Published in the Official Gazette no. 641 of September 1, 2014

On the grounds of Article 108 of the Constitution of Romania, republished,

of Article 32 (1) and of Article 65 (1) of Law no. 370/2004 on the election of

the President of Romania, republished, with subsequent amendments and

completions,

the Government of Romania enacts the present decision.

Art. 1. – The model, dimensions and printing conditions shall be approved

of the ballot paper to be used in the first round of the 2014 election for the

President of Romania, stipulated under Annex no. 1.

Art. 2. – The model, dimensions and printing conditions shall be approved

of the ballot paper to be used in the case of a runoff of the 2014 election for

the President of Romania, stipulated under Annex no. 2.

Art. 3. – Annexes no. 1 and 2 are an integral part of this decision.

Art. 4. – This decision enters into force 3 days of the date of entering into

force of the Decision of the Government no. 520/2014 on establishing the date

of the 2014 elections for the President of Romania.
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ANNEX no. 1

The model

1)

, the dimensions and printing conditions

of the ballot paper to be used in the first round of the 2014 

election for the President of Romania

Outside page

1)

The model is reproduced in facsimile.

N O T E:

L.S. represents the place where the control stamp of the electoral bureau

of the polling station shall be affixed.



N O T E S:

a) There shall be written down the full name of the political party,

organization of citizens belonging to national minorities, political alliance or

electoral alliance or the mention “Candidat independent”, as the case may be.

b) There shall be reproduced the electoral sign; a space of at least 3 letters

shall be kept between the name of the political party, political alliance, electoral

alliance or organization of citizens belonging to national minorities or the

mention “Candidat independent”, as the case may be, and the electoral sign.

The electoral sign shall be printed within a graphic space of 3 cm x 3 cm.

c) The first name and surname of the candidate shall be written here.

For each independent candidate only the electoral sign, the first name and

the surname shall be printed.

The ballot paper has the shape of an A4 leaflet, sized as follows: the

height has the size of an A4 sheet, and the width is sized according to the number

of candidates, so that when folded horizontally there will result pages in the size

of an A4 sheet.

The quadrilaterals shall be printed in parallel, the distance between them

being larger than the diameter of the stamp marked “VOTAT”.

On the inside page of the ballot paper there shall be printed the quadrilaterals

including the candidatures.

The full name of the political party, organization of citizens belonging to

national minorities, political alliance or electoral alliance shall be printed in

regular capitals, font size 12.
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The first name and surname, as well as the words printed inside the

quadrilateral shall be printed in regular capitals, font size 12.

Quadrilaterals shall be numbered and shall be printed in the order resulted

from the drawing of lots according to provisions of Article 17 (1) (c) of Law

no. 370/2004 on the election of the President of Romania, republished, with

subsequent amendments and completions.

ANNEX no. 2

The model

1)

, the dimensions and printing conditions 

of the ballot paper to be used in the runoff of the 2014 election 

for the President of Romania

Front
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The model is reproduced in facsimile.



A) There shall be written down the full name of the political party, political

alliance, electoral alliance or organization of citizens belonging to national

minorities. The size of the letters in the two quadrilaterals shall be the same.

B) There shall be written down the abridged name of the political party,

political alliance, electoral alliance or organization of citizens belonging to

national minorities. The size of the letters in the two quadrilaterals shall be the

same.

C) There shall be inscribed the electoral sign which shall be printed within

a graphic space of at least 3 cm x 3 cm. The size of the graphic space in the two

quadrilaterals shall be the same.
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D) The first name and surname of the candidate shall be written. The size

of the letters in the two quadrilaterals shall be the same. The size of the letters

to be printed inside the quadrilateral shall be determined by the Central

Electoral Bureau.

N O T E S:

– All the quadrilaterals shall be printed on one page.

– The quadrilaterals containing the first name and surname of the candidates

are of the same size and shall be printed, from left to right, taking into account

the number of validly cast votes obtained in the first round.

– The space between the quadrilaterals shall be larger than the diameter of

the stamp marked “VOTAT”.

– On the verso the stamp of the electoral bureau of the polling station shall

be applied.

– The page of the ballot paper shall be in A4 format.

Regulations on the election of the President of Romania 2014
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DECISION OF THE GOVERNMENT 

OF ROMANIA no. 708

of August 26, 2014

on the model, the conditions for the printing,

management and use of the sticker stamp in the

2014 elections for the President of Romania

Published in the Official Gazette no. 641 of September 1, 2014

On the grounds of Article 108 of the Constitution of Romania, republished,

and of Article 65 (1) of Law no. 370/2004 for the election of the President of

Romania, republished, with the subsequent amendments and completions,

the Government of Romania enacts the present decision.

Art. 1. – (1) In the 2014 elections for the President of Romania, the voter

who exercises his/her right to vote on the basis of the identity card or the

electronic identity card shall be provided with a sticker stamp marked “VOTAT”

and the election date on it, which shall be affixed on the said card after

exercising the right to vote. The sticker stamp shall be affixed on the back of

the identity card or of the electronic identity card by the president of the

electoral bureau of the polling station or, where appropriate, by the member of

the electoral bureau of the polling station designated by the president.

(2) The model of the sticker stamp which shall be used in the 2014 elections

for the President of Romania is provided in the Annex which is an integral part

of this decision.

(3) The sticker stamp must provide perfect adherence to the identity card

or the electronic identity card, so that it cannot be removed.

Art. 2. – (1) The Ministry of Internal Affairs shall provide the purchase of

the sticker stamps, according to the law.

(2) The sticker stamps shall be handed over to the presidents of the county

electoral bureaux and of the electoral bureaux of the districts of Bucharest
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Municipality by the Ministry of Internal Affairs, based on minutes, at least 7

days prior to the date of elections for the President of Romania.

(3) The presidents of the county electoral bureaux and of the electoral

bureaux of the districts of Bucharest Municipality, with the support of prefects,

shall hand over the sticker stamps to the mayors, based on minutes, no later than

5 days prior to the date of elections for the President of Romania.

(4) The mayors shall hand over the sticker stamps, based on minutes, to the

presidents of the electoral bureaux of the polling stations, no later than two days

prior to the date of elections for the President of Romania.

(5) The sticker stamps for the polling stations abroad shall be handed over

by the Ministry of Internal Affairs to the president of the electoral bureau for

the polling stations abroad, based on minutes, at least 5 days prior to the date

of elections for the President of Romania.

(6) The president of the electoral bureau for the polling stations abroad shall

hand over the sticker stamps, based on minutes, through the agency of the

Ministry of Foreign Affairs, to the electoral bureaux of the polling stations

abroad, no later than two days prior to the date of elections for the President

of Romania.

Art. 3. – The sticker stamps shall have the same format for the entire

constituency, shall be printed with letters of the same size, font and ink, in a

number that is 10% larger than the number of voters holding identity cards and

electronic identity cards, plus an amount equal to the number of ballot papers

printed for the polling stations abroad.

Art. 4. – In the event a runoff voting shall be organized for the election of

the President of Romania, the provisions of Articles 1–2 shall apply accordingly.

Art. 5. – This decision shall come into force within 3 days of the coming

into force of the Decision of the Government no. 520/2014 on the setting of the

date of the 2014 elections for the President of Romania.

Regulations on the election of the President of Romania 2014
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ANNEX

M O D E L

1

)

of the sticker stamp to be used in the 2014 elections for the President

of Romania

1)

The model of the sticker stamp is reproduced in facsimile.

*)

The day, month and year of the elections shall be written down.

N O T E:

The square framing the circle marked “VOTAT 2014 P” and the mention

of the election date shall have a 18 mm side.



DECISION OF THE GOVERNMENT 

OF ROMANIA no. 709

of August 26, 2014

for the approval of the model of the copy of the

permanent electoral roll, of the models of electoral

tables and of the model of the statement on one’s

own account to be used in the 2014 elections for the

President of Romania

Published in the Official Gazette no. 642 of September 1, 2014

On the grounds of Article 8 of the Constitution of Romania, republished,

of Article 44 (4) and (5), and of Article 65 (1) of Law no. 370/2004 for the

election of the President of Romania, republished, with the subsequent

amendments and completions,

the Government of Romania enacts the present decision.

Art. 1. – There shall be approved the model of the copy of the permanent

electoral roll, of the electoral table to be filled in with the data of citizens

exercising their right to vote at other polling stations than the ones they are

assigned to according to their domicile, or of citizens omitted from the permanent

electoral roll, the model of the electoral table to be filled in with the data of voters

exercising their right to vote by means of the special ballot box, as well as the

model of the statement on one’s own account to be filled in by the citizen

exercising his/her right to vote at a polling station other than the one he/she is

assigned to according to his/her domicile, stipulated in Annexes nos. 1–4.

Art. 2. – Annexes nos. 1–4 are an integral part of this decision.

Art. 3. – This decision shall come into force within 3 days of the coming

into force of the Decision of the Government no. 520/2014 on establishing

the date of the 2014 elections for the President of Romania. 
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ANNEX no. 1

Model of the copy of the permanent electoral roll

ROMANIA Page ............

COUNTY*) ....................

Municipality, town, commune**) ........

Locality of residence/Village .................... Polling station no. ............

Street ...............................

C O P Y O F  T H E P E R M A N E N T E L E C T O R A L R O L L

for the 2014 election of the President of Romania
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Cur.

no.

Voter’s

signature

Voter’s

surname 

and name

Personal

numerical 

code

Voter’s domicile

(no. of house, block,

apartment)

Series 

and number of

identity document

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

*) In the case of Bucharest Municipality there shall be written down “Bucharest

Municipality”.

**) In the case of Bucharest Municipality there shall be written down “District no. ....”.

N O T E:

The copy of the permanent electoral roll shall be signed by the mayor and

the secretary of the administrative-territorial unit, according to the law.

The columns shall be sized at least 1 cm high, and the column for the

signature shall be at least 4 cm long.



ANNEX no. 2

Model of the electoral table to be filled in with the data of the citizens 

who exercise their right to vote in other polling stations than the ones

they are assigned to according to their domicile or who are omitted 

from the permanent electoral roll

Page..............

ROMANIA

COUNTY*) ....................

Polling station no.***) ................

Municipality, town, commune**) ........

T  A  B  L  E

with the voters who exercise their right to vote in another polling

station than the one of domicile or who are omitted from the permanent

electoral roll of the 2014 elections for the President of Romania
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Cur.

no.

Voter’s

signature

Voter’s

surname and

name

Personal numerical code

Voter’s

domicile

(no. of

house, block,

apartment)

Type, series

and number

of identity

document

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

*) In the case of Bucharest Municipality there shall be written down “Bucharest

Municipality”. In the case of polling stations organized abroad, there shall be written down

“Abroad”.

**) In the case of Bucharest Municipality there shall be written down “District no. ....”,

and in the case of polling stations organized abroad, there shall be added the name of the country

where the polling station has been organized.

***) In the case of polling stations organized abroad, after the number there shall be written

down “organized in the locality ...”.

N O T E:

The electoral table shall be signed by the the president of the electoral

bureau of the polling station and his deputy, as well as by the

member/members of the electoral bureau of the polling station who entered

the voters on the electoral table, the latter being obliged to write their surname

and name at the end of the list, in the place specially intended for that purpose.



The columns shall be sized at least 1 cm high, and the column for the

signature shall be at least 4 cm long.

These tables may be supplemented with the following categories of voters:

– voters who come to cast their vote and can prove with their identity

document that they reside within the territorial bounds of the respective polling

station, but who were omitted from  the copy of the permanent electoral roll

which is to be found at the electoral bureau of the polling station;

– the members of the electoral bureau of the polling station, the persons

entrusted with maintaining the order and who are not registered in the copy of

the permanent electoral roll of that polling station;

– the voters who on election day are in another commune, town or

municipality than the one they reside in, as well as the voters who cast their

vote at the polling stations abroad.

ANNEX no. 3

Model of the electoral table that shall be supplemented with the data of the

voters who exercise their right to vote by means of the special ballot box

ROMANIA Page ....................

COUNTY*) .................                                            Polling station no. ...........

Municipality, town, commune**) 

T  A  B  L  E

with the voters who exercise their right to vote by means of the special

ballot box at the 2014 elections for the President of Romania
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Decision of the Government no. 709/2014

Cur.

no.

Voter’s

signature

Voter’s

surname and

name

Personal numerical code

Voter’s

domicile

(street, no. of

house, block,

apartment)

Type, series

and number

of identity

document

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

*) In the case of Bucharest Municipality there shall be written down “Bucharest Municipality”.

**) In the case of Bucharest Municipality there shall be written down “District no. ....”.



N O T E:

The electoral table shall be signed by all the members of the electoral

bureau of the polling station who actually carry the special ballot box.

The columns shall be sized at least 1 cm high, and the column for the

signature shall be at least 4 cm long.

ANNEX no. 4

Model of the statement on one’s own account to be filled in by the voter

who exercises his right to vote at another polling station than the one 

he is assigned to according to domicile

S  T  A  T  E  M  E  N  T

The undersigned ............................................................................................, 

(voter’s surname and name)

holder of ................................................................, series ........... no. ................,

(type of the identity document)

Personal Numerical Code ........................, residing in

1

......................................,  

(locality)

street ............................ no. ............., county/district ......................................, 

having full knowledge of the provisions of Article 387 of Law no.

286/2009 on the Criminal Code, with the subsequent amendments and

completions, according to which voting twice or several times is an offence

that is punished with a prison sentence from 6 months to 3 years or with fine

and stripping of certain rights,

I hereby declare on my own account, under the sanction of Article 326 of

Law no. 286/2009 on the Criminal Code, with the subsequent amendments

and completions, that today.........

2

I have not voted and that I will not vote in

another polling station for the election of the President of Romania.

Date Signature

................................ ...............................
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1

In the case of the Romanian citizen residing abroad, there shall be written the full address

together with the mention “residing abroad”.

2

There shall be written November 2, 2014 or November 16, 2014, as the case may be.



DECISION OF THE GOVERNMENT 

OF ROMANIA no. 710

of August 26, 2014

on approving the models of stamps for electoral

bureaux, of the model of the control stamp 

for polling stations, and of the model of the stamp

marked “VOTAT” to be used in the 2014 elections

for the President of Romania

Published in the Official Gazette no. 642 of September 1, 2014

On the grounds of Article 108 of the Constitution of Romania, republished,

and of Article 65 (1) of Law no. 370/2004 on the election of the President of

Romania, republished, with subsequent amendments and completions,

the Government of Romania enacts the present decision.

Art. 1. – There shall be approved the model of the stamp of the Central

Electoral Bureau, of the stamp of the county electoral bureau, of the stamp of

the electoral bureau of the district of Bucharest Municipality, of the stamp of

the electoral bureau for the polling stations abroad, of the control stamp of the

polling station across the country, as well as of the control stamp of the polling

station abroad to be used in the 2014 elections for the President of Romania,

provided for in Annexes nos. 1–6.

Art. 2. – There shall be approved the model of the stamp marked “VOTAT”

to be used in the 2014 elections for the President of Romania, provided for in

Annex no. 7.

Art. 3. – Annexes nos. 1–7 are an integral part of the present decision.

Art. 4. – This decision enters into force 3 days of the date of entering into

force of the Decision of the Government no. 520/2014 on establishing the date

of the 2014 elections for the President of Romania.
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ANNEX no. 1
M O D E L

1)

of the stamp of the Central Electoral Bureau
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1) 

The model of the stamp is reproduced in facsimile.

N O T E S:

– The stamp shall be manufactured by the care of the Ministry of Internal

Affairs, which shall also set its size.

– The ink for the stamp shall be blue in colour.

ANNEX no. 2
M O D E L

1)

of the stamp of the county electoral bureau

1)

The model of the stamp is reproduced in facsimile.

*) There shall be written down the name of the county.

N O T E S:

– The stamp shall be manufactured by the prefect’s care.

– The size of the stamp shall be set by the prefect, so that all the data

inscribed are legible.

– The ink for the stamp shall be blue in colour.



ANNEX no. 3
M O D E L

1)

of the stamp of the electoral bureau of the Bucharest Municipality district

33

Decision of the Government no. 710/2014

1) 

The model of the stamp is reproduced in facsimile.

*) There shall be written down the name of the district.

N O T E S:

– The stamps shall be manufactured by the care of the prefect of Bucharest

Municipality.

– The size of the stamp shall be set by the prefect of Bucharest Municipality,

so that all the data inscribed are legible.

– The ink for the stamp shall be blue in colour

ANNEX no. 4
M O D E L

1)

of the stamp of the electoral bureau for the polling stations abroad

1) 

The model of the stamp is reproduced in facsimile.

N O T E S:

– The stamp shall be manufactured by the care of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

– The size of the stamp shall be set by the minister of foreign affairs, so

that all the data inscribed are legible.

– The ink for the stamp shall be blue in colour.



ANNEX no. 5
M O D E L

1) 

of the control stamp of the polling station across the country
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1 ) 

The model of the stamp is reproduced in facsimile.

*) There shall be written down the name of the county.

**) There shall be written down the number of the polling station, according to the

numbering made by decision of the Permanent Electoral Authority.

***) There shall be written down the number of the district.

N O T E S:

– The stamps shall be manufactured by the prefect’s care.

– The size of the stamp shall be set by the prefect, so that all the data

inscribed are legible.

– The ink for the stamp shall be blue in colour.

ANNEX no. 6
M O D E L

1) 

of the control stamp of the polling station abroad

1)

The model of the stamp is reproduced in facsimile.

*) There shall be written down the number of the polling station, according to the

numbering made by order of the minister of foreign affairs.



N O T E S:

– The stamps shall be manufactured by the care of the Ministry of Foreign

Affairs.

– The size of the stamp shall be set by the minister of foreign affairs, so that

all the data inscribed are legible.

– The ink for the stamp shall be blue in colour.

ANNEX no. 7
M O D E L

1)

of the stamp marked “VOTAT”
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Decision of the Government no. 710/2014

1)

The model of the stamp is reproduced in facsimile.

N O T E:

The stamp shall be manufactured by “Monetăria Statului” R.A. and shall

be distributed across the counties by the care of the Ministry of Internal

Affairs, which shall also set its size, and abroad by the care of the Ministry

of Foreign Affairs.


